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Mission
ICCO Cooperation is a faith-based non-governmental organization for
development cooperation. Our identity and work is characterized by
three crucial values: compassion, justice and stewardship. The mission
of ICCO Cooperation is to contribute to poverty alleviation and social
justice in communities and countries where we can have an impact
and make a difference.
We are a global organization and the strong voice of marginalized
people. We focus on global public goods, international and economic
justice, gender equality, human rights, food security and climate in the
44 countries we work in.
We create links between local and international groups. It is in
this interaction that ICCO Cooperation as a global civil society
organization plays a linking role. We believe change depends both on
the entrepreneurial capacity of individual people and on the capacity
and willingness to join forces with others.
Therefore ICCO Cooperation promotes and facilitates the colla
boration between different types of participants: civilians (private
sphere), social organizations (civil society), enterprises and business
(market) and governments (state).
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PREAMBLE
This annual report 2012 gives account of the results of the work of Coöperatie ICCO
U.A, including Stichting ICCO and Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. plus her subsidiaries,
further to be mentioned ICCO Cooperation.
Besides the presented ICCO Cooperation annual report, there is also an ICCO
Alliance progress report available to be accountable to the MFS2 subsidy of the
Dutch government (2011 – 2015). Both reports can be found on: www.icco.nl and
www.icco-cooperation.org.

PHOTO STORY

CLOVES MADAGASCAR

Between the chapters of this report pictures of the Dutch photographer Raymond
Rutting tell the story of the cloves chain in Madagascar, from harvest to processing
before export.

Coldis
Madagascar

ICCO and the cooperative Coldis developed a business model for cloves in
Madagascar. They brought the clove production to a higher level at the benefit of
local farmers. Farmers increased their production, improved the quality and receive
a fair price for their goods. The cloves are exported to markets in Europe (via The
Netherlands), North America and Asia (via Singapore). They are mostly used in the
food industry, as a whole or in powder form.
ICCO guarantees a loan provided by Triodos Bank to Coldis. The local MFI Tiavo
provides a microcredit to the farmers to bridge the financially difficult period for
the harvest. The credit is repaid in kind. In three years the production quadrupled
from 66 tons to 300 tons. Where the company in the first year (2009) had a loss of
EUR 16,883 (due to startup problems), the company expects EUR 403,446 in 2012,
due to a huge increase in sales numbers and good sales. Nearly eight hundred farm
families now have a better future.

The cloves chain is only one example of the many inclusive value chains in different
countries ICCO Cooperation is involved in.

Antananarivo

FIANARANTSOA

Coldis HQ

Tamatave

Vatovavy Fitovinany

MANAKARA

Coldis central warehouse
Atsimo Atsinanana
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Report of the
Executive Board
With pleasure we present the 2012 annual report of
ICCO Cooperation, which will be published amidst
thorough discussions on the future of development
cooperation. All sorts of debates and events have
been organized, papers have been written, and
whether you talk to civil servants, entrepreneurs or
development workers, a new way of development
cooperation is the talk of the town.

One thing is clear: up till now we have been able to use
substantial government subsidies to finance development activities. This system is changing, although the
subsidies will not be completely stopped. The grant
will be more and more replaced by an investment.
Therefore in 2012 we prepared an impact investment
fund, named ICCO Investments, which starts in 2013.
ICCO Investments is aimed at developing an instrument that can be used to attract capital from external
investors to contribute to our mission.
ICCO Cooperation uses the multi-stakeholder
approach on which we have been working for
more than five years now. Currently, we have about
hundred partnerships with private parties. This
number will continue to grow in the future. Due to
our regional presence we are closer to the market:
our seven international Regional Offices are busy
mapping out the domestic markets. For ICCO
Cooperation, collaborating with enterprises is not an
objective in itself, but it is a way to combat poverty in
developing countries.
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We see many opportunities. While the entrepreneur
has an eye for the business, the international NGO will
support the enabling environment and shape the social
side of the project. ICCO Cooperation wants to help
Dutch and local entrepreneurs achieve social business
objectives in developing countries, so that they can
contribute to poverty alleviation and fighting injustice.
To get ICCO Cooperation known amongst business partners, in 2012 a campaign was developed to present the
cooperative as partner for social entrepreneurship.

This is not the only role ICCO Cooperation plays.
Countless people in emerging economies see how the
new acquired wealth of some of their countrymen
does not trickle down to them. Those people will be
interested in The Netherlands as a country with a
clear eye for their interests, a country that offers help
in places where it is needed. Those people already
know that development is not the same as creating
jobs and that, for example, land rights are of fundamental importance. So ICCO Cooperation works on
both: human rights and economic development, and
the combination of these two.
This is even more evident in the process of developing an overall multi-annual strategic plan for ICCO
Cooperation, including our dreams and operational
strategies towards 2020. We aim to outline the
major choices made by ICCO Cooperation in terms of
mission, vision, strategies and choices as a guiding
document for the coming years.

It is five years after initiating our strategy of the
Programmatic approach, Co-responsibility and
Decentralization (ProCoDe) and setting up our
Regional Offices. In 2012, in Southern Africa, the
Regional Office moved from Malawi to Pretoria,
South Africa. This way we are more close to donors,
funders, companies and partners. The complexity of
our work and timelines in the countries force us to
take a step back to respond to different situations.
For example, in our Regional Office in Bamako, Mali,
the situation in 2012 was turbulent and difficult, and
has continued to be so this year, especially for our
Malinese partners. The situation in Bamako is rather
stable, so the office remained open. The partners
tried to continue their work as much as possible, but
adaptations had to be made, by them and by us. We
monitor the situation closely.

Last but not least: on November 14, 2012, ICCO was
transformed into a cooperative: ICCO Cooperation.
The first General Assembly was held in November.
The Supervisory Board of the ICCO foundation
resigned and a new Supervisory Board was elected
by the General Assembly. For ICCO foundation,
Edukans, coPrisma and Kerk in Actie, this was an
important moment and a step forward in their
cooperation. Together we will work on our shared
mission and shared goals: to work towards a world
where people can live in dignity and prosperity. With
the forming of the cooperative we aim to strengthen
our civil society position and our continuity. There

will be no changes in commitments, rights and obligations of the ICCO foundation, nor are its objectives
or non-profit character changing.
For 2013, ICCO Cooperation will continue to
sharpen its strategic directions. Especially the
implementation of ICCO Investments and the focus
in our strategy concerning cooperation with the
private sector are high on our agenda. We feel
that despite all discussions about crisis, we are
moving forwards, following the new paradigms,
even when sometimes this feels uncomfortable.
The world is changing rapidly and cries for new
approaches. ICCO Cooperation is ready to respond
and participate.

We have great respect and gratitude for the dedication, hard work and elasticity that our employees
have shown in this year of further change.

It is because of all these developments that we look
forward with confidence.
Utrecht, April 2013
Executive Board,
Marinus Verweij, Chairman
Wim Hart, Member
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Report of the
Supervisory Board
At the end of the year, on the 14th of November 2012,
an important day took place in the history of ICCO.
The ICCO foundation was converted into a cooperative called called Coöperatie ICCO U.A. (in English:
ICCO Cooperation). It is a unique development for
an NGO in The Netherlands to form a cooperative of
development and humanitarian aid organizations.
In this very turbulent era for the international
development sector, ICCO Cooperation and the
cooperative partners felt that a firm forward looking step needed to be taken in strengthening joint
synergy and creating a flexible network structure for
innovation of our work, building on a track record of
nearly fifty years.

ICCO started in 1964 as the Interchurch Coordination
Committee on Development Projects (abbreviation in
Dutch: ICCO). Since its inception ICCO joined forces
from various churches, church related and civil society
organizations (such as the Christian trade unions). In
1971 the formal status of foundation was acquired,
with the former members of the coordination committee forming the Board of the ICCO foundation.
This tradition of cooperation and coordination
was renewed in 2005 with the formation of the
ICCO Alliance. Edukans, Prisma, Kerk in Actie of
the Protestant Church in The Netherlands, ICCO
foundation, SharePeople and Oikocredit started a
shared program for development cooperation. The
Alliance expanded in 2009 when the Zeister Zending
Genootschap (ZZg), Oikos and Yente joined.
Although the ICCO Alliance was an important start in
our programmatic cooperation, there was a wish and
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need for further efficiency and synergy. The result
is an intensified cooperation among four of these
Alliance partners: ICCO foundation, Kerk in Actie,
coPrisma and Edukans. The latter three are the founding members of ICCO Cooperation; ICCO foundation
is namegiver of the cooperative. The new cooperative
starts life building on the assets, staff, history and
track record of the ICCO tradition. This includes our
programmatic approach, co-responsibility and decentralized organization model, known as ProCoDe.
ICCO Cooperation’s principles of justice, compassion and stewardship are ‘old’ values that are still
very relevant for today’s work. Our organization
and tasks evolve around three pillars: content,
process and relations. These elements have to be
well interlinked and on top of that we wish to interlink better with the constituencies of the cooperative members.
We need to move the cooperative forward now from
a ‘membership on paper’ to an active contribution.
It is of paramount importance that the cooperative
members feel ownership of the cooperative and
invest further in its endeavors. The first step is that
the organizations integrate more in the execution
of the cooperative members’ programs in order to
create better synergy.

The future will focus on socialization, new ways of
financing and collaborating, networking, responding
to changing relationships in the world and remaining an interesting partner for the government of The
Netherlands and other parties. Our future course will
be defined in the multi-annual strategic plan 2020
that we complete in 2013.

With the establishment of the cooperative, the
members of the Supervisory Board of the ICCO
foundation stepped back collectively to mark this
new phase in ICCO’s development. This provided
the newly formed cooperative, through its General
Assembly, the opportunity to choose their new
Supervisory Board. We said farewell to Mr. Doekle
Terpstra - chairman, Mr. Bert van Boggelen, Ms. Birgit
Meyer, Ms. Guity Mohebbi and Mr. Robert Veenstra.
We are very grateful for the work that they have done
in these sometimes difficult transitional years. They
have shown great vision, conviction and decisiveness
during times of budget cuts and in preparing ICCO
for the future.
During the first meeting of the General Assembly
of ICCO Cooperation on November 14, 2012, the
members appointed a new Supervisory Board. So far
four seats have been filled with the new members:
Mr. Johan de Leeuw (chairman), Ms. Marry de Gaay
Fortman, Mr. Wim Oosterom and Mr. Gert van Dijk,
the latter was also a member of the Supervisory
Board of the ICCO foundation.
In 2012 the Supervisory Board of the ICCO foundation held four meetings with the Executive Board. At
these meetings the formation of the cooperative was
always an important topic.

Also ongoing business such as management information, the annual report and plan, risk management
and internal budgetary and control procedures were
part of the agenda. The Audit Committee met four
times in 2012, discussing financial reports and other
external and internal (audit) reports. On recommendation of the Audit Committee the Supervisory

Board approved the annual accounts, which were
prepared by the Executive Board and which have
been provided with an unqualified auditor’s opinion. The findings of the Remuneration Committee
were discussed during the meeting in January.
Their advice to have a reflection meeting between
Supervisory Board and Executive Board was done
and the outcome has been transferred to the new
Supervisory Board of the cooperative.

In the meeting between Supervisory Board and
International Works Council important issues such
as ICCO Cooperation’s identity, the strategy towards
the new cooperative and the consequences of a new
governance model were part of the agenda.

The Supervisory Board wishes to express their
sincere appreciation and respect for the Executive
Board and the employees of ICCO Cooperation, who
have shown flexibility and perseverance during these
times of continuous change.
Utrecht, April 2013
The Supervisory Board of ICCO Cooperation,
J. F. de Leeuw, Chairman
G. van Dijk
M. de Gaay Fortman
W. Oosterom
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01 Policy and strategy
The strengths and perspectives of civil societies worldwide are
changing fast. The need for a joint approach of governments,
market players, citizens and their organizations to cope with
poverty and injustice today is evident. ICCO Cooperation has the
potential and responsibility to accompany these changes.

1.1

The civil society in the
global landscape

The global landscape evolves rapidly. Power balances
are shifting between continents and countries. The
BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China)
comprise of more than 2.8 billion people or forty
percent of the world’s population, cover more than
a quarter of the world’s land area over three continents, and account for more than 25 percent of the
global Gross Domestic Product.
Several major crises (financial, economic, nutrition
and climate) are no longer confined to specific countries or regions of the world, but embedded in the
global human society. Some formerly poor regions
show huge economic growth and societal strengthening, improved access to infrastructure, social
services, communication and technology. Other
countries are confronted with internal controversies
and conflicts, shrinking space for civil society and
deepening gaps between societal groups.

Along with these trends the international cooperation
architecture is transforming itself and a further diversification of actors, partnerships, instruments, businesses models and financial modalities is noticeable.
Emerging economies have quite different perspectives on the future of Official Development Assistance
(ODA) and on international development cooperation,
stressing the equality and reciprocity of the partners
in addressing global challenges. South-South cooperation has increased significantly. Civil society of one
country is networking with civil societies of other
countries. Private enterprises are moving towards the
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questions related to social value creation and corporate social responsibility (CSR) and work together
with civil society organizations. New opportunities of
changing technology and communication patterns are
arising and used especially by the new generations.

Years of experience have strengthened ICCO
Cooperation in the conviction that development
cooperation should not operate in a vacuum, but
should reach out across the boundaries of sectors.
Responding to the growing strength of civil societies
in the global South, repositioning itself in the global
North and transforming itself into an entrepreneurial
and innovative cooperative are essential elements in
the actual positioning of ICCO Cooperation. Our ability to mobilize shared values in important sectors of
societies we work in, and our ability to come up with
viable new models to create these values, along with
our constituency and our partners in the South ánd
the North, define our legitimacy.

1.2

Challenging our position

Being a global player that can make a difference
means joining forces with vital parties and being
focused in our work. Important strategic steps in this
direction are sustained by:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Focus through our effective selling points
Defining our role as entrepreneurial innovator
Operating through a cooperative structure
Managing strategic partnerships
Mobilizing (financial) resources
Knowing and showing our results

01 • Policy and strategy

A. Our Effective Selling Points
Since 2011 ICCO Cooperation works along three
so-called Effective Selling Points (ESPs), which highlight parts of our work, and help setting the priorities
clear and guide ICCO Cooperation in its choices:
1.	Inclusive economic development: poor benefitting from value chains
2.	Empowering justice for all: people claiming and
exercising their rights
3.	Change the systems together: different actors
relating and creating towards transformative
power
The first two ESPs reflect the domains in which we
seek transformation through our programs, while
the third ESP describes the methodological way
(the so-called programmatic approach) in which
we realize these changes. ICCO Cooperation stimulates programmatic cooperation in which multiple
stakeholders work together at different levels to
achieve results in these two strategic domains. (See
also paragraph 01.2 D for more information on the
programmatic approach, and the program chapters
for more details on the various programs)

In 2012 we started bringing the work in ICCO
Cooperation more and more in line with these ESPs,
by focusing on the process of setting priorities
and accelerating in certain areas. This converging
of energies also implied that relevant stakeholders, networks and knowledge institutions in these
ESPfields in The Netherlands and at global level are
given more attention. Also lobby and fundraising are
related to these priorities and the corresponding
branding, products and marketing were prioritized.
In 2012 we took the first steps for a corporate
Multi-annual Strategic Plan (MASP), the first ICCO
Cooperation long term strategy plan. In the first half
of 2013, consultations will be organized at different
levels of ICCO Cooperation and with external stakeholders on our long term strategy. The MASP will be
finalized by November 2013 after being submitted
and approved by the General Assembly meeting of
ICCO Cooperation.

B. Entrepreneurial innovator

Our reflection in 2011-2012 on the changing world
and the changing nature of our work has motivated

us to create a vision and strategy for 2020 of an
enterprising and innovative ICCO Cooperation.

ICCO Cooperation believes that drivers of change
towards fair and sustainable societies are active
citizens and civil society organizations, in other
words entrepreneurial and proactive people, who
create ‘new paths while walking’ and who ‘dare to
take risks’. People and organizations actively address
human rights, political space and inclusion, feeding themselves and their families, creating income
and employment, taking responsibility for health
and education and inducing
conflict transformation.

Years of experience have strengthened

ICCO Cooperation supports
ICCO Cooperation in the conviction that
those who take these paths,
development cooperation should not
and wants to be an entrepreoperate in a vacuum, but should reach
neurial innovator itself. This
implies a stronger focus on
out across the boundaries of sectors.
creating strategic coalitions,
co-investing through other financial modalities and
supporting innovators and entrepreneurial people
and organizations. It also implies being an organization with employees who focus on change in an
entrepreneurial proactive way, seeking to create
opportunities and developing alternatives and innovations and seeking to cooperate with a wide variety
of allies. In 2012 we started to invest in competencies of our management and staff to be able to work
in a more entrepreneurial style.

C. The cooperative ICCO

In November 2012 a cooperative was founded by the
main partners of the ICCO Alliance: (ICCO, Kerk in
Actie, coPrisma, Edukans). It was decided to change
the legal status of ICCO. The ‘foundation ICCO’ was
converted to the ‘cooperative ICCO’, named ICCO
Cooperation (in Dutch: ICCO Coöperatie). The three
members Edukans, coPrisma and Kerk in Actie are
co-owner of and co-responsible for ICCO Cooperation.
At the moment of the establishment of ICCO
Cooperation, the new status did not have much
effect at the operational level as the ICCO Alliance
continued working with the Business Plan 20112015. However, for the coming years it is a clear
and explicit intention to intensify the already existing collaboration between the members of ICCO
Cooperation.
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This collaboration is sought in the field of shared
Regional Offices, complementarities of partner
portfolios, fundraising, thematic expertise, planning, monitoring, evaluation and learning, IT tools,
etc. Staff and specialists are interchanging skills
and expertise and are finding ways to become
more complementary. An important collaboration
is given shape through the establishment of ICCO
Investments – a joint fund of ICCO Cooperation,
coPrisma and Kerk in Actie (and probably Edukans
and other partners later on) that aims to build up
a track record that combines development impact
with financial investments of shareholders. The three
members of ICCO Cooperation will also maintain
their own profile and remain responsible for their
own fundraising in The Netherlands.
Practically, the move of the association Prisma to
the offices of Kerk in Actie and ICCO Cooperation
underscores the intensification of the collaboration.
The same holds for Alliance partner Yente which
administration and operations were integrated in the
work and office of ICCO Cooperation from the 1st of
January 2013 onwards. Likewise with SharePeople
much closer coordination is sought. This process will
be realized in 2013.
The implementation of the ICCO Cooperation
pilot in the Central and Eastern Africa region is an
important process. In the pilot Edukans, Kerk in
Actie and coPrisma are participating. Edukans and
coPrisma handed over their projects and partners
to the Regional Office and stationed staff members.
The pilot was launched early 2012. It started in the
Regional Office in Uganda and was subsequently
extended to Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda. Notably
successful were the incorporation of the country
representatives and the Regional Offices of the
involved ICCO Cooperation members in a non-hierarchical role-based network model called the regional
working organization.
It is interesting to see that the combination of
strengths and added values of each organization need
some time to get built up. It has proven to work and
to help creating a solid and focused organization, in
which complementarity and synergy are leading principles. A mid-term evaluation of the ICCO Cooperation
pilot was conducted and the outcome was very positive and helps to know how to move forward.
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D. Managing strategic partnerships
Programmatic approach
ICCO Cooperation stimulates programmatic cooperation in which multiple stakeholders work together
based on a joint analysis, a shared vision of the problem to be addressed and a joint plan of action. The
core of this operational strategy is to build up the
power needed to change systems, to involve traditional and non-traditional players in society and to
link these in innovative ways.

In 2012 we learned that it is very important to discuss
between ICCO Cooperation and the partners matters
such as the mutual responsibilities, relations to funding, and involvement of different actors with or without links to ICCO Cooperation. Investing in facilitation
and coordination of programmatic coalitions in order
to allow them to really develop is vital for success.

The main focus area of learning in 2012 has been
the strengthening of the use of Theory of Change
approach in all thematic programs. Emphasizing the
Theory of Change development will allow programs to
become much more coherent. It strengthens ownership and effectiveness, helps creating a shared vision
of the changes that are to be realized and underscores
the systemic nature of the change processes. For
example, the Theory of Change development as part
of the ‘On the Move’ program in Kyrgyzstan has led to
a really effective and functional cooperation between
more than twenty organizations and two donor
organizations. Because of the acknowledged experiences, ICCO Cooperation is now contributing to wider
sector-learning about the use of Theory of Change
approaches in development with HIVOS, CDI-WUR,
Learning by design, DFID, and the WASH Alliance.
Strategic partnerships
ICCO Cooperation has ample experience in cooperating with social movements, private organizations,
ecclesial organizations, but also with a vanguard
of businesses, academic institutions and government organizations. The joining of forces with likeminded organizations worldwide gives an enormous
international power, potential and character. ICCO
Cooperation fosters (programmatic) links between
varieties of actors to achieve its results:
•	Members of the ICCO Alliance, partly joint now in
the cooperative.

01 • Policy and strategy

The joining of forces with likeminded
organizations worldwide gives an enormous international power, potential and
character
•	Market related and financial parties: ICCO
Cooperation has strategic partnerships with
local and international financial institutions, like
Oikocredit, Triodos or Rabobank and several
local banks in e.g. Ethiopia, Madagascar, Bolivia
and private sector companies.
•	Civil society organizations: numerous different
organizations in the countries of implementation,
ecumenical networks (ACT Alliance, APRODEV
agencies) and members and partners of the other
MFS Alliances. ICCO Cooperation is participating
in the alliances Connect4Change and WASH, via
Partos and many other Dutch, international and
local civil society organizations.
•	International state, multilateral and bilateral
agencies: EU, UN, DANIDA, Dutch embassies,
InterAmerican Development Bank and (local)
governments.
In partnerships ICCO Cooperation offers a connection
to global, regional and thematic networks. Not only
our own ICCO Cooperation is an example of intensifying our joint efforts, but also our local presence and
relations (through local offices, local staff and partner
organizations) and extensive international network
form an asset for many of the actors we are joining
forces with. In the next sections results achieved in
our partnerships with the private sector, the ecumenical partnerships, and the complementarity with Dutch
embassies in the regions are described.
The partnerships with the private sector
The partnerships with the private sector consist of a
divers set of actors, ranging from multinationals to
local entrepreneurs. Co-creating jointly and bringing
in resources, expertise and networks of these actors
helps defining the collaboration needed. We have
identified eight different categories: mainstream
companies, producer organizations, business deve
lopment services, social business, financial institutions, sector wide organizations, private initiatives
and local entrepreneurs.

In 2012 ICCO Cooperation strengthened the capacity
at the Regional Offices on private sector cooperation and developed and implemented participatory
training events in the seven Regional Offices. All
staff developed skills regarding the different ways
to engage the private sector to achieve joint development goals while maintaining our mission and
critical view regarding potential rights issues. This
resulted in a draft global roadmap for private sector
engagement which will be implemented in 2013.
A few examples of partnerships with the private
sector are presented here. Others can be found
in the chapters 3 to 8. In Malawi a joint oil seed
project is started with CARD (implementing partner), Tradeline (broker) and Unilever (buyer). ICCO
Cooperation acts as facilitator and gives financial
resources to CARD. An interesting intervention is
taking place in Guatemala between Grupo Ceis and
the company Durabilis on vegetables: twelve rural
producer cooperatives received a targeted training with clear milestones to improve their produce
which have showed a 60% income increase.

International ecumenical partnerships
The ACT Alliance (Action by Churches Together)
which was set up in 2010 is still shaping itself as
a global network of some hundred forty churchrelated organizations active in the fields of development, humanitarian assistance and advocacy. The
engagement of ICCO Cooperation with the ACT
Alliance further deepened in 2012. The leadership
of ICCO Cooperation approved a new policy paper
on ecumenical relations, according to which, ‘ICCO
Cooperation adopts as a guiding principle that any
work that could be done within ACT, should be done
within ACT’.

The emphasis in the ACT Alliance is on cooperation at national levels. Consequently, National ACT
Forums are operational in an increasing number of
countries. ICCO Cooperation, through their Regional
Offices, actively participates in some thirty of these
Forums. To give one example. The ACT Myanmar
Forum published a joint statement calling on donor
governments and international donor agencies to
take measures to ensure that assistance in Myanmar
is used in a responsible manner, does not harm
local civil society and is used to benefit the local
population.
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At operational country level, ICCO Cooperation
synergizes with ACT members where possible. For
example: in Zimbabwe and Malawi we share office
and facilities with Christian Aid; in South Africa
NorwegianChurchAid has been very instrumental
in helping ICCO Cooperation to set up its office; in
Kyrgyzstan, Nepal and Tajikistan we closely cooperate with DanChurchAid; in Central America we initiated a mapping exercise of ecumenical organizations
in the region together with Diakonia, Christian Aid
and Lutheran World Federation.

Most of the European member organizations of the
ACT Alliance are also members of APRODEV: the
network of European protestant agencies working together especially in advocacy work with the
European Union and its institutions. Efforts are now
underway to integrate the work of APRODEV and its
office and staff in Brussels with the wider network of
the ACT Alliance.
Another key partner in the ecumenical world
is the World Council of Churches (WCC). ICCO
Cooperation participated, on behalf of all the
‘specialized ministries’, in the WCC advisory group
on Governance. An important proposal of this
group is the inclusion of a representative of the ACT
Alliance as a (non-voting) member in the WCC’s
Executive Committee, thus formally affirming the

close relationship between the two networks. As
the WCC is heading towards its 10th Assembly
(October 2013 in Busan, South Korea), the ACT
Alliance, along with many of its members including
ICCO Cooperation, is also preparing to contribute to
this major ecumenical event.

Complementarity with Dutch embassies
ICCO Cooperation operates with funding from the
co-financing system (MFS2) of the Dutch government
and its own funds, focusing on civil society strengthening in developing countries. ICCO Cooperation
contributes to the development and foreign affairs
policy of the Dutch government in an autonomous
but complementary manner (see Table 1).
In several countries ICCO Cooperation takes charge
of embassy funds or is in preparatory talks about
realizing this in 2013. ICCO Cooperation collaborates
with the Royal Dutch embassies in joint programs,
joint consultations or discussions in the regions
where she is present. Staff from Regional Offices
and Global Office regularly visits the embassies. This
closely links to our aim to work on inclusive political
processes in the regions, which is one of the Dutch
priorities in the policy on Security and Rule of Law.
ICCO Cooperation participated in the knowledge
platform on Security and Rule of Law, which was
established in the summer of 2012.

Table 1: Overview of contacts with Dutch embassies in 2012
region
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Collaboration with Dutch embassies

Central and Eastern Africa

Close cooperation with the Dutch embassies, partly for existing programs and partly for new combinations
of programs.

West Africa

Due to the Mali crisis substantial activities with (financial) support of The Netherlands Embassy.

Southern Africa

In Angola, Zimbabwe and South Africa good relations have been established with The Netherlands
Embassies. In Zimbabwe ICCO Cooperation is active in the donor harmonization meetings and our security
advisor has taken the initiative for a security preparedness research carried out by the embassy. In South
Africa relations are being built with regard to trade missions. The Ambassador officially opened ICCO
Cooperation’s new office in Pretoria.

Middle East

ICCO Cooperation works complementary to the Dutch government and has meetings at the Dutch
Representative Office in Ramallah and the embassy in Tel Aviv, or at the offices in The Hague. ICCO
Cooperation played a brokering role between partners.

Central and South Asia

Close cooperation with the Dutch embassy in Bangladesh, for example in the fine-tuning between the strategic plans of ICCO Cooperation and the embassy.

Southeast Asia

Joint support to CODE (Vietnam): ICCO Cooperation supports lobby on land and forest rights, the Dutch
embassy supports setting up development strategies for central highland and Mekong delta. Discussions
took place with the Dutch embassy in Bangkok on the program in Myanmar.

South America

Close cooperation with the Embassies in Bolivia, Peru, Colombia and Brazil, but unfortunately they are
being closed down, as far as International cooperation is concerned. ICCO Cooperation is looking for
opportunities with the private sector and the embassies to support access to markets for small producers.

Central America

The new program ‘Building protection by empowering people in Latin America’ was approved by the Dutch
Ministry for Foreign Affairs under the Reconstruction Call. It will be implemented in Nicaragua, Honduras,
Guatemala and El Salvador for four years. The Central American Human Rights Fund, starting January
2013, was also approved. It complements the official Dutch regional strategy regarding Democratization
and Security.
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E. Mobilizing different (financial) resources
In 2012 ICCO Cooperation further increased its fundraising activities. The extra focus and attention to
fundraising throughout the whole organization and
specifically the work of the Regional Offices, have led
to good and promising overall results in 2012.
Institutional fundraising
In total 173 proposals were elaborated and submitted with a total value of over EUR 174 million.
Some proposals are still under consideration by
the donors. In 2012 108 proposals have been
assessed by the donors and 48 were approved, with
a total value of over EUR 45 million. This amount
approved will come in as contribution to our various programs in the coming years. A number of
other grant proposals is still under consideration
by donors. Apart from grants a total amount of
outstanding loans by third parties of EUR 33.8
million was realized, mainly with guarantees of
ICCO Cooperation as collateral. This is a significant
increase compared to 2011 (EUR 27.7 million).
Although successful in quantity, still more focus is
needed in the fundraising strategy to bring it in line
with the development strategy of ICCO Cooperation.
The ICCO Cooperation raised most of the external
funding with Dutch government agencies, specifically with Dutch Foreign embassies. Although it
was anticipated to have a strong funding relation
with the Dutch government in the future, it is ICCO
Cooperation ambition to further diversify our core
donors.

Fundraising strategies per country and wider international alliances will enable the Regional Offices
to tap not just grant funds from traditional donor
sources, but also to leverage their individual expertise and that of their networks for accessing human
and other technical resources/assets. Regionalized
resource mobilization needs specialization, preparation, accountant management and a track record to
become a reliable partner for new actors. Account
management of global funding agencies will be
prioritized. Active networking with donors in the
regions (e.g. ECHO, the EU, DFID and SIDA) is taking
place. Also new networks are explored to learn about
impact investments and social enterprises (e.g. the
impact forum in the Asian region) in order to position the organization strategically.

National Postcode Lottery
In 2012 ICCO Cooperation received a contribution
of EUR 900,000 euro from the National Postcode
Lottery, derived from the Lottery’s proceeds from
2011. The Postcode Lottery was founded in 1989 as
a means to raise funds for good causes working on
a fairer and greener world. Of each ticket the lottery
sells, 50% goes to 89 charity organizations. One of
these is ICCO Cooperation, who has been a beneficiary of the Lottery since 2008.

The concept of the Postcode Lottery has proven to be
very successful in fundraising, raising more money
for charity every year. In 2012, a total amount of
EUR 291 million was raised for charity. Worldwide,
the holding of the Postcode Lottery (Novamedia)
is the third largest private fundraiser. Within The
Netherlands it is the largest: 25% of all private
donations in The Netherlands come from the participants of the Charity Lotteries. With the substantial cutbacks of the current Dutch government,
the importance of private fundraisers such as the
Postcode Lottery increases. Moreover, the support of
the Lottery is institutional and long term, making the
Lottery’s contribution of great value to ICCO.
For 2013 we received already the notification that
the first phase till the end of 2012 was assessed
positively and that our contribution from 2013
onwards was raised substantially from EUR
900,000 to EUR 1,350,000 annually. In addition to
funds, the cooperation with the Postcode Lottery
provides ICCO Cooperation opportunities for
publicity among a broad Dutch audience. In 2012,
for example, one of our projects in Central America
was the subject of an advertisement by the Lottery
in a major Dutch newspaper.

ICCO Cooperation
collaborates with
the Dutch embassies
in joint programs,
joint consultations
or discussions in the
regions where she is
present

The current administration has indicated their
intention to modernize regulations on gambling.
ICCO Cooperation hopes that possible changes in
this legislation will continue to allow the National
Postcode Lottery sufficient room to successfully raise
funds. For without the Postcode Lottery we would
not be able to realize many of our initiatives.

ICCO Investments
In 2012 ICCO Cooperation decided to bring all investment activities under the management of one business unit: ICCO Investments. ICCO investments will
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be responsible for all current and future investment
portfolio and activities.

The fund management
will be executed by
experienced professional investment
managers

In 2012 the plans to further develop ICCO
Cooperation’s impact on investing activities have
been elaborated. A Business Plan was developed
to establish a dedicated impact investment fund to
contribute with loans and equity investments to
local fair economic development. This investment
fund anticipates to invest in 2013-2015 about EUR
20 million in enterprises and economic initiatives
in developing countries. ICCO Investments will be
funded by three cooperative owners: Kerk in Actie,
coPrisma and ICCO Cooperation. Edukans will
probably step in at a later stage. It is the ambition
of the ICCO Investments to build up a track record
that combines development impact with financial
investments of shareholders. This will put ICCO
Cooperation in the position to attract additional
sources of capital in the future that can contribute
to our impact investing activities. The Business Plan
and strategy was approved by the founding shareholders and a start was made to set up and implement the management structure for the fund.

The fund management will be executed by experienced professional investment managers, who will
be located in ICCO Cooperation’s Regional Offices.
It is key in our strategy to establish professional en
dedicated investment management capacity close to
the investees and embedded in our local offices. This
requires a lot from all of the involved employees as
it requires both learning new procedures and activities and building a new organization together, while
the targets for 2013 are ambitious. ICCO Investments
started in January 2013.

F. Knowing and showing our results

Communication and marketing
In 2012 the foundations for a new multistage
communication strategy were laid down in order to
create an own marketing niche. This resulted in new
branding, new websites, increased effort in social
media and a media and press campaign.
Enterprises campaign
The awareness of ICCO Cooperation amongst businesses, our main target group, needs an injection.
Therefore a broad media campaign was launched
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to let Dutch businesses know ICCO Cooperation is
a partner for social entrepreneurship. The brand
promise read: “Your ambition in social entrepreneurship in combination with our network and our
knowledge delivers concrete results in the field”.
Two groups are targeted. Firstly the medium enterprises. These are companies that do not have their
own CSR department and look for ways to make
their company ‘CSR’ proof. Secondly the individual
entrepreneurs with ideas and seeking opportunities
to expand their company to the South.

The starting point of this campaign was a survey,
done by a prominent Dutch market research agency,
amongst businesses. ICCO asked them about barriers expected and experienced in international
social entrepreneurship. More than three hundred
radio commercials were aired; twenty advertorials in journals and national newspapers placed and
four editorial articles in national newspapers and/
or online editions were generated. Exposure on
selected websites was almost three months . Google
Grants generated online exposure for ICCO. Even
though generating leads was not a primary goal of
our campaign, up to now 85 Dutch entrepreneurs
contacted ICCO with a variety of ideas. With some of
them possibilities are explored. The campaign will be
continued and measured in 2013.
Support and branding
The communication department supported the
Regional Offices in developing their marketing
and communication strategy, including materials
and websites. The branding of the joint ICCO and
Kerk in Actie brand in the regions was completed.
This was followed by the development of the ICCO
Cooperation branding, together with the cooperation members Edukans, coPrisma and Kerk in Actie.
This new endorsed strategy will replace the existing
branding strategy in the course of 2013.

Internal communication
Internal communications became an important
topic in the last semester because of the proposed
establishment of the ICCO Cooperation. Considerable
attention was given both to informing the organizational about the proposed decision, as well as to
paying attention to the impact these decisions had on
staff. Extra employee gatherings, internal newsletters and other communication were set up in order
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to achieve as much consensus as possible among
employees nationally and internationally.

Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
ICCO Cooperation developed a comprehensive planning, monitoring, evaluation and learning (PMEL)
system in which learning and accountability functions are combined.

Planning
In 2011 the PMEL policy and the internal management information system were revised and adapted.
In the first half of 2012, a series of trainings on this
new PMEL policy and its instruments was given to
all Regional Offices and the Global Office. In addition,
information flow from partner-level trough programlevel to the level of the region was improved. Open
and timely communication remains a key issue.
Monitoring
In May 2012 ICCO Cooperation launched a webbased monitoring protocol tool. This tool eases the
process of selecting result agreements and milestones by the program and financial officers. It also
enhances the quality of data collection and as such
provides better opportunities for aggregation and
presentation of these data.

Early 2012 ICCO Cooperation conducted a survey
about our partners’ view on their strength as civil
society organization. . The methodology and results
were shared in a meeting on the way the civil society
instruments had been operationalized in the various
MFS2 Alliances, organized by the Ministry in The
Hague in September 2012.
From 2009 onwards ICCO Cooperation has piloted
Client Satisfaction Instruments (CSI) as a means to
increase downward accountability among development partners and empower clients to claim their

rights. In 2012 two country programs where CSI has
been fully integrated in the organizational structure
and work of partners, resulted in broad exposure
through the media and national seminars, a website
(www.clientsatisfactioninstruments.org), two documentaries and a number of publications.

In 2012 ICCO Cooperation intensified its cooperation
with the organization AKVO. The smartphone application FLOW was piloted in Indonesia. The project
covered four rural districts and three hundred
households. The pilot faced some minor technical
constraints. Overall, it was concluded that FLOW
eases the process of data collection and analysis. In
Malawi and Ethiopia the use of smartphones for data
collection has been introduced in two national seminars on CSI. The reception was very positive.

Evaluation
Evaluation and assessment of our work takes place at
three levels: project, program and corporate. Partner
organizations of ICCO Cooperation are expected to
carry out a project evaluation at least once every
three years, preferably by external independent
evaluators. Evaluations are the responsibility of the
partner organization themselves, although independency of evaluators is checked. Table 2 presents the
results of 2012.
Program evaluations give insight in the way programs
of ICCO Cooperation have been carried out; whether
their Theory of Change was valid, the chosen partners were the right ones; the overall results on the
beneficiary level. The overall learning questions for
the programs also are taken along with the program
evaluations. In 2012 the program evaluation of the
Basic Education program, carried out by Context
International, was finalized. In 2012 a start was made
with the evaluation of one of the cross-cutting issues
for the cooperative, the programmatic approach.

Table 2 : Results of project evaluations in 2012
Excellent /
good

Sufficient

Insufficient

Unclear

Not
applicable

Quality of work partner organization

46%

50%

0%

2%

2%

Relevance work partner

70%

28%

0%

0%

2%

Effectiveness work partner

39%

55%

0%

4%

2%

Agreement with report

63%

0%

2%

23%

12%

Quality report

48%

48%

4%

0%

0%
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The mid-term review was started. This review
intends to give an external view on the progress of
expected results and the developments within ICCO
Cooperation itself, on the Co-responsibility of the
governance model and its ‘future preparedness’.
An evaluation team led by professor Arie de Ruijter
started the evaluation in 2012. The report will be
finalized early summer 2013. The survey investigating if the chosen coresponsibility model in relation to
the governance of the organization is the right model
and how it is working in practice was conducted
in 2012. More specifically the functioning of the
Regional Councils was reviewed. The outcome of the
survey on governance revealed that in general sense
the coresponsibility model is functioning, but adjustments had to be made. A mid-term evaluation of the
ICCO Alliance pilot in Central and Eastern Africa was
also conducted.

Learning
The learning agenda is effectively orientating learning within the thematic domains and the crosscutting
issues. Experience has shown that online learning
such as in the communities of learning might be the
only possible way to learn jointly in a decentralized organization. Learning questions will be dealt
at levels of program reporting, country reports and
through specific evaluations or studies.

Some Regional Offices have developed a strong
learning agenda, consisting of individual learning
plans, collective learning plans, peer review teams,
collective learning periods, external learning events,
etc. Common items in several learning agendas
were: ‘entrepreneurial innovator’ approach, private
sector engagement, networking, lobby, resource
mobilization, disaster management, security, actual
political context.

The following learning activities took place in 2012:
•	A total of sixty people in Asia and in Africa, have
been trained to support the strengthening of the
programmatic approach in their regions, countries and thematic domains.
•	Action research was undertaken on power relations in multistakeholder processes together
with six other Dutch development organizations,
PSO and the Change Alliance. The publication:
“Power dynamics in multi-stakeholder processes;
a balancing act” is the tangible product.
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1.3

Gender and rights-based
approach

All of the work with partners needs to contribute to
the respect and fulfillment of both men and women’s
human rights (civil, political, social, economic
and cultural). Particular attention is paid to the
realization of the rights of women. True development cannot take place in a context that is rife with
inequalities. Our core values implore us to work in an
inclusive manner.
All Regional Offices have one or more gender focal
points. The program strategies related to gender
mainstreaming and rights-based approach are based
on local context and partner capacity. As a result
there is an increased demand from the regions for
advice and training-sessions. In 2012, for example,
a training was organized in Kyrgyzstan for ICCO
Cooperation and DanChurchAid partners who
work jointly in the program ‘On the Move’ on labor
migration.

At the same time there is still a profound need to
move beyond ‘knowing and numbers’ to ‘action’ and
to move beyond talking about women only when
talking about gender. That this change is also already
happening proves e.g. a program in Paraguay where
workshops on masculinity took place.
In the chapters 3 to 8 more information on the
gender and the rights-based approach related to the
programs is gathered.

1.4

Lobby and advocacy

Corporate lobby
Spring 2012 the Rutte-1 cabinet fell and new elections were organized for September. The Dutch civil
society launched an advocacy campaign, to mobilize
public and political support to maintain the Dutch
development budget. Despite continuous public and
political support for development cooperation, the
aid budget came and still is under increasing pressure and public support diminished.
During 2012 the debate on the relationship
between the government and civil society also
deepened. ICCO Cooperation published its vision
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on the role and strength of civil society in development processes in a paper: ‘Civil Society: crucial
link in international cooperation.’ We also participated in the round tables of the Advisory Council
on International Affairs (AIV) organized to gather
input for their report on the complementarity
between the different actors in development
cooperation.

The International Cooperation Platform (Poort) at
Nieuwspoort in The Hague was founded in 2012.
The platform, an initiative of Cordaid, the Red
Cross, Partos, NCDO, VNO-NCW, Clingendael and
ICCO, serves as a platform where politicians, media,
companies, civil society and other stakeholders meet
to discuss international affairs. The first gathering was organized in January 2013 and opened by
Lilianne Ploumen, minister for International Trade
and Development Cooperation.

Thematic lobby

ICCO Cooperation intensified its lobby efforts on
business and human rights. ICCO Cooperation parti
cipated in the consultation of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in the national action plan (NAP) on business
and human rights. Furthermore ICCO Cooperation
is a member of the steering committee of the Dutch
CSR platform. The concrete implementation of the

UN guiding principles on business and human rights
was challenged during a successful business and
human rights conference in June.

Through APRODEV and CONCORD, our European
alliances, ICCO Cooperation lobbied for the reform
of the Common Agricultural Policies (CAP) in favor
of crop rotation and to monitor the development
impact. Positive result of the lobby was the development of a joint vision on agriculture in Europe
of development and environment organizations.
Unfortunately this lobby did not result in the adoption of these measures by the committee. Large agrocompanies with strong vested interest organized a
strong lobby, against these measures.

True development
cannot take place in
a context that is rife
with inequalities.

ICCO Cooperation was an active member of the
Dutch Broad Human Rights Network (BMO), which
contributes to the dialogue with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on human rights related policies.
We were invited in New York for the yearly ScalingUp-Nutrition (SUN) meetings where awareness was
raised for the risk of focusing on one single (medical)
solution for nutrition as opposed to the integrated
approach that is needed to sustainably tackle malnutrition. ICCO Cooperation emphasized the need to
increase nutrition capacity at country level to ensure
a real country-based strategy.
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THE RED ISLAND OF MADGASCAR IS

VERY FERTILE BUT ALSO POOR.
CLOVES ARE GROWN ON THE EAST COAST.
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02 Loans, participations
and guarantees fund
The so-called LPG (Loans, Participations and Guarantees) Fund of ICCO Cooperation
is the predecessor of the new established investment fund of ICCO Investments (see
page 17). The LPG fund is mainly related to the fair economic development program.
ICCO Investments will especially extend on the leverage of social and commercial
investments, where the LPG Fund was mainly focused on the guarantee mechanism.

The LPG Fund and ICCO Investments primarily serve
value chain development initiatives and finance
institutions in rural areas. The LPG Fund is operating in close collaboration with strategic partners
such as Oikocredit, Triodos Sustainable Trade Fund,
Rabobank Foundation, western and local banks and
Terrafina Microfinance.

2.1

Collaboration with
Oikocredit

Collaboration with Oikocredit was further enhanced in
2012. Exchange of data between Oikocredit and ICCO
Cooperation on the joint portfolio has become regular
and is done on a quarterly basis. After the decentralization of the handling of guarantees to the Regional
Offices, Oikocredit followed mid 2012 with decentralizing this responsibility to their Regional Offices as well.
With support from ICCO Cooperation, Oikocredit
continued to work on capacity building interventions
in the areas of social performance management, risk
management & governance, product development (in
particular agricultural value chain finance), market
coverage analysis and strategic positioning. A total of
hundred interventions were supported of which 57
with support from ICCO Cooperation.

2.2

(Subordinated) loans

As per year end, ICCO Cooperation’s portfolio
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contained thirteen active loan projects (2011: 13)
with a total amount outstanding of EUR 6,338,950
(2011: EUR 6,192,956) and EUR 882,740 (2011:
EUR 2,4 million) disbursed in 2012. Four new loans
were approved for three organizations for the
amount of EUR 546,500. One organization, FairGreen Creatives B.V. is a newly established company
that has taken over the fairtrade WAAR shops from
FaiRSupport Foundation that has ceased to exist.
Another loan has been approved for F&S Holding
for their participation in VAR do Brasil Ambiental
Ltd. Two other relative small loans were approved
for Unseen Products, another organization active in
fairtrade in The Netherlands.

Two loans have been converted into equity in 2012
(FaiRSupport and Kuyichi). Four loans have been
(partly) written off in the total amount of
EUR 381,500.

An estimated EUR 2,057,995 out of the EUR
6,338,950 outstanding is at risk, resulting in the
average risk of default of ICCO Cooperation loans of
32% which is similar to 2011 (32%) and lower than
2010 (52%). This signifies the continued high risk
profile that ICCO Cooperation is taking with its loans
portfolio.
Four out of thirteen loans are intra-company loans
to F&S Holding B.V. for a total amount of EUR
3,231,481 these loans are eliminated in consolidating the annual accounts of ICCO Cooperation. As a
result of the consolidation one loan in the amount
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of EUR 490,000 is added. This is a direct loan of F&S
Holding B.V. to NOVA, partner of the FairClimateFund
B.V. Total book value of the consolidated ICCO
Cooperation loan portfolio is EUR 1,539,473

2.3

Equity participations

juice company FrutaSã (Brazil), the açai processing
company VAR do Brasil Ambiental (Brazil) and fruit
juice factory Africa Juice (Ethiopia). As a result of this
consolidation, the total equity portfolio amounts
EUR 1,621,709.

2.4
The equity portfolio contains ten active equity
projects, two more than in 2011, with a total value
of EUR 1,271,207 (2011: EUR 1,248,570). Three
new projects were added with a total value of EUR
268,231 mainly paid up through a loan conversion in
one project. One new equity project is Retail Service
Unit BV, a newly established company providing
retail services for fairtrade shops in The Netherlands.
Fairtrade Product Facilities B.V., another new project,
focuses on the purchase of fairtrade products and
related services. The third new project represents
ICCO Cooperation’s share in Spang Campus. Spang
Campus is combining learning, working and cultural
activities in inspirational and energizing environment in Paramaribo, creating opportunities for
youngsters in a creative economy.
Towards the end of the year, ICCO Cooperation sold
its shares in Unseen Products. ICCO Cooperation
gained in value and received EUR 82,330 in dividends from two microfinance banks in Bolivia in
which it holds shares: Banco FIE and Ecofuturo.
Banco FIE was nominated for the fourth European
Microfinance award ‘Microfinance for Food security’ in 2012 for their exemplary role in sustainably
financing local farming communities in Bolivia.
Almost 13,000 farmers have been able to access the
agricultural loan, making Banco FIE one of the five
principal funders of the Bolivian agricultural sector.
All these gains cannot deny that ICCO Cooperation
also has written off a total amount of EUR 307,714
during 2012. Further it incurred currency losses
for the amount of EUR 49,223. With an estimated
EUR 348,655 at risk out of the EUR 1,271,207
equity portfolio, the average risk of loss is 27%.
Again this underlines the high risk profile that ICCO
Cooperation is seeking.

Due to consolidation of the figures of F&S Holding
B.V., three equity participations in the total value
of EUR 699,157 are added to the equity participations of ICCO. These three participations are the fruit

Guarantees

Guarantees are provided by ICCO Cooperation in order
to leverage funding from commercial and social investors for our partners. ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to Oikocredit, western banks (such as Triodos
Bank, ABN-AMRO, ING) as well as local banks in a
number of countries. The loans issued by Oikocredit,
western and local banks are being used by MFIs,
production and (fair) trade initiatives.

Table 3: Number of active guarantee projects

Oikocredit

2010

2011

2012

difference

distribution
81.82%

92

83

81

-2.47%

Western banks

6

7

6

-16.67%

6.06%

Local banks

8

12

12

0.00%

12.12%

106

102

99

-3.03%

100.00%

Total

The number of active guarantees slightly decreased
to 99 projects in spite of a slight increase in newly
approved guarantees in 2012: 32 (2011: 29). The
number of newly approved projects with Oikocredit
increased to 27 (2011: 20), decreased with Western
banks to three (2011: 6) whereas two new projects
were approved with local banks (2011: 3) with a total
amount approved loans EUR 16,064,562, a significant
increase compared to 2011 (EUR 12.6 million). In
2012, 32 guarantees were closed administratively
after total repayment of the loan. Another three guarantees were called; CANEF in Mali (Oikocredit guarantee), Revy Trust in Ghana (guarantee to local bank)
and Yiriwa (guarantee to western bank).
Table 4: Loans outstanding (in €)

Oikocredit

2010

2011

2012

difference distribution

21,044,828.40

22,123,126.69

24,828,903.85

12.23%

73.41%

Western banks

2,069,144.12

2,115,387.62

4,636,964.51

119.20%

13.71%

Local banks

2,058,510.92

3,420,992.52

4,355,169.28

27.31%

12.88%

25,172,483.45 27,659,506.83 33,821,037.64

22.28%

100.00%

Total
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Total loans outstanding grew with 22% to EUR 33.8
million. With a slightly shrinking number of active
guarantees this indicates significant higher outstanding averages compared to the previous year, particularly in the portfolio with Western Banks (from
EUR 352,500 in 2011 to EUR 772,700 in 2012). The
average of Oikocredit (EUR 306,500) remains below
the portfolio average outstanding of EUR 341,600.

Table 5: Liability of ICCO Cooperation (IN €)
2010

2011

2012

Oikocredit

8,314,895.51

7,964,749.65

8,661,799.29

8.75%

70.10%

Western banks

1,159,572.19

1,161,303.12

1,917,814.93

65.14%

15.52%

Local banks

1,094,332.26

1,887,884.02

1,776,749.97

-5.89%

14.38%

10,568,799.96 11,013,936.79 12,356,364.19

12.19%

100. 00%

Total

difference distribution

Total liability of ICCO Cooperation grew with 12%
to EUR 12.3 million. This is a slight increase in
relation to the number of active guarantees but a
slight decrease in relation to the volume of loans
outstanding. In other words, although the liability
of ICCO Cooperation increased, the volume of loans
outstanding increased even more. Average liability
grew with about 20% for the whole portfolio with
a steep increase in average for the portfolio with
western banks of 65% and a decrease in average for
local banks due to a decrease in liability for ICCO
Cooperation. The average liability towards Oikocredit
grew with 23%, slightly above portfolio average.
Oikocredit remains the key partner of ICCO
Cooperation in the guarantee portfolio representing 70% of ICCO Cooperation’s liability. In terms of
outstanding amounts, western and local banks represent 26.6% of the total funds outstanding whereas
Oikocredit represents 73.4%. For each EUR 1 that
ICCO Cooperation commits to Oikocredit, the partner
gets an outstanding loan of EUR 2.87 (2011 EUR 2.60).
Westerns banks produce an outstanding loan of EUR
2.42 (2011 EUR 1.67) and local banks produce an
outstanding loan of EUR 2.45 (2011 EUR 1.81) for each
EUR 1 committed by ICCO Cooperation. Oikocredit
shows the higher leverage factor; the leverage factor of
western and local banks grew faster.

Table 6: Ratio rural urban (in €)

Oikocredit

%

Rural and
Urban

%

Urban
(>80%)

%

Total

16,316,844

65.7

8,410,427

33.9

101,633

0.4

24,828,904

Western banks

2,384,722

51.4

2,252,243

48.6

0

0.0

4,636,965

Local banks

3,471,680

79.7

883,489

20.3

0

0.0

4,355,169

22,173,245

65.6

11,164,984

34.1

101,633

0.3

33,821,038

Total

26

Rural
(>80%)

Terrafina Microfinance
Terrafina Microfinance is the joint financial
services program of Oikocredit, RaboBank
Foundation and ICCO Cooperation, focusing on rural finance in Africa, in particular
microfinance and value chain finance. Terrafina
Microfinance provides support to seventy MFI
partners in six countries involving around 1.7
million farmers, rural women and other people.
Ethiopia financial cooperatives are still very
weak, but basic administrative systems have
been put in place. MFIs adopted a management information system to attract larger
guarantee providers. Protected from foreign
investment entry, international guarantees are
needed to serve as a collateral for loans from
national banks. The Terrafina ‘trustworthiness’
has strongly improved. Starting at a guarantee
of 95%, they now can work with guarantees of
55%, hence having more equity to serve out to
SMEs and producer organizations.
Photo: Raymond Rutting
for Terrafina Microfinance
ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to projects in
25 countries, one less than in 2011. Benin entered
as new country in 2012 with one project approved.
Two countries dropped from the list i.e. Papua
New Guinea and Kyrgyzstan. This means that ICCO
Cooperation has no more active guarantee projects in
Central Asia. The Philippines has the highest number
in active guarantees (15) followed by Ethiopia (10),
Bolivia (9), Mali (8) and Ecuador (8). The highest
volume in loans outstanding though has Bolivia
(EUR 5.2 million) followed by Ethiopia (EUR 3.9
million), the Philippines (EUR 3.4 million) and The
Netherlands (EUR 3.1 million). These four countries
represent 46% of the portfolio in outstanding loans.
Countries where the number of active guarantees
and volume increased include Ecuador, Ethiopia,
Paraguay and Senegal. Countries with a decreasing
portfolio include Ghana, Mali and Peru. The reason
for increase or decrease differs per country.
65.6% of the volume of loans outstanding of projects
guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation is situated in
rural areas (>80%), whereas one-third is invested
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Table 7: Type of activity (in €)

Oikocredit

microfinance

%

agri-services

%

fairtrade

%

12,236,033

49.3

6,520,598

26.3

5,330,022

21.5

0

0.0

2,384,722

51.4

0

0

4,259,038

97.8

10,320

0.2

0

0

85,811

2.0

4,355,169

16,495,071

48.8

8,915,640

26.4

5,330,022

15.8

3,080,304

9.1

33,821,038

Western banks
Local banks
Total

in projects that cover both rural and urban areas
(table 6). The volume of projects guaranteed by ICCO
Cooperation and situated in pure urban areas can be
almost ignored with 0.3%. This portfolio composition confirms ICCO Cooperation’s policy to invest
primarily in rural areas.
Slightly less than half (48.8%) of the volume in loans
outstanding guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation is
invested in microfinance (table 7). Around 42% of the
portfolio is invested in agricultural production and
processing services as well as fair trade. About 9% is

other

%

total

742,250

3.0

24,828,904

2,252,243

48.6

4,636,965

invested in other type of activities mainly sustainable
energy activities. Almost all funds invested by local
banks are invested in microfinance activities. Loans
guaranteed by ICCO Cooperation to western banks are
mainly provided to agricultural production and trade
activities. The substantial amount lend to other activities by western banks represents a loan from ING to
the FairClimateFund B.V.
Capital at risk is the amount that ICCO Cooperation
may lose due to the risk that ICCO Cooperation
is encountering. ICCO Cooperation distinguishes
between country risk and project risk. Risk is not
only assessed based on repayment performance
but also based on other factors related to production, pricing, management and market. To assess
country risk, ICCO Cooperation changed from Coface
to Moody’s classification. For countries where
Moody’s does not provide a rating, ICCO Cooperation
applies 30% country risk provision. The outcome is
presented in table 8.

Table 8: Capital at risk (in €)

Triodos Sustainable
Trade Fund
ICCO Cooperation is partner of the Triodos
Sustainable Trade Fund, which provides trade
finance to the agricultural value chain. In
2012, the fund provided EUR 21 million (loans
disbursed) in trade finance to agricultural
exporters in 21 countries worldwide, involving
more than 120,000 farmers, bringing twelve
different fairtrade and organic products to
world markets, including coffee, cocoa, cotton,
spices and nuts. In 2012, ICCO Cooperation
approved three additional guarantees in the
value of EUR 400,000 among others for the
cloves, cocoa and organic cotton.
Photo: Bernd Out

Oikocredit

2010

2011

2012

difference

distribution

1,317,337.61

2,108,459.17

2,051,450.76

-2.70%

63.17%

Western banks

343,825.66

576,847.82

615,262.37

6.66%

18.94%

Local banks

356,717.75

678,790.42

580,969.34

-14.41%

17.89%

2,017,881.02

3,364.097.42

3,247,682.46

-3.46%

100.00%

Total

By the end of 2012 the capital at risk for guarantees
has decreased with 3.46% from EUR 3,364,097
in 2011 to EUR 3,247,682 in 2012. This is a slight
decrease from 30.5% to 26.3% of the portfolio. A
lower provision for Ethiopia (from 40% to 30%)
is compensated with higher country and project
risks elsewhere. Country risk explains about 30%
of the total risk in the guaranteed portfolio. Eight
countries went up in country risk (incl. India, Brazil,
Madagascar and Mali) and eleven countries went
down in country risk (incl. Bolivia and Ethiopia).
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03 Fair economic
development
Fair economic development is strongly tied to the DNA of the
ICCO Cooperation. Sustainable growth is realized by empowering promising initiatives, strengthening human capacities and by
striving for inclusiveness. The program puts these into practice.

3.1

In all countries the
value chain focus is
continuously expanding

About

Improving the situation of small producers and
workers is the aim of the fair economic development program. We support and train them to get an
honest price for their products. We facilitate access
to knowledge, skill and financial resources. We work
with market actors, such as large companies, small
and medium enterprises (SMEs), banks and micro
finance institutions (MFIs), towards a sustainable
and viable livelihood of the poor in 27 countries in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

3.2

Strategy

The fair economic program has three important pillars:
•	We encourage entrepreneurship of local SMEs
as well as producer organizations. We are helping them towards a stronger position in order to
reduce poverty , in more sustainable value chains.
•	We work with market parties to connect them

to producer organizations. We develop access to
financial services such as micro finance, insurance and savings products.
•	The program works with grants (e.g. for capacity
building) as well as loans and guarantees of ICCO
Cooperation, Oikocredit, Rabobank Foundation,
Triodos Sustainable Trade Fund, local banks and
MFIs for investments, trade capital etc.

In all countries the value chain focus is continuously
expanding. Apart from the position of small producers,
there is an increased focus on market demand and
analysis of the chain. This requires being committed to
less chains, for developing the necessary expertise takes
time and effort. So, a strong and coherent strategic focus
is developed at country as well as at regional level.

The use of grants for seed capital of MFIs and producer
organizations has been phased out, in favor of loans
and guarantees. Grants for the start-up and development of business development services are however
still common. Fee-based services and exit strategies

CORE DATA FAIR ECOnomIC
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
• € 38,434,823 spent
• 385 partners
• 2,415,898 clients and small
producers reached
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• Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Angola, Madagascar,
Malawi, South Africa, Benin, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Liberia,
Mali, Senegal, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay,
Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, Suriname, Ecuador, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, India, Papua New Guinea, Philippines.
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have been started in the more advanced countries.
Gradually the success on regional fundraising is
increasing, especially regarding co-funding initiatives.

3.3

Results and lessons

ICCO Cooperation supports fair and economic development programs in 28 countries. In this section activities in a selection of countries are described. See for all
countries our website.

Burkina Faso

In this West African country a new national microfinance strategy was launched by the government for
the period 2012-2016 to professionalize the microfinance sector. Terrafina Microfinance (a joint program
of ICCO, Oikocredit and Rabobank Foundation) capacitates other MFIs and financial cooperatives with a
rural focus, provides access to capital for expansion of
services and supports them in increasing their rural
outreach as well as managing their social performance.
Partners were assisted in setting up an automated
Management Information System (MIS), to make them
more investable, amongst others by Rabobank and
Oikocredit. Similar activities were deployed in Senegal.

Ghana

In Ghana until now seven timber companies have
secured FSC Controlled Wood and Chain of Custody
certificates, representing 60% of the export volume.

Southern Africa

With the programs in Angola and Malawi getting a
clear value chain focus there, the Madagascar program
continues to progress well, though the number of
value chains it is involved in might reach a limit. In
South Africa ICCO Investments has started activities. An interesting development was seen in Malawi,
where initially Jatropha was prioritized as a value
chain for further development. However, upon more
in-depth study it appeared the business case for small
farmers was not sufficiently appealing. Therefore the
oil seed value chain, which had ranked lower in the
initial scanning, was taken up and proved to be very
promising. Local farmer organizations and cooperatives were linked to a broker Tradeline and Unilever
as a buyer. The latter needs high volumes of oil seeds.
This chain proved to possess a clear market pull.
Unlike Jatropha, it appears to be profitable for farmers
in the short and the long run.

Good practice
Philippines: Sugar successes
The fair economic program in the Philippines
builds on a strong programmatic value chain
approach in a challenging but improving
environment. The muscovado sugar program
in the Philippines e.g. is developing well.
20,667 farmers with 54,714 hectares of land
are reached, with an increase of income up
to 30%. This success can be attributed to the
integrated approach which balances land
tenure improvement, productivity, enterprise
development, financial services and markets.
Government and stakeholders get committed
through highly visible campaigns and mass
mobilization. The government has recently
committed EUR 18 million for financing
programs for small producers.
Photo: ICCO Cooperation

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %
Policy intervention

24%
	
Direct poverty alleviation

31%
	
Civil society development

45%
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India
Despite its huge internal market, the link between
partner NGOs and the private sector is recent.
However, the scale of operations in India dwarfs any
intervention elsewhere. The Indian government is
now making CSR activities mandatory for businesses,
an incredibly promising development. The volume of
government grants to poverty alleviation programs
is increasing

Kyrgyzstan

In Kyrgyzstan the local market development program
works with output funding of its partner organizations, based on volumes delivered to traders and
processors. The share of subsidies is gradually
reduced as farmers as well as traders and processors
start paying for services.

Central America

ICCO Cooperation
supports partners and
programs in the North
who have an impact on
global product chains

The program applies the same approach in
Nicaragua, Honduras and Guatemala by focusing primarily on cooperatives and linking them to
markets and financial services. In all three countries
lobby on enabling environment is supported. An
interesting intervention is taking place in Guatemala
between Grupo Ceis and the company Durabilis
on vegetables. Twelve rural producer cooperatives
received a targeted one year training with clear
milestones to improve their produce. Farmers have
shown a 60% income increase. Worth mentioning
is the MoU signed between ICCO Cooperation and
the Central American Bank for Economic Integration
(CABEI) with the purpose of helping young and
emerging MFIs through guarantees and capacity
development.

Bolivia

The gastronomic program in Bolivia, on the promotion of local crops in restaurants and in cooking
programs on television, shows a clear connection
between value chain initiatives. It now has a distinct
profile and is more fundable. In Bolivia the program
on promotion of local dishes created a strong
increase in demand for local crops and thus access
to markets for small producers. ICCO Cooperation,
together with other donors and partners, supported
the TAMBO Fair which connected consumers, restaurant owners and local producers. This program,
displaying a fruitful shift from market push to pull,
will be continued in 2013.
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3.4

Strengthening society and
partners

The ICCO O-scan, SCOPEinsight as well as the Client
Satisfaction Instrument (CSI) are regularly used
as a base for capacity strengthening interventions.
Although these assessments do take time and effort
before starting a capacity strengthening trajectory, this is more than paid back in effectiveness
and efficiency as the focused interventions meet
the needs much better than more generic training
packages.

In countries where expert partners are available they
take the lead in programmatic interventions. With
less stronger partners, training and coaching is done
by ICCO Cooperation together with consultants. The
desired outcome is a clear view as how to come from
a value chain analysis to a market driven pro-poor
and gender sensitive value chain development intervention. In situations where a clear market pull is
present and NGOs or business development serviceproviders specialize in specific roles, rather than take
up all activities in and around a value chain, most
progress can be realized.

3.5

Partnerships

In 2012 there have been several changes regarding
the participating organizations. A few highlights:
•	ICCO Cooperation is gradually expanding the
number of countries with fair economic development initiatives.
•	Terrafina Microfinance has decentralized its
portfolio management. It now has a program
officer for each of the six countries it operates in.
•	SharePeople has revised its strategy by linking
to other initiatives such as the SCOPEinsight
rating.
•	Yente was reorganized. It seeks more synergy
through the ICCO Regional Offices in La Paz and
Kampala. It reduces its overhead costs by being
funded as an ICCO partner.
Cooperation with other MFS funded development organizations is amongst others realized
through networks such as Agri-ProFocus, Initiative
Sustainable Trade (IDH), BoP Inc. In such joint
programs synergy, complementarity and harmonization becomes possible.
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Furthermore ICCO Cooperation supports partners
and programs in the North who have an impact on
global product chains. For instance the Better Cotton
Fast Track Program implemented the BCI standard
with cotton farmers in the chains of H&M, Ikea,
Adidas, Levi’s, Nike and Walmart. Or the Fair Wear
Foundation which improved labor conditions of
600,000 workers in textile chains of 74 members.

The main activities of ICCO Cooperation on forestry
are now in the The Amazon Alternative (TAA)
program implemented with IDH. The year targets on
certified area were met. For example, over 90% of
Peruvian timber exports to The Netherlands are now
FSC certified.

ICCO Cooperation joined the covenant on
‘Sustainable Sourcing of imported Fresh Fruits and
Vegetable’ involving 90% of the Dutch retail and
trading companies. It was agreed that by 2020 all
imported fresh fruits and vegetables will be sourced
from suppliers that meet Business Social Compliance
Initiative (BSCI) criteria.

ICCO Cooperation is one of the founders and strategic partner of BoP Inc. (= Base of Pyramid Innovation
Center). In 2012 BoP Inc. engaged in five People
Planet Profit (PPP) proposals on food security and
water & sanitation and became a consortium partner
of the 2SCALE program, which aims to organize more

than one million smallholder families in agribusiness
clusters in Africa.
Started out with ICCO Cooperation funding, SCOPE
insight rated 134 farmer organizations (in total over
550,000 members) in 2012, about half of them feebased at some EUR 800 per rating. More than half of
them received a loan from a bank after rating.
In numerous countries ICCO Cooperation is working
closely with Dutch embassies. In Ethiopia it allocated
a special fund for the promotion of food security and
farmer entrepreneurship to be managed by ICCO
Cooperation.

3.6

Gender and rights

Gender issues in value chains gradually get more
attention as we realize that without specific attention
women are likely to get marginalized or excluded.
Sensitization and coaching on identifying and addressing gender constraints are getting more common and
are crucial for real change. A strong indicator of this is
that the share of women in the leadership of producer
organizations is increasing. Nevertheless there is
still a lot of work to be done to get to overall positive
gender impact. One of the main challenges is to mainstream the programmatic approach based on a gender
and rights-based approach and market orientation
into all our programs.

Good practice
Organic stevia in Paraguay
The Paraguayan Organic Association promotes organic
farming and agribusiness development under the scheme
of chain value. This includes the production, processing,
consumption and the provision of support services and
access of small producers to the market. In this framework the Organic Stevia Project is generated for small
producers to become major raw materials suppliers for a
production plant, becoming equity partners in this initiative and in turn comply with environmental standards for
climate neutrality. ICCO Cooperation provides significant
support to cooperatives, also participating as a shareholder in the joint venture, together with other investors
as IDB and Oikocredit. Photo: Ivan Greco S.
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04 Conflict
transformation and
democratization
ICCO Cooperation develops programs on Conflict Transformation
and Democracy in Africa, Latin America and Asia. We tackle the
root causes of conflict in order to build sustainable conditions for
long term development. We do this by empowering marginalized
groups to claim their rights and to become peace ambassadors.

4.1

About

ICCO Cooperation develops programs on conflict
transformation and democracy. The program distinguishes between four themes which are closely linked:
• Empowerment for conflict transformation,
• human rights and rule of law,
• gender and the rights-based approach
• democratic society.
These programs are developed based on a thorough
analysis of the conflicts and the actors involved after
which we combine strategies focused on peace building, conflict mitigation and tackling root causes of
conflict.
Programs on human rights give specific attention to
women, children and minority groups with individual
support. At the same time the program stimulates

initiatives that strengthen rule of law and people’s
participation in governance.

4.2

Strategy

The space for civil society is shrinking in many countries, as is apparent from new restrictive legislation
for civil society organizations, media restrictions,
personal and organizational threats. These changes
affect the room to manoeuver for programs focused
on sensitive issues such as access to land and natural
resources and human rights issues. However, in some
countries cooperation between governments and
civil society organizations is also growing (Vietnam,
Indonesia). ICCO Cooperation’s partners develop
capacities to deal with both negative and positive
signals and continue to invest in good governance.

CORE DATA CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION
AND DEMOCRATIZATION PROGRAM
• € 16,516,297 spent
• 233 partners
• 13,000 individuals and 5,000 groups
reached
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• Burundi, DR Congo, South Sudan, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Liberia,
Palestine (+Israel), El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua,
Paraguay, Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, India,
Nepal, Cambodia, Indonesia, Vietnam.
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The programming on human rights is linked to our
global lobby theme ‘Shrinking Political Space’. This
development opens up promising possibilities for
support to local activities of our Regional Offices
especially since the good relations on this theme
with Dutch embassies were further consolidated.

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %
Policy intervention

27%

As a response to changes and challenges in countries,
coordination with other ICCO Cooperation programs,
especially with fair economic development and food
and nutrition security has increased.

4.3

	
Direct poverty alleviation

10%
	
Civil society development

63%

Results and lessons

ICCO Cooperation supports conflict transformation
and democratizing programs in 22 countries. In
this section activities in a selection of countries are
described. See for all countries our website.

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe is in a political transition phase aiming
to achieve democratic transformation, sustainable peace and economic recovery. 2012 showed
increased participation and recognizable contributions of (faith-based) constituencies in constitutional
and legislative reform. Lobby on national and local
budgets resulted in net increases to social service
related budgets, including health and education. The
program has enhanced the structural organization
and informed participation of 300,000 residents, 316
peace committees and 27 church denominations in
the constitutional and legislative reform processes
of 2012. Access to legal justice was extended to
more than ten thousand people through the work
of paralegals and legal projects centers. Increased
monitoring and reporting of the human rights situation using legislation, treaties and human rights
standards was increased.

Middle East

The program works towards justice as necessary
ingredient for a long lasting peace between Israel
and the Palestinians by focusing on accountability
and nation building. The program has recently added
an objective of developing economic tools for nation
building. New ways for innovation and development
of arts and crafts in Palestine were developed and
a first sparkling series of produce of Palestinian
designs was produced (Disarming Design).

International corporations have been investigated
to analyze the profits from Israeli occupation. As
a result Deutsche Bahn concluded to divest from a
train rail through the West Bank. In Israel the political space to manoeuver is shrinking as is shown in
the recent civil law that prohibits to plea for boycotting the settlements and sanctioning Israel. This
makes it harder for the program to address the ongoing violations of human rights and the occupation of
Palestine to build sustainable peace.

The space for civil
society is shrinking in
many countries

Nicaragua

ICCO Cooperation concentrated on insecurity and
violence against women and children. It promoted
citizen’s participation of young people in political and
social matters. Youth organizations have been victims
of political violence as a response to their protests
against the government. The program promoted
citizen´s participation of young people through education on leadership and human rights. 288 young
people were trained (49% young women) improving
youth participation in political and social spaces. 186
young people incorporated the Network of volunteer
Human Rights Promoters and Defenders.

Brazil

Many indigenous communities, farmers and quilombolas (afro-descendents) continue to live in poverty.
In response to the de facto growth of development in
Brazil with unbalanced distribution of benefits, ICCO
Cooperation continued to implement programs on
protection of traditional community territories, on
leadership, and on climate change by working with
youth organizations, quilombolas, fishing organizations and landless workers organizations. Activities on
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impacting public policies on access to land and natural
resources were supported. ICCO Cooperation partners
and quilombola organizations managed to restart
land titling in Oriximiná, benefiting four traditional
territories with a dimension of approximately 332,654
hectares for fourteen communities. Many partners
conducted advocacy activities during the world event
Rio+20. ICCO Cooperation facilitated the participation
of 180 people and 32 social movements in this event.

Vietnam

Conflict sensitivity is
important to avoid
negative impacts
and maximize positive impacts of all our
programs

Program partners have held many advocacy workshops on land for indigenous people, land conflict
and land losses as result of the domination of
forestry enterprises, and on the negative effects
of hydraulic power dams on local people. In 2012,
seven hundred hectares of land have been allocated
to indigenous people. Furthermore, nearly 1,200
forest hectares of traditional forest were provided
with forest land use certificate. The Vietnam
River Network (VRN) increased public awareness on potential risks related to three hydraulic
power dams, leading to discussions in the National
Congress, pushing companies to redo the environment assessment and to ensure that local people are
free from disasters brought by the dams.

Nepal

2012 continued to be a year of political uncertainty
that influenced development. The program continued focusing on empowerment, organization and
mobilization of marginalized groups at the local level,
and lobby and advocacy activities at the national
level. The Facilitation for Empowerment and Social
Transformation (FEST) mobilized 347 community
groups (80% women) in four districts, organizing
and empowering them to take up their own development. The program was able to link social structures
formed by the organizations in the past towards local
income and employment generation activities. A total
of 1,384 micro level community development plans
have been prepared by these groups and about 85%
of these plans have been executed successfully. At
grassroots level, 573 basic human rights orientations
were provided to ninety community based organizations and 125 child rights clubs established in
government schools. At the national level, partner’s
role to bring together national human rights institutions resulted in a government plan of action on
implementing the UNSCR article 1325 and 1820.
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4.4

Strengthening society and
partners

Within countries, members of program coalitions were
trained on different subjects such as financial management (Kenya), Theory of Change (South America),
gender and rights (Kyrgyzstan) and political analysis
(Central America), including lobby (Uganda). In South
East Asia region (Bali) ICCO Cooperation organized an
international workshop on natural resources and land
inviting key partners to participate.
ICCO Cooperation supported the development
of two documents on civil society in 2012: ‘Civil
Society in Fragile States: Overcoming Fragility from
Below’ and ‘Civil society, crucial link in international
cooperation’.
Conflict sensitivity is important to avoid negative
impacts and maximize positive impacts of all our
programs. To support this ICCO Cooperation has
developed a quick scan for conflict sensitivity to
guide program staff in determining whether it is
needed to revise a context analysis in order to work
in a more conflict sensitive way.

4.5

Partnerships

Emerging scope for private sector participation and
availability of CSR funds has changed the patterns
of partnerships. Linkages continued and increased
with other relevant stakeholders, such as embassies, government institutes, knowledge centers, for
example on access to land and natural resources
with ISS in The Hague, and other civil society actors,
including prominently faith-based organizations,
for example in Uganda and Zimbabwe. Linkages
with private sector actors were explored in India
and Southeast Asia.
In Uganda the collaboration on governance and
accountability continues under the framework of the
Dutch Uganda Platform that consists of HIVOS, ICCO
Cooperation, Oxfam Novib, Mensen met een Missie
and two observant members.
In Central America the regional programmatic
approach has led to strategic regional relations.
Thanks to ICCO Cooperation’s regional presence,
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contacts with embassies were strengthened. The
Peru program experienced important political
support from the Dutch embassy.
Together with VBDO and PWC, ICCO Cooperation
organized a conference to promote the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights. In total sixty different companies participated. Multinationals like Philips and
Heineken shared their knowledge and experience on
improving human rights conditions. After the conference, and to offer tools for practical implementation
to companies, Social Accountability International
(SAI) and ICCO Cooperation developed a training and
handbook on the guiding principles. The training in
The Netherlands was successful with twenty participants from companies. Other trainings will follow in
2013 in Brussels and Brazil.

4.6

Gender and rights

Gender mainstreaming and the right-based
approach are standard elements in all projects. In
Central America much attention has been given to
indigenous women’s rights, and women and child
labor rights. This has led to improved labor situation for women and children in different private
enterprises.

In India focus is particularly on ensuring land rights
of marginalized communities, especially of women.
One of the key strategies is to engage with the state
and community in registering land in the name of
women and building their asset base. On the other
hand it is also important to organize women into
collectives at the grassroots level, and enable them to
take leadership roles within the community.
In addition ICCO Cooperation pays specific attention
to promotion and protection of local human rights
defenders in different regions, like Great Lakes,
and in cases related to mining and other natural
resources, e.g. Peru and Cambodia.

4.7

Finance and operations

Diversification of funding at partner and program
level is improving, due to visible successes of
program coalitions that are attracting new donors.
ICCO Cooperation was able to attract funds for
a program on UNSCR 1325 for South Sudan that
is currently being rolled out. In Central America,
including Colombia, a regional reconstruction
program was approved by the Dutch government.
The program builds on ICCO Cooperation’s regional
and thematic experiences.

Good practice
Increased awareness in
South Sudan
Participation of women (leaders)
on public issues has been improved.
Sixty women MPs and the MPs at the
National Assembly have been identified
and trained on national, regional and
international framework that resulted
in drafting a good lobby and advocacy
strategy for the ratification of CEDAW
and UNSCR1325.
Photo: ACT Alliance/Nils Carstensen
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05 Food and nutrition
security
Every person on earth has the right to food. We support smallscale rural producers to sustainably increase production for a
better income and for better nutrition. We work with key partners from local to international level to improve policy environments to ensure that our successes endure.

5.1

About

The food and nutrition security program aims to
strengthen civil society by improving local sustainable food systems and communities to claim their
right to food. Local partner organizations guide
community groups to improve and diversify agricultural production and marketing of their crops.
Moreover nutrition education is given attention
mainly at the needs of young children and women.
Lobby and advocacy is done at the most appropriate
administrative level.

The program is implemented mainly in Africa and
Asia. By the end of 2015 the food and nutrition security of 280,000 households have to be improved and
from collected data so far the target number for 2015
seems to be on track.

5.2

Strategy

The program has strong links with other programs
of ICCO Cooperation. Most agricultural programs are
geared towards diversification of food systems using
part of the production for markets and sustainably
generating income. This is combined with health and
nutrition education.
75% of food insecure people depend on agriculture
to sustain their living. Therefore access to land is
essential in the fight against food insecurity. The
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voices of food insecure people are strengthened to
claim their right to food. In most countries civil society strengthening is combined with lobby and direct
poverty alleviation. Dialogues with local and national

CORE DATA FOOD AND
NUTRITION SECURITY PROGRAM
• € 9,795,279 spent
• 77 partners
• 150,000 households reached
• DR Congo, South Sudan, Uganda,
Madagascar, South Africa, Benin, Burkina
Faso, Mali, Bolivia, Bangladesh, India,
Nepal, Indonesia, Myanmar.

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %
Policy intervention

10%
	
Direct poverty
alleviation

70%
	
Civil society
development

20%
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government take place to align or coordinate activities and in some countries (e.g. South Sudan) local
government is directly involved in implementation.
Structural collaboration with private sector entities,
where relevant, is slowly taking off.

5.3

Results and lessons

ICCO Cooperation supports food and nutrition security programs in fourteen countries. In this section
activities in a selection of countries are described.
At our website you can find all the countries we are
working in.

Mali

The focus in Mali is on nutrition education for children and women, production of vegetables, village
cereal banks and animal rearing. Also local authorities are stimulated to invest in food production
means and natural resources management. Because
of the coup d’état, program activities stopped in the
north and partners were forced to flee the area. Later
in the year, some humanitarian relief activities could

be started among the refugee population (229,000
people). The refugees live among host populations
that themselves are already struggling with their
scarce food and water resources. At household level
good nutrition practices were still implemented,
where community meetings could no longer take
place due to the security situation.

In areas that were still accessible general malnutrition had dropped from 24.6 to 20%. Also vegetable
production improved (measured in the 24 project
sites of one partner). Promising is that village cereal
banks have stayed at the same level of production,
despite the high number of refugees . Lobby at
community level resulted in the establishment of
thirteen village level gardens with 31 hand dug well,
using local government funds.

South Sudan

The many returnees that come back to South Sudan
pose a challenge for food security, both for the
returnees themselves as for the host population.
Emphasis in 2012 was on improving agricultural
production and extending acreage by using oxen to

Good practice
Madagascar:
better food and markets
Producteurs Agricoles Renforces en Capacités (PARCS)
is implemented in the southeastern coastlands and
aims at improving the linkages between food storage and micro credit for economic development.
Furthermore the project aims at diversifying agricultural activities, developing income-generating
activities and improving access to markets. In
2012, PARCS has achieved the creation of seven
new bank accounts to manage the income from
production and storage activities. Especially interesting in 2012 has been the bean production in an
area with unfavorable climatic conditions (Nosy
Varika). The example has raised interest of other
partners which are planning now also the promotion of leguminous crops.
Photo: Kees van den Berg
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plow the land. Improved production started with
the provision of improved seeds, combined with
agricultural extension services to farmers and training (government) extension people. Moreover links
with local markets were established. There appears
to be a large and growing demand for food in
nearby cities. Post-harvest handling was improved
and demonstration plots were established. In order
to facilitate local seed multiplication, community
based seeds multiplication centers were supported.
The partners in South Sudan have started a fruitful
collaboration in 2012.

DR Congo

Impressive results were achieved in DR Congo.
Emphasis was on agricultural production, with
increased production in 2012 of potatoes, maize,
beans, as well as post-harvest handling (e.g. storage). The integrated management for soil fertilization turned out to be a key factor. Nutrition education in combination with better availability of food
resulted in more diverse diets for target populations.
Households were also able to increase their income
due to better processing of maize. Positive were the
experiences with a rotating-animal system which
allowed farmers to attain objectives of cattle raising
and the production of manure (organic fertilizer).
Difficulties that were encountered resulted from lack
of access to land (quality of land due to erosion) but
also land disputes.

Bangladesh

In Bangladesh is the largest food and nutrition
program. It consists of 27 projects, implemented
by seventeen partner organizations. Over 400,000
extremely poor households get direct support
such as livelihood assets, seeds, training and
gender awareness, leadership training and disaster risk management. During the off-season, 1,158
forum members and over three hundred groups
earned cash trough income generating activities .
Community people were trained in planning and
budgeting. The Bangladesh program is an example
of a variety of activities that either have an direct
or indirect impact on food security, combining both
direct poverty alleviation strategies with civil society
strengthening activities. The latter type of activities
leads to a significant change in attitude of land-
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less groups. They are now involved in local justice
structures and claim their rights, thus weakening the
earlier monopolistic power of elite groups.

Myanmar

The program in Myanmar was linked to the conflict
transformation and democratization program since
the start. In 2012 some democratic progress was
made in the country, resulting in more space for
non-party people and increased space for businesses
to explore opportunities. However, ethnic conflict
intensified in Kachin state. The conflicts affect the
program, since attention shifted away from long term
development to mere survival. Despite this, some
interesting results were achieved in 2012: the Food
Security Working Group (FSWG) developed a case
study about land confiscation, which was presented
in the presence of seven ministers and around three
hundred other participants from civil society, MPs,
UN representatives and donors. At grassroots level
women participation increased tremendously in the
program: The Women Organization Network (WON)
reached over two thousand women during sixteen
days of mobilization campaign.

5.4

Strengthening society and
partners

Best experiences of capacity building are through
practical demonstration plots for agricultural practices and nutrition. Leadership skills, budgeting,
literacy, management and technical skills are essential in order to create an enabling environment for
the programs and to sustain achieved results. For
example, the strengthening of agricultural skills of
farmers has led to increased production in many
countries (e.g. in South Sudan and Benin). Female
leadership training has led to more female community leaders in Myanmar.
The strategic partners FIAN and the Right to Food
Network in Africa (RAPDA) have strong capacity
building roles in the area of lobby and the right
to food. In for example Burkina Faso, the national
section of RAPDA has taken the lead in developing
lobby strategies for the food and nutrition security
alliance in the country.

05 • FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY

5.5

Partnerships

Most of the food and nutrition security alliances are
functional and collaborating with ICCO Cooperation
partners. 2012 was the year that broader linkages were made with other NGOs in countries,
such as the Belgian Broederlijk Delen, the German
Welthunger Hilfe or the Italian Reach. This led in a
few countries to joint fundraising proposals. Also
in Uganda, the Agri-ProFocus network has a strong
food and nutrition security focus. Partners are
actively involved.
Through the Amsterdam Initiative on Malnutrition
(AIM) alliance ICCO Cooperation collaborates
with mainstream companies. The membership of
AIM expanded in 2012 with a few extra members:
Rabobank and Rijkzwaan. AIM jointly developed
and submitted a proposal for funding under the
PPP facility for Food Security and Private Sector
Development. ICCO Cooperation is part of the monitoring and learning team of AIM and supports the
monitoring of the intended impact: better diets of
target groups.

The Flying Food coalition is led by TNO and is
focused on commercial rearing insects for food. The
coalition includes a number of complementary partners among which: ICCO Cooperation, BoP Inc. and
private sector partners such as KRECA and JAGRAN
with their branch organization VENIK. Currently a
promising pilot is being executed in Kenya with ICCO
Cooperation partner ADS and Bondo University in
Kisumu, for which SIDA funding was mobilized.

ICCO Cooperation participated in the preparation
by BoP Inc. of inclusive innovation hubs in two
countries. Together a proposal was prepared for the
Dutch embassy in Bangladesh for market-based solutions for improved food and nutrition security.

5.6

Gender and rights

In all country or regional food and nutrition security programs the important role of women to
improve food and nutrition security at household
level is acknowledged. Many programs therefore

specifically target women as beneficiaries in the
direct poverty alleviation programs. In quite a few
countries women are also acknowledged as direct
actors in the community. Improving the role of
women in society also has positive impact of food
and nutrition security. In Myanmar, Bangladesh and
India fewer child marriages were reported, female
leadership was promoted and decision-taking by
women improved.

2012 was the year in
which broader linkages
were made with other
NGOs in Belgium,
Germany and Italy

Although most countries are on track with development of their lobby strategies and the implementation thereof, lobby for the right to food as a basic
human right for which the government has certain
responsibilities remains difficult. Main challenge for
2013 will be the connection between the international lobby agenda with the national lobby by the
food and nutrition security alliances. Strategic partners such as FIAN, RAPDA and EAA are essential for
this connection.

The role of the international strategic partners in
joint international lobby efforts of ICCO Cooperation
for the realization of the right to food are evident.
At local level, the African Right to Food Network
(RAPDA) is important, especially in West Africa.
Local FIAN offices are important in Ecuador (Latin
America regional program) and Nepal (analysis
of policies). However more effort is needed to
strengthen their role in other national coalitions
and create even more synergy between national and
international lobby for the right to food.

5.7

Finance and operations

All coalitions made efforts in 2012 to raise external
funds, in some cases with success (e.g. South Sudan)
while in other cases they were less successful, or
are still waiting for approval (e.g. Burkina Faso). In
some cases, although without financial success, still
very good results were achieved in strengthening the
team spirit among coalition partners.
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buys the cloves from the chairman
of a producers group
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06 Fair climate
Every person on earth has the right to an equal carbon foot print.
A foot print that does not harm the atmosphere’s capacity to
absorb CO2 emissions and prevents further global warming. ICCO
Cooperation is experienced in making carbon credits from projects
that work for the poor. FairClimateFund B.V., subsidiary of the Fair
& Sustainable Holding B.V., buys and sells the carbon credits.

6.1

About

The fair climate program aims at low carbon,
climate-resilient development among the poor and
the rich. In sixteen developing countries, projects are
implemented that contribute to poverty alleviation
and reduce CO2-emissions or that contribute to the
carbon sequestration capacity of the earth. These
interventions in addition all generate carbon credits.
The credits are sold on the European market through
the FairClimateFund B.V. by offering companies,
households or organizations the possibility to offset
the last part of their footprint.

nities in the South to the global community. The
scope of the program will broaden in the near future.
In general, good progress has been achieved within
the fair climate program in 2012. This applies to all
fields of intervention: direct poverty alleviation, civil
society development and lobby- and advocacy work.

Fair climate covers projects in the field of renewable energy, low carbon farming, agroforestry/
re-afforestation, REDD+ and climate neutral value
chains. Focal points have been linked to specific

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %

CORE DATA FAIR
CLIMATE PROGRAM
Policy intervention

• € 3,507,492 spent
• 31 partners
• 322.000 households reached
• Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Burkina
Faso, Cameroon, The Netherlands, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, India, Indonesia,
Papua New Guinea.

6.2

Strategy

Up to now the ICCO Cooperation has focused on
carbon sequestration as one of the environmental
services which are rendered by people and commu-
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41%
	
Direct poverty
alleviation

30%
	
Civil society
development

29%

regions for good reasons. E.g. development of
REDD+ projects is promoted in Central and Latin
America and Southeast Asia because deforestation
contributes with a high percentage to yearly greenhouse gas emissions in countries in those regions
(e.g. for 70% in Brazil).

06 • Fair climate

A substantial number of carbon projects are in the
pipeline at the moment. NGOs are eagerly responding to the new possibility – beyond aid - to generate
money to finance their projects. Organizations in the
South which develop carbon projects need a certain
amount of money, in terms of price per ton of not
emitted CO2, in order to implement their projects
and to maintain them during the running time of the
contract. However, the price of carbon credits on the
markets has dropped dramatically. This is due to the
failure of the EU Emission Trading System, the lack
of political will of industrialized countries to set up
substantial emission reduction targets and the lack
of progress in international climate negotiations.

6.3

Results and lessons

Up to now the fair climate program has especially focused on energy provision for household
purposes (cooking and lighting). One of the lessons
learnt is that these services should be expanded to
community facilities (such as schools and health

centers) and to energy use for productive purposes
in agriculture, trade or small businesses. This last
option is especially important as energy access is
generally regarded as a prerequisite for economic
development.

Of the sixteen countries the program is implemented
we present the results and lessons in four countries
in more detail. For a report of the other countries we
refer to ICCO Alliance annual report 2012. On our
website all countries are described.

India

Focus in India has been on low carbon farming and
further carbon project development through the
Fair Climate Network India and with support of a
carbon credit development team. In 2012, 18,932
farmers, being member of five farmer organizations,
are involved in low carbon development on 41,962
acres of land. At the end of the year, 7,500 farmers
with 9,580 acres of land had adopted low carbon
practices. About 9,500 will generate carbon credits at
the end of first cropping season in 2013. The carbon

Good practice
Basa Magogo: Improved
cooking technique
In South Africa approximately one million people use
coal to heat their homes and to cook their meals, as a
result 26% of all hospital admissions for respiratory
problems and disease are caused by the inhalation
of these deadly fumes. Additionally, burning coal
releases an estimated 4.3 million tons of CO2 into
the atmosphere every year increasing the pressure
on climate change. The Basa Magogo Improved
Cooking Technique project is the first registered
Gold Standard project of its kind in the world. The
project changes coal lighting behavior through a
locally integrated program whereby township locals
demonstrate the Basa Magogo way to light a coal fire
to households. The result is a more fuel efficient and
cleaner burning fire thereby reducing carbon emissions and negative health impacts.
Photo: Ward Bezemer
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credit development team successfully validated six
projects. One improved cook stove project for 19,500
families has been submitted for carbon registration
and has successfully completed the completeness
check of the UNFCCC. The other five projects, encompassing 20,000 biogas units and 5,500 improved
cook stoves, are in the final stage of submission for
CDM registration.

development of the network and for setting up
a carbon development team. NOVA continued to
expand its energy efficiency program ‘Basa Magogo’
(see Good Practice on page 49). About 71,816
households are making use of renewable energy
and energy efficiency devises for family use. A total
of 17,405 generated income from carbon credits
sales in 2012.

Early 2012 the carbon credit development team was
officially launched during a symposium, and will
work for the whole of Eastern Africa. Strong support
for this team was obtained from the Ethiopian
government. The next steps will be to extend to
partners in Kenya and Uganda. With members of the
platform (FA, OCFCU and ECFF) a broad program on
renewable energy supply, sustainable forest management and REDD+ among coffee farmers was developed. This will contribute to sustainable livelihood
improvement but will also generate carbon credits
based on the three interventions.

6.4

Ethiopia

Sahel Region

In a number of countries in the Sahel (Burkina Faso,
Mali, Ghana), the program started to work on interventions related to the shea value chain. The emphasis is on securing a reduction in the use of wood
when the shea nuts are cooked and are transferred
into butter. This is the basic material for cosmetic
products. Improved cook
stoves will be introduced
TNO and ICCO form a partnership for to substantially reduce
the quantity of wood
innovative climate change solutions used in the cooking
process. Carbon credits
will be generated on the basis of this change, and will
be used to make the Shea value chain, up to sale of
cosmetic products to consumers, climate neutral. The
calculation of the carbon footprint of shea started
in 2012. About five cooperatives of women producers of shea butter in different countries are involved
in this project, together with a company in Burkina
Faso and in de UK.

Strengthening society and
partners

Capacity development is essential in tapping resources
from the carbon market and preparing organizations
for low carbon development trajectories.

Through class room and field level training, NGOs are
trained in all aspects of carbon credit project cycles.
They also follow long and short courses on issues on
climate justice and CDM/voluntary standards, operational implications for grassroots NGOs, prerequisites such as baseline data, management skills,
technical skills to implement carbon projects, monitoring/verification systems of CER/VER generation
throughout the entire crediting period of the project
and transparent finance management systems.

6.5

Partnerships

TNO and ICCO Cooperation form a partnership for
innovative climate change solutions. They created
a carbon credit tool to choose the right type of
intervention and a metric tool for biogas installations. TNO and the FairClimateFund B.V. signed a
sales agreement on carbon credits. Furthermore,
ICCO Cooperation is forming a partnership with Max
Havelaar Foundation for the development of climate
neutral value chain in coffee. Ten Dutch coffee roasting companies showed their interest in fair trade
climate neutral coffee.

6.6

Gender and rights

South Africa

The Fair Climate Network Southern Africa received
momentum in 2012 by strengthening the capa
city of organizations to generate pro-poor carbon
credits value chains. A plan was drafted for further
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Women and girls are more significantly impacted
by climate change and lack of sustainable energy
options, but men are the main decisionmakers also
when it comes to energy options. This illustrates the

need for a gender specific approach in the climate
programs. Smokeless cook stoves and biogas units
also greatly contribute to gender equality.
The fair climate program is based on the principles of
climate justice and balancing the use of resources in
developing countries. The low-carbon farming initiative caters to the needs of marginalized communities
by providing them solutions towards sustainable
agriculture yet also providing them extra income and
reducing the carbon foot print.

6.7

Finance and operations

In general in all regions projects were implemented
according to allocated budgets and all scheduled
disbursements were transferred in time to partners.
A few cases were reported in which partners did not
perform well.

In all regions ample efforts were made to raise additional funds for the program. In Central America a
new grant was obtained from the Climate Works
Foundation for 2012-2013. A concept note on a
FLEGT-program in Honduras was accepted by the
European Union. In South America efforts are underway to mobilize funds for the establishment of a South
American desk of the FairClimateFund B.V. An integrated proposal will be submitted in 2013 to InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB). In Peru contacts
were established with the World Wild Life Fund to
join forces in the development of REDD+ projects.
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Producers can get a loan to

bridge the lean period
till the next harvest
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07 Basic health & HIV/Aids
The last decade has shown important improvements in the
general health status of people worldwide. However, not everybody has profited equally. Due to weak and non-available or
non-accessible health systems, inequalities have grown. ICCO
Cooperation is convinced that strong civil society organizations
are crucial to ensure the fulfillment of the right to health for all.

7.1

About

In this program we want to achieve:
1. Well-established accountability mechanisms in
which civil society effectively calls the health
system to account for the delivery of equally accessible basic health care.
2. Capacitated change agents through which civil
society promotes effective prevention of sexual
and reproductive health problems, HIV transmission and disabilities.
3. Well-established human resources for health policies, strategies and activities that sustain the quality, accessibility and sustainability of the health
system through civil society participation.
ICCO Cooperation member coPrisma is the lead
organization in the program.

7.2

Strategy

The basic health & HIV/Aids program works on
strengthening civil society organizations, empowering
and strengthening the position of our target groups
and holding governments accountable. We cooperate
with government bodies whenever possible to ensure
the right to access quality basic health services for
all. Lobby and advocacy is an important part of the
program, as well as the training of change agents
at grassroot level: for example community leaders,
religious leaders or village health workers. As ICCO
Cooperation only works with a limited number of
medical NGOs, there is less focus on the third objective.
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ICCO Cooperation uses a programmatic approach,
which has really taken off in 2012. In general, the
quality of programmatic collaboration is improving
but there are big differences amongst coalitions. This
has partly to do with management and structure of
coalitions, partly with the context they work in.

7.3

Results and lessons

The program is being implemented in fourteen countries. The regional program in South America has
ended in 2012, as activities on SRHR are integrated
in a program on youth and violence.
Partners are on track with their planned activities
and concrete results have already been achieved for
objectives 1 and 2. Here, we present the results and
lessons in five countries. For a report of the other
countries we refer to the ICCO Cooperation website.

CORE DATA BASIC HEALTH
AND HIV/AIDS PROGRAM
• € 2,372,928 spent
• 74 partners
• 300,000 households reached
• Angola, DR Congo, Malawi, South Africa,
Zimbabwe, Ethiopia, Kenya, South
Sudan, Uganda, Haiti, Brazil, Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, India.
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Peru
In Peru SRHR, including HIV, focus on the educational
sector and on organizing and empowering young
people themselves to become effective change agents
as well as advocates. Teenagers and young adults
have had positive responses to their demands from
the Congress, the Regional Health District and the
Mayor of Santiago, which resulted in a draft law in
the Congressional Committee, resulting in proper
monitoring of specialized services for adolescents.
Seven tutors were trained, who gave an average
of twelve sessions per school class, organized 120
group tutorials, and organized 23 school workshops
for parents. 635 parents attended.

Haiti

Haiti is still recovering from the earthquake in 2010
and cyclones in 2012. For this reason, and due to
the weak economic position self-sufficiency for the
clinics (targeted for 43%) only reached 25%. ICCO
Cooperation partners strengthened their relationship with the government health department,
which resulted in increased accountability for and
ownership of the clinics. In addition the Ministry
participated in the Family Planning Network initiated by the ICCO Cooperation partners. Due to lobby
and advocacy activities, the protestant church of
Haiti decided to combine forces and formulate a
joint message on family planning to be disseminated throughout their congregations. In addition
the government pledged to set and monitor norms
for the availability of family planning materials and
information in each clinic. The percentage of people
using a family planning method increased to 13%, far
more that the target of 5%. A total of 730 churches,
schools and community groups were trained in
family planning, also more than the 240 that were
planned.

Bangladesh

The Health Alliance Bangladesh (HAB) operates as a
platform for partners, strengthening their capacities,
facilitating linking and learning, and utilizing each
other’s potentials and skills. The members of HAB
provide basic health services for all, address sexual
and reproductive health issues and provide specialized services for people with leprosy or disabilities,
including children. In 2012, these target groups
received treatment and medical advice. HAB worked
on a joint lobby and advocacy plan to improve equal

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %
Policy intervention

12%
	
Direct poverty alleviation

36%
	
Civil society development

52%

access to basic health care. Also, they focused on
inclusiveness for disabled persons and reduction of
stigma for people living with disabilities or leprosy.
HAB members have a strong presence at grassroot
level. Their target groups are directly involved
through a self-help approach, where community
watch groups are formed within health facility structures. So far, this has led to meaningful participation
in decision making processes and involvement of the
target group in planning, monitoring and evaluation
of the health services provided.

Ethiopia

In Ethiopia one of the challenges was to improve
partners’ advocacy at micro and meso level to call
the health system to account. In 2012, trainings
were given on lobby and advocacy. To complement
advocacy there was awareness raising through
radio broadcasting and print. One of the key lessons
learned is that systemic change can only be achieved
by approaching it from different directions involving
different stakeholders. These are the beneficiaries
themselves but also local faith-based organizations.
Existing social structures are utilized to solve the
problem of health service availability, accessibility
and sustainability.
In 2012, ICCO Cooperation and the SRHR Alliance
jointly developed and raised funds for an extended
‘World Starts With Me’ program, a program focusing
on youth and SRHR.

Malawi

In Malawi, ICCO Cooperation supports a coalition,
the Uchembere Network, and a number of small
but strategic partners. Their overall focus is to
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strengthen and enable target groups (poor people,
vulnerable to sexual and reproductive health problems) to safeguard their own health and to take on
(co-)responsibility for ensuring access to a quality
health care system.

The coalition works on maternal and child health,
combining service provision with community involvement through organized
women’s groups, church
groups, village health
Capacity building was the central committees and other
theme, with a strong focus on the relevant stakeholders.
Theory of Change In 2012 sixty village safe
motherhood committees
were set up, in addition
to the existing 89. Due to their feedback, activities are
paying off: skilled birth attendance increased from
16% to 37%. The proportion of women aged 15-49
using modern contraceptives rose from 10% to almost
20%. Also, the client satisfaction tool proved to be an
effective instrument to influence service providers
towards better and more accessible health care.

7.4

Strengthening society and
partners

In 2012, the fourteen country alliances have grown
in their programmatic approach, content wise as well
as in structure and in a collaborative implementation
of the program. Capacity building was the central
theme, with a strong focus on the Theory of Change,
behavior change strategies and interventions, as well
as working in a gender sensitive manner and the
rights-based approach. As a result, program coalitions could improve their coherence and cooperation
with clear added value. Other capacity developing
interventions in 2012 aimed to strengthen the implementation of interventions, the quality of planning
and monitoring and lobby and advocacy skills.

7.5

Partnerships

Cooperation, complementarity and harmonization is
actively sought for with governmental structures, UN
bodies, Dutch embassies, other (I)NGOs, community

Good practice
Improved health facility for
expectant mothers, Malawi
Expectant mothers used to shun from delivering
at Mangunda Health Centre in Thyolo district. The
reason was that the Centre did not have a bathroom facility, which women need after giving birth.
Stimulated and supported by our partner, the NGO
Development Communication Trust, the community
addressed the issue to the district health officer.
As a result, the bathroom has been constructed at
the Centre. Now, the number of pregnant women
delivering at the Health Centre has almost doubled,
from 512 in 2011, up to 927 in 2012. This example
demonstrates how empowerment of the community gives them a voice, resulting in improvement of
health services and facilities.
Photo: Mariëlle van Stipthout
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based organizations, FBOs and the private sector. An
example of this is the complementary collaboration
with Cordaid around working with religious leaders
in the area of HIV and maternal health. Together we
organized an expert meeting, which brought together
parties that normally do not meet, but all work with
religious actors in the area of sexual and reproductive health. Other examples are joint fundraising,
trainings, lobby and advocacy and implementation
with different parties.
In 2012, a first exploration was done about possibilities for collaboration with the private sector around
health in Malawi. This will be given follow-up in 2013.

7.6

Gender and rights

In general there is more attention for gender and the
rights-based approach. Accountability mechanisms
strengthen the participation of the target groups
and as such, point them at their rights like access
to basic services. In working on HIV with religious
leaders, gender appears to be crucial in the response.
Therefore, both gender based violence and masculinities are a focus, together with sexual identity and
diversity. During regional meetings in Bangladesh
and Uganda exchange was facilitated between
partner organizations on how to implement these
concepts in practice.

7.7

Finances and operations

The financial performance of the basic health and
HIV/Aids program is on track. The Regional Offices
have good access to diverse funding, as joint fundraising by several coalitions proved to be successful.
Like in Ethiopia (support from the Dutch embassy)
and Malawi (private fund). In 2013 we will look more
systematic into the strengths and weaknesses related
to funding, as input for capacity building.
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08 Basic education
Worldwide 61 million children do not attend school. Poverty,
war, physical handicaps, discrimination or HIV/Aids prevent
children in attending school. ICCO Cooperation supports
these kind of educational projects in situations where local
authorities fail to deliver education.

8.1

About

8.2

The basic education program aims at increased
access to and increased quality of basic education in
fourteen countries. The program pays attention to
better primary, basic, vocational education and basic
literacy. ICCO Cooperation members implement this
program, which is coordinated by Edukans.

CORE DATA basic
education program
• € 4,765,719 spent
• 112 partners
• 11,000 schools reached
• South Sudan, Kenya, Dr Congo, Burkina Faso,
Mali, Malawi, Ghana, Senegal, Uganda, Peru,
Suriname, India, Indonesia.

EXPENDITURES OF
INTERVENTION STRATEGIES IN %
Policy intervention

23%
	
Direct poverty
alleviation
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Civil society
development
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Strategy

In 2011 education country programs have been
adapted to enhance results and they were starting
to pay off in 2012. An important change is that the
basic education program chooses to focus much
more on enhancing education quality and better
learning outcomes, instead of focus on access to
education and enrolment only. For example partner
organizations and Local Expertise Centers (LECs)
cooperate much more with local teacher training
colleges (Indonesia, Ethiopia, Malawi, and Uganda).
Promotion and material development of mother
tongue education are yet another example of the
increased focus on quality education.
ICCO Cooperation brings together the most essential
stakeholders with a common interest in education. In
most countries a local (country based) coordination
has taken shape. This can be a LEC, a program coordinator or coordination structure.
As a pilot the responsibility for program management of Kenya, Ethiopia and Uganda has been transferred to the Regional Office in Kampala. The education program officer in Kampala closely cooperates
with the LECs and regional working organizations
in supporting the partners and program coalitions.
After one year of piloting, we observe progress in
cross thematic linkages and new opportunities in
fundraising, we also face challenges, e.g. when it
comes to efficiency.
In Burkina Faso, Mali and Senegal a clear choice
is made towards vocational education and linking
adult and youngsters’ education to fair economic
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development programs. In India and Peru focus is
more on lobby and less on direct project support. In a
number of African countries cross-thematic linkages
are explored and effectuated, in Ghana, Malawi and
Ethiopia: SRHR and education, in Uganda: agricultural
skills.

8.3

Results and lessons

Of the fourteen countries the program is implemented in we present the results and lessons in five
countries in more detail. For a report of the other
countries we refer to the ICCO Cooperation website.

Peru

The intercultural and bilingual approach is fundamental in this program, implemented by five partners in more than 132 schools for the indigenous
population. In 2012, the program (named Ruta
del Sol) successfully entered into the Ministry
of Education and the intercultural and bilingual
approach is fully integrated into national and
regional education policy and plans. An important
lesson is that the production of intercultural and
bilingual material production should be coordinated better: partners are mostly developing this on
their own.

DR Congo

Eastern Congo is continuously facing armed conflicts,
which has influenced the education program in
2012. Some partners shifted to emergency relief and
not all activities could be implemented as planned.
Key results are the construction of two new schools
resulting in more children attending school, training
of 150 parents and youngsters in agricultural and
business skills and training of two hundred School
Management Committees and Parent Teachers
Associations members on their mission an mandate
in education. Key lessons in DR Congo are: income
generating activities enable poor parents to send
their children to school, and poverty does not mean
that people cannot contribute. On the contrary, their
help and inputs are crucial.

Mali

The non-formal education program is composed of
adult literacy, the vocational skills training component
was integrated at a later stage. Due to the political

situation and the war in northern Mali, the Timbuktu
part of the program is suspended. In the southern
parts the displacement of the population has put some
pressure on the program but implementation continued. Twenty new literacy centers and nine skills training centers were opened. The integration of the vocational training component into the literacy program
has been a success; it has increased the attendance
rate and it is a source of motivation for the learners.
The Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training
has also integrated this model into their non-formal
education policy.

Twenty new
literacy centers
and nine skills
training centers
were opened

Uganda

Partner organizations have achieved results in 65
schools. Examples of key results are: development
of local language materials and piloting of them in
eleven schools in Lango. The set-up of child protection committees in schools, these committees have
responded to 1013 child protection cases. Hundred
school managers followed training on performance
appraisal methods. 73 schools provided SRHR education which includes HIV/Aids prevention. A key lesson
is that partners in Uganda seem not convinced of the
programmatic approach; in 2013 they need more
input on the benefits from the ICCO Cooperation.

India

The India program continued to have an enormous
outreach in thousand villages and the same number
of schools, but the intensity and frequency of interventions by local NGOs have diminished due to the
scheduled gradual phase-out. Key result reached is
the formation of two forums for educational lobby at
state level. NGOs but also community based organizations and parents associations were encouraged to
become member. Key lesson learned is that the withdrawal of NGOs from the program area is vital for the
ownership by the community. Capacity building of
important stakeholders who could exploit government resources is very vital as well.

8.4

Strengthening society and
partners

Capacity development is integrated in all country
and most partner programs. Based on the country
and partner’s specific needs, trainings or one-to-one
guidance is being offered. A topic that is becoming
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more important is ‘resource mobilization’. In 2012
Edukans finalized a learning trajectory on this topic
for all education partners from India, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Uganda, Malawi and Kenya. Lessons and examples
were published in October 2012 in the booklet ‘New
impulses for local resource mobilization’. Partners and
program coalitions realize that funds will at best be
considerably reduced after 2015.
In 2012, the STAR school model was introduced
by Edukans to partners and program coalitions in
Uganda, Kenya, Surinam, Malawi and Ghana (see also
GOOD PRACTICE).

these networks complementarity and harmonization is realized. In Ghana ASEG is part of the
Northern Networks for Education, implementing
lobby issues together. In DR Congo harmonization is realized trough UN OCHA and education
clusters. Partners in Uganda are participating in
three relevant networks; LEARN – a platform for
Dutch funded NGOs that invest in education, FENU
– Forum for Educational NGOs in Uganda, MLENMulti Lingual Education Network. In Senegal, ICCO
Cooperation has exchanged ideas with Oxfam Novib
and for the new program the two will try to have
complementarity in Senegal.

8.5

8.6

Partnerships

Most education partners and program networks are
part of a national network for education. Through

Gender and rights

Most partner organizations explain only in a general
way how they address the needs women, girl children,

Good practice
Basic education with a STAR
The Alliance for Strengthening Education in Ghana
(ASEG) coordinates the education program in Ghana.
With adopting the STAR School model, a comprehensive framework for improving quality and access was
established with seven partners. The STAR school
model has five areas of concern:
1. Learning environment: construction of school
infrastructure.
2. Teaching: in-service training for teachers.
3. Learning: mother tongue education, provision of
teaching and learning materials.
4. School management: training for school managers
and community structures.
5. Community involvement: adult literacy, community
sensitization.
Through the STAR school model, the different
activities at school level are better defined and
linked so that implementation is done by the best
equipped and experienced partner. The STAR school
model facilitated efficient program and proposal
development in Ghana.
Photo: Edukans
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minorities and other target groups. For example in the
Peru program gender and rights sensitive concepts
are understood as inherent to an intercultural bilingual education program. The education programs in
South Sudan, Ghana, Uganda and India however pay
attention to gender equity in designing, approving and
monitoring of programs. In all countries the (equal)
participation of boys and girls and of man and women
in the education program is monitored.

8.7

Finances and operations

The majority of the approximately seventy partners
have not experienced financial problems. In some
cases financial reports were delayed or of low quality. Weaknesses in financial systems are detected and
recommendations are formulated. In 2012, there
were two cases of misuse of funds in Senegal with
a partner. ICCO Cooperation reimbursed the funds
from this partner.
Now that the program has passed the start-up phase,
there is much more attention for financial sustainability and fundraising. Challenges are fund diversification and resource mobilization for partner organizations and for the education country programs.
There has been quite some attention and capacity
building on this issue in 2012, but so far results are
not always realized, so this remains on the agenda.
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09 Other programs
In this chapter programs pass by in which ICCO Cooperation is
a member of an alliance funded by MFS2: Connect4Change and
WASH Alliance, or programs that are activities of a joint effort
of members of the ICCO Cooperation: Disaster Management,
Impulsis and Togetthere.

9.1

Connect4Change

ICCO Cooperation participates in the Connect4Change
Alliance, as coordinator of the ICT for Economic
Development program. The other four consortium
members are AKVO, Cordaid, Edukans, and lead
agency IICD. Text to Change is preferred supplier
for SMS and other mobile services. This program
supports activities being carried in education, health
and livelihoods in the countries Bolivia, Burkina Faso,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Malawi, Peru, Tanzania and
Uganda. IICD is the lead agency.

ABOUT

Connect4Change’s mission is to strengthen civil society
organizations and their beneficiaries in the use of ICT
to achieve their development goals. Strategic objective
of the ICT for Economic Development program is to
improve the income and employment opportunities of
small-scale farmers and entrepreneurs through better
access to markets and financial services and improved
productivity by using ICT. This program focuses on
Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Kenya, Mali, Peru and
Zambia (the latter is managed by IICD).

STRATEGY

On the basis of roundtable workshops and needs
analysis, priorities in the use of ICT in support to
NGOs and producer organizations were defined as:
•	Access to market information to improve
bargaining power of producers and enhance
production planning
•	Information related to production techniques,
crop protection and inputs to increase productivity of producers
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•	Information and communication about credit
facilities and related services to enhance access
to rural finance
•	Supporting producer organizations’ institutional
and financial management and planning
•	Managing information at the level of producer
organizations to improve planning of production
and sales to larger interested buyers
•	Management of information for certification to
access higher priced product markets

RESULTS AND LESSONS

In 2012 ICCO Cooperation assisted 22 partner
organizations within Connect4Change, another six
partners were assisted by other Connect4Change
Alliance members. Outputs of all partner’s economic
activities show that 6,849 producers received training, and almost six producer organizations have been
assisted. Both figures are far higher than planned.
In most cases, the interventions at the level of the
target groups, or the ‘Bottom of the Piramid’-level
are accompanied by capacity building within partner organizations and producer groups, trainings of
trainers, trainings of end-users and procurement of
hardware and software.

Partners report that 6,578 producers use ICTs to
access market and production information, only a fraction of the 200,000 we aimed for in 2012. This year
the focus was on capacity building, software development, training of staff. The market price information
systems were not yet in place, and the development
of them took more time than planned. However, the
producer organizations being targeted by our partners together already have 200,000 members.
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Countries
Key areas for attention in 2013 are gender equality,
up-scaling of services directly benefiting producers
and cost effectiveness of interventions in relation to
the economics of the chains and products we aim at.

9.2

Connect4Change: Bolivia, Burkina Faso,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mali,
Peru, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia.
Wash Alliance: Mali, Ghana, Benin, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Uganda, Nepal, Bangladesh,

WASH Alliance

The WASH Alliance consists of six Dutch civil
society organizations with extensive experience
in Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH): Simavi,
Akvo, AMREF, ICCO Cooperation, RAIN and WASTE.
They cooperate with six thematic partners in the
North: Wetlands International, IRC, WaterAid,
Both ENDS, PRACTICA Foundation and RUAF; and
with close to seventy southern partners in eight
countries: Bangladesh, Nepal, Ethiopia, Uganda,
Kenya, Mali, Benin and Ghana. In these countries
the formation of southern WASH Alliances is being
facilitated.

ABOUT

The main objective of the Alliance five year
programme (2011 - 2015) is to achieve increased
sustainable access to and use of safe water and sanitation services and improved hygiene practices for
women and marginalised groups.

STRATEGY

To implement its coordinated WASH program, the
members of the Alliance work with their country
program partners through a multi-stakeholder
approach. This involves stakeholders from civil
society, private and public sector. The main objective
is to ensure that all relevant stakeholders have the
capacity to perform well and cooperate were needed,
leading to improved and sustainable access to safe
drinking water, improved sanitation and hygienic
living conditions.

RESULTS AND LESSONS

In 2012 a lot of attention was given to the inclusion
of different relevant stakeholders and partners in
the country programs. Different multi-stakeholder
trainings took place, globally, but also regionally. Also
working with the local private sector was further
stimulated, as the WASH Alliance believes that the
involvement of the private sector is necessary to
bring sustainable water and sanitation services to
the poor.

Since 2012 among others business consultants are
active in the country programs to support partners
in working with private sector parties and in deve
loping business plans. Obviously, in countries with a
supportive policy environment this is easier than in
other countries, but most important is that a business approach for WASH is more and more adopted
by parties involved as a way of making WASH
services financially sustainable.

9.3

Disaster management

Disaster management aims in general to support
national partners overseas to:
•	provide life-saving aid to people in distress in
disasters,
•	help the same people to make the first steps back
to a normal life (rehabilitation) and
•	provide the link between emergency relief and
development aid.
In 2012 the rehabilitation program in Haiti after the
earthquake in January 2010 was continued. Also ICCO
Cooperation partners made progress to help people
rebuild their lives and livelihoods after the extreme
drought in summer 2011 in Ethiopia, Kenya and
Somalia. A strong focus on building the resilience of
communities is included, supporting them in implementing activities that reduce the risks for the future.

Responses to various sudden crisis situations was
necessary, to mention:
•	DR Congo humanitarian crisis and refugees:
response in both DR Congo itself, Uganda, and
Rwanda to support refugees,
•	drought situation in Sahel West Africa (projects
in Burkina Faso and Mali), followed by coup
d’état and insecurity in Mali and
•	the Syria crisis, thanks to the strength of the ACT
alliance we were well placed to intervene, also
because of local operational partners on the ground.
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The ACT Alliance provides an important network
for ICCO Cooperation. Local partners are at the core
of our capacity in disaster management. Disaster
management is linked to other programs of ICCO
Cooperation like fair climate and conflict transformation, especially in the phase before a disaster and
after.

Many Impulsis
partners have a
good profile on
transparency and
reliability

We have developed surge capacity (involving volunteers and professionals) that is available in case of
urgency. This service will be launched in 2013 and
will be used in complementarity to the work methods of partners in the ACTAlliance.

In The Netherlands we have been actively involved
in organizing the humanitarian sector. This resulted
in the establishment of the Platform Humanitarian
Action The Netherlands. We also invest in terms of
staff hours and other resources in networks such as
NGO Voice and ICVA that aim to improve humanitarian action.
From a private funding point of view 2012 was not
a favorable year. Methods are developed to improve
fundraising for disaster management in 2013. An
example of successful fundraising from an institutional point of view is the European Aid Volunteers
program. As a lead agent in this program, ICCO
Cooperation obtained around EUR 600,000 in funds
from ECHO.

9.4

Impulsis

Impulsis is ICCO Cooperation’s program for support
to Dutch civil society initiatives engaged in small-
scale projects of development cooperation. Impulsis
stresses the importance of quality, capacity building, local embedding and ownership, linking and
learning and long term sustainability of projects.
For that purpose, Impulsis offers advice, brokering
and opportunities for capacity building as well as
co-financing of small-scale projects.

At the 5th year celebration (March 2012) of Impulsis
two hundred partners, relations and colleagues
showed their connection to international cooperation and declared the support from Impulsis of great
importance for the success and further growth of
their projects.
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In 2012 Impulsis planned projects in 37 countries.
Main criteria are in line with the country programs
on basic education, basic health & hiv/aids , water
& sanitation, local entrepreneurship (fair economic
development and food security) and climate. The
2012 project budget of Impulsis was just over EUR
2.5 million. Compared to 2011 there was a slight
growth in the number of proposals received and
approved: 136 new contracts were established with
a total value of EUR 6.9 million (44 ICCO AllianceMFS; six WASH-MFS; 55 Edukans-MFS; 32 Kerk in
Actie). Since 2011, Impulsis co-finances a maximum
of one third of the contract budget for most of the
contracts. The average co-financing was EUR 16,000
per contract.

During 2012 Impulsis has been discussing on creating a new focus in her way of working. In addition to
the regular support of CSIs with MFS resources, the
team started looking for new financial resources and
new ways of support to civil society initiatives after
2015. Therefore connections with private foundations, European financing opportunities and other
institutional funding were investigated. The possibility of a loan fund has been part of the discussion in
2012 to offer entrepreneurial initiatives the opportunity for further growth and innovation. Furthermore
a more focused policy on children at risk (an important theme of cooperative member Kerk in Actie) was
developed. Kerk in Actie considers her responsibility
for the civil society initiative as an important strategy to connect her work in the South with the Dutch
public in a stronger way.

Impulsis has its concerns about the ability of several
CSI partners to monitor their projects. The project
period is sometimes extended to an unacceptable
level, while reporting on the agreed objectives of the
partners appears to be difficult. Despite concerns,
there is enough to be proud of in the cooperation with
civil society initiatives. The prominent ranking of eight
Impulsis partners in newspaper Trouw contest of fifty
most outstanding Charity Organizations (‘Goede Doelen
top 50’, November 23rd) showed that many Impulsis
partners have a good profile on transparency and reliability. SPZA, Kinderhulp Bodghaya, Karuna Foundation
and Harambee even rank in the top most 10! In short,
dedication and personal engagement of civil society
initiatives can very well match operating in an effective
and transparent way.

9.5

Togetthere

Togetthere is the international youth (16 – 23 years
old) program together with Kerk in Actie. Here we
refer to the parts of the portfolio of Togetthere where
ICCO Cooperation is involved. Training remains a very
important element in all Togetthere programs because
personal and societal change go hand-in-hand.

VOLUNTEERS

After a two-year break, the Art of Life group journey
made a successful comeback in 2012. Twelve youngsters (aged 15 to 23) travelled to Rwanda and had
an unforgettable journey. The journey was organized
in cooperation with partner organizations of ICCO
Cooperation.

From September 2011 till June 2012 seventeen
European young people took part in the voluntary
year program in The Netherlands, co-financed
by the Youth in Action program of the European
Commission. They came from Hungary, Sweden,
Germany, Finland, the United Kingdom, Denmark and
France. The volunteers supported different social
and diaconal projects. Togetthere decided to end this
program in 2012 because it wants to focus more on
programs for Dutch young people that have a strong
link with global citizenship and the partner organizations of ICCO Cooperation.
In 2012, Togetthere sent nine volunteers to partner
organizations of ICCO Cooperation and another five
volunteers were prepared to start service in 2013.
The tasks of the volunteers were varied and included
supporting a climate change program in Ethiopia to
giving theatre workshops in refugee camps in the
Palestinian Territories. In 2012 the matching process
was changed. We now only offer pre-defined placements at partner organizations for which the volunteers can apply.

lopment and programmatic cooperation between
partners using the action research methodology.
In May 2012, ECHO approved an ICCO Cooperation
proposal under the call for pilot projects (20122013) of the EU Aid Volunteer program. Coordinating
a coalition with FinnChurchAid and the Czech
Diakonia ECCB, ICCO Cooperation deployed fifteen
youth to strengthen during six months partner
organizations’ capacities to support community resilience. All professionals were trained and prepared.
Associate partners are Wageningen and Copenhagen
Universities.

CHANGEMAKER NETHERLANDS

Changemaker Netherlands was founded in 2011
and is a collaboration between Togetthere, Edukans
en World Servants. The activities are a yearly festival, three traineeships and an online community.
Changemaker gives these young people ways and
means to follow-up on their stay abroad.

At March and October a group of enthusiastic
participants started the second en third round of
the Changemaker Traineeship. Ten participants
gave guest lectures on global citizenship at schools.
Five participants started to work on making Dutch
churches more sustainable. Six participants started
to work on a fair tourism project in Thailand and
promoting fair wear. A special plan was developed to
increase the number of trainees. The Changemaker
philosophy will be more incorporated in the existing programs of the three organizations and young
people are given a chance to make a change in a relatively small amount of time.

PROFESSIONALS

Togetthere realized in 2012 21 young professional
positions at southern partner organizations and
Regional Offices. The young professionals gained
work and learning experiences and contributed to
activities at the hosting organizations. Moreover,
they shared their experiences with professionals
and generated public support. During the first half of
2012 six young profession supported program deve
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10	Internal organization
In 2012 the organization was reshaped to bring more focus with
fewer resources and a concentration on the primary process.
Moreover, the decentralized and at the same time entrepreneurial
organization asked for more customizing, alertness and ‘client
orientation’ towards the Regional Offices and external clients.

10.1 Organizational structure
In November 2012 a cooperative was founded by the
main partners of the ICCO Alliance: ICCO foundation,
Kerk in Actie, coPrisma and Edukans (see also page
13). The vision and objectives of the cooperative are
implemented by the working organization, formed by
ICCO Cooperation. Besides, the legal cooperative form
and Fair&Sustainable Holding B.V., ICCO Cooperation
will still act as foundation in some regions in 2013.
With our Global Office in Utrecht and worldwide
Regional Offices, the working organization is responsible for the daily operations of ICCO Cooperation. The
Executive Board is responsible for the working organization. The Supervisory Board supervises and advises
the Executive Board, while the actual ownership of the
cooperative lies with the General Assembly. During the
first meeting of the General Assembly on November
14, the members have appointed a new Supervisory
Board (see Appendix VII).
Preparations started with regards to a Shared
Service Center with the Services Organization of
the Protestant Church. This integration of the ‘back
office work’ is still in development and the plan will
be presented to the Works Council before summer
2013. Ideas are being formed regarding a future back
office for the whole ICCO Cooperation and other
(third) partners.
In some regions Country Offices have been established and/or country representatives are active,
because of a special program or for fundraising. In
Central and Eastern Africa a unified structure for
all sub-offices is implemented, which is important
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for the functioning of the total. In India the office
was slowed down, and its regional functions taken
up by Nepal office. The Regional Office in Malawi
was transferred to South Africa, maintaining a
Country Office in Malawi. A new office was set-up
in Zimbabwe. The Haiti Country Office was closed
in March and responsibilities related to the regular
program brought to Managua. The responsibility
for the Disaster Management program in Haiti was
transferred to the Global Office in Utrecht.

10.2 Administration costs
We keep our overhead percentages as low as possible and below the standards of the ‘VFI-aanbeveling
kostentoerekening beheer en administratie’, as stated in
our Buiness Plan. Our overhead costs were accepted
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to be maximum
12.5% in the years 2011 and 2012 because of the
huge budget cuts after 2010 and the necessary bridging towards new realities. In 2012 we concluded
the year with an overhead percentage of 12.7%. The
slight overspending of 0.2% was mainly caused by
extra personnel for fundraising in the Regional Offices
during the year. However, it is a necessary up-front
investment towards the future. See table 9 and see the
financial statements for further specifications.

10.3 Employees and human
resources
Due to the Social Plan ProCoDe and budget cuts in
MFS2 (2010) the downsizing of the Global Office
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Table 9: Administration costs internal organization
Actual 2012

Budget 2012

Actual 2011
16,817,222

Total Execution Costs

16,736,271

14,979,320

less: Direct Execution Costs

- 3,677,853

3,654,181

-3,782,677

Indirect Execution costs

13,058,418

11,325,139

13,034,545

-1,800,293

-

-1,569,579

Costs internal organization (A)

less: Revenues, by taxes and other income

11, 258, 125

11,325,139

11,464,966

Total Project Payments (B)

77,401, 992

93,000,000

80,614,542

12.7%

10.9%

12.5%

Execution costs % =A/(A+B)

was continued in 2012 . At the beginning of the
year 135 employees had a position in the Global
Office, and at the end of the year this was down to
109 (table 10 and 12). The new department ‘ICCO
Investments’ was realized in January 2012, which
attracted specialized staff. This department will be
expanded in 2013.

In the Regional Offices a growth of staff was realized (table 11). At the beginning of the year 162
staff members were employed in the regions and
at the end of the year this number mounted to 188,
a growth of 16%. In the Regional Offices fundraising is also gaining importance, for which reason

local funding officers were recruited.
Illness-absence in 2012 was 4.81% (table 14). This
relatively high figure was mainly due to longerperiod absenteeism (72.3% between 43 and 365
days). The reason of illness was often a combination of work-related and non-work related issues,
and in some cases non-work related.

In the Regional
Offices fundraising
is also gaining
importance

More focus, entrepreneurship, strategic partnering,
mobilization of funds and knowing and showing our
results, requires different competences and skills,
and a shift in culture within the organization. An
external organization (ITIP – ‘School for life and
work’, Utrecht, The Netherlands) supported ICCO

Table 10: Employees Global Office
FTE per 31-12-2011

New 2012

Out of service 2012

FTE per 31-12-2012

Average FTE 2012

117.9

14.53

33.9

98.53

108.22

Number per 31-12-2011

New 2012

Out of service 2012

Number per 31-12-2012

Average number 2012

135

17

43

109

122

N.B. FTEs/staff Global Office at 31-12-2011 is 2.67 FTE/four staff lower than in 2011 report. Difference is explained by two staff of MicroNed/
NMP and two staff oversees.
N.B. Dates are excluding volunteers, 0-hour contractors, interns, staff MicroNed/NMP, F&S, ICCO Investments and Dutch expats.

Table 11: Employees Regional Offices
Number per 31-12-2011

New 2012

Out of service 2012

Number per 31-12-2012

Average number 2012

155

67

45

188

171.5

N.B. in 2012 regional managers and Dutch expats are included in the number of employees per the end of the year (188); in 2011 the regional
managers (seven) and Dutch expats (four) were not included in the figures of 31-12-2011.
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Table 12: Staffing Global Office
as of 31-12-2012

FTE/number

%

98.53

100

109

100

Permanent Staff*

92

84

Temporary Staff*

17

16

Employees in

17

15.6

Employees out

43

39.4

Total FTEs
Total number of employees

N.B. Excl. volunteers, interns, consultants, 0-hours contractants, employees of
MicroNed/NMP, F&S, ICCO Investments en Dutch expats.

Table 13: Formation gender division Global Office
Male

Female

Total

Executive Board

2

0

2

100

0

Management

5

2

7

71,4

28.6

Middle management

M%

F%

1

2

3

33,3

66.7

Staff

38

59

97

39,2

60.8

Total

46

63

109

42,2

57.8

Table 14 : Absenteeism Global Office
% As per 31-12-2012

short term

medium term

long term

4.81

12.2

15.5

72.3

Cooperation in the areas of culture change and leadership. First the management team participated in
several internal sessions, then a trajectory started
with some former members of the Works Council
and a program for the whole organization was deve
loped for the coming period.

In 2012 a so called Risk Inventory and Evaluation
was held. The organization is assessed on working conditions, possible risks, etc. An external and
independent organization advised us on possible
improvements in our policies on working conditions and risks in the working environment. In
2013 the recommendations will be translated into
actions. Also (due to all recent reorganizations) it
was necessary to update all the function profiles
within the Global Office. All positions were reformulated and rated.
The Mobility Office, hired to coach all outgoing
people (due to ProCoDe and budget cuts), has
almost finished its work. Until now seventy people
have been supported by the Mobility Office, another
four are still being supported and another four will
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be supported in future. Until now 34% of the staff
supported has found a new job while being redundant. Furthermore, 17% have found another job
shortly after their contract with ICCO Cooperation
ended. Given the bad economic situation, a relatively high average age of the people being elder
then fifty years old and a considerable average time
of service (25% over 20 years), it is not considered
as a bad result. Nevertheless, still 34 people had
not found a new job at the end of 2012, which is
regrettable.

Results from the employee satisfaction survey (held
in the Regional Offices in December 2011) have been
discussed by regional managers with the regional
staff in 2012. Many of the issues that had come up in
the survey have been addressed and solved within
the Regional Offices. The top two of major concerns
expressed by staff in the survey were ‘Reward’ and
‘Interaction Global Office - Regional Offices’. Together
with Birches (international agency) reward (salary
+ benefits) surveys were carried out to check if staff
perception would match with reality in ten program
countries. The analysis of results of these surveys
will be done in the spring of 2013. Also a list of
detailed points of concern with regard to the interaction between the Global Office and Regional Offices
was drawn up, which forms the basis for further
actions for improvement.

10.4 Finance, accountability and
transparency
In 2012 realized results were an improved monthly
Management Information System and Cycle (MIS), an
automated time registration system and a functioning monitoring tool. The MIS is closely related to our
planning, monitoring, evaluation and monitoring. It
gives us the information to look ahead (planning),
to measure in the moment (monitoring) and to look
back (evaluation), and adjust (learning).
Integration and close coordination with the IT
department improved and worked very well in 2012.
Clear demands towards IT systems, tools and architecture in combination with sound knowledge of the
IT possibilities gave a big push to produce output
of data and facts necessary to be accountable to the
outside world.
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ICCO Cooperation works with a quality management system which is certified according to the ISO
9001: 2008 standard. The certificate includes the
seven Regional Offices. In 2012 external ISO audits
were held in three Regional Offices and in the Global
Office. As a result, in October 2012 ICCO’s certificate
was renewed for three years.

system is open source, web based and futureproof, modular structured (flexible) and capable of
using already existing data. The Portal will serve
as the integrated environment and space for all
internal ICCO Cooperation parties and external
stakeholders.

An internal review of audit activities in 2012
concluded that audits are useful and effective, but
that – after three years of focus on the new Regional
Offices – in 2013 the audits could focus more on
internal control processes in the Global Office.

10.6 Security

In 2012 the newly formed audit unit implemented
thirteen internal audits. Selection of audit subjects
was based on a risk analysis by the Executive Board,
which resulted in an audit plan. This annual audit
plan is part of a multi-annual audit plan, ensuring
that over the years all subjects receive the necessary
attention.

Other ongoing activities in the field of quality control
were the monitoring of high risk partners, activities
to ensure compliance with back-donor regulations
and maintaining ICCO Cooperation’s Quality Manual.

10.5 Information technology
The challenge for a decentralized organization is to
establish a unified IT environment and responding
to the need for many functionalities, with an optimal
result. Challenging factors are the limited resources,
available bandwidth, unstable electrical facilities in
the regions and region-specific systems.

The use of Microsoft Dynamics (MSD) and its user
friendliness improved a lot during 2012. The architecture of MSD however does not allow for a local
server, making connection speed a limiting factor. It
is possible to locally store data so that the internet
connection is less loaded during office hours. In 2012
the IT department started with these and similar
adjustments to be realized within MSD.
Various tools have been implemented, such as a
project browser and the monitoring tool. The first
version of the ‘ICCO-Portal’ was released in 2012,
an open platform consisting of communities. The

ICCO’s certificate
was renewed for
three years.

To improve structure and processes within the IT
department basic reference is sought in the guidelines according to ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), which is a quality system for
maintenance and exploitation of IT infrastructure
and systems. The draft of the ITIL is finished and the
implementation has started in 2012.

In 2012 a start was made with the decentralization
of security and crisis management to the Regional
and Country Offices in all aspects of the programs.
A new round of security training (for new staff) or
refresher sessions (for earlier trained staff) and
support to staff with security responsibilities was
made along the overseas offices.

The collaboration with the ACT Alliance Security
Working Group was intensified which resulted
amongst others in the recruitment of an ACT Security
Coordinator and joint trainings of ICCO Cooperation
staff with staff of other ACT members in Mali, Congo
and Burundi.
Some 25 incidents were reported and handled by the
security desk:
•	The three most serious incidents included international staff evacuations from Mali and eastern
DR Congo and a bomb attack on a convoy with
staff in Iraq. These cases were handled by the
global crisis management team and regional or
local crisis teams.
•	Other incidents included one kidnapping, armed
robberies, thefts, car accidents and political
tensions, unrest and demonstrations. These were
handled locally.
In The Netherlands security training was internally
provided at different levels to individual travelers,
volunteers, and Young Professionals. Three refresher
courses were organized, and externally training was
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provided in collaboration with the Dutch foundation lokaalmondiaal to ten groups of students of
Journalism and International Development from five
universities in The Netherlands. Country specific
security briefings were given to dozens of travelers
and deployed staff.

On request of of the Dutch embassy in Zimbabwe and
the NGO community a two-week assessment mission
was implemented to research the security awareness
status and preparedness of NGOs in Zimbabwe in the
run-up to the local elections 2012-2013.

10.7 Works council
In March 2013 the Works Council received the
Executive Board’s formal request for advice regarding the ICCO foundation becoming a cooperative. The
Works Council of the ICCO foundation decided to
step down in July 2012, after the board’s decision to
go ahead with the cooperative in spite of a negative
advice of the Works Council. From August onwards
a dialogue was organized to restore relations and in
December the Executive Board and the former Works
Council agreed on a new model for staff representation. For issues belonging to the formal advisory
role of the Dutch Works Council, representatives of
Regional Offices will be consulted. All Regional Offices
will have a formal staff representation and will be
represented in the International Works Council that
will contain staff members of all Regional Offices and
the Global Office. For issues where consent of the
Works Council is mandatory according to Dutch law,
the Global Office Works Council will represent the
staff. New elections will be held in April 2013.

10.8 Corporate social
responsibility
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is integrated
in the work of ICCO Cooperation. It means taking
societal responsibility in different areas such as:
treasury, governance and organization, human
resources, environment, reporting and partnerships. In 2012 ICCO Cooperation ranked first in a
test amongst ten development organizations, having
the most sustainable policies and practices in place
(OneWorld, Sept. 2012).
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Treasury
A treasury statute was formulated in 2006 in which
criteria for sustainability were defined. The responsible investment policy was reviewed in 2010. Both
statute and policy are still in full implementation.
In 2012 we started to actualize the treasury statute.
It will be submitted for approval to the Supervisory
Board in 2013.

At the request of ICCO Cooperation the ING Bank,
as professional external asset manager for ICCO
Cooperation’s investments, applies sustainable
criteria when assessing if companies are suitable
to be included in the investment portfolio of ICCO
Cooperation. These consist of a negative and a positive test. Negative: exclusion in industries of alcohol,
bio-industry, fur, gambling, nuclear energy, nonsustainable agriculture, pornography, tobacco, weapons and behavior related to corruption, discrimination, child labor and or child labor circumstances,
human rights, environmental offenses, violation of
social laws and other codes. Positive: non-financial
indicators related to social, societal and environmental sustainability. The investment statute prescribes a
desired distribution in the investment portfolio from
25% in equities and 75% in fixed income securities.
By the end of 2012, the split was 24.2% to 75.8% (in
2011 20 to 80%).
ICCO Cooperation reports on its investments and
asset management in this annual report, particularly
in the annual accounts as part of this annual report.
In addition, ICCO Cooperation reports in this report
and to The Netherlands Microfinance Platform about
her programmatic financial services and modalities (loans, participations and guarantees). In 2011
ICCO signed the ‘Principles for Investors in Inclusive
Finance’, a set of seven principles among others
on products, client protection, fair treatment and
balanced returns. In 2012 these principles were
operationalized and reported on.

Governance and organization

The ICCO Cooperation has co-responsibility of its
primary stakeholders both in The Netherlands and
in the regions high on the agenda. Therefore a survey
was conducted to investigate whether the chosen
co-responsibility model works out in practice. The
functioning of the Regional Councils was more specifically looked into. The outcome of the survey on govern-
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ance revealed that in general sense the co-responsibility model is functioning, but adjustments had to be
made, especially in relation to improved implementation of advices of the Regional Councils.
A new structure is established with the founding
of the cooperative: the General Assembly of ICCO
Cooperation and the stakeholder meeting, both twice
a year. The Regional Councils were invited to share
ideas related to the involvement of the southern
organizations regarding membership within the
ICCO Cooperation and the participation within the
stakeholders meeting.

Human Resources

ICCO Cooperation wants to be a responsible
employer and has a good and fair Human Resources
policy. Staff development is encouraged and facilitated, diversity realized, gender equality practiced
and possibilities for parental leave, informal care,
etc. facilitated. Staff has the right to complain and to
get the support of trusted representatives according
to clear procedures and indicated incidences. At the
same time the staff has to conform to several Codes
of Conduct, such as the ACT Alliance Code of Good
Practice, ACT Alliance Code of Conduct, International
Code of Conduct for Humanitarian Aid (ICRC).

Climate neutrality and sustainable
purchasing
ICCO Cooperation and Prisma are renting office
space from the Services Organization of the
Protestant Church in The Netherlands. The Services
Organization has a responsible way of managing the
building in relation to energy-use, catering, climate
neutrality in accordance to ICCO Cooperation’s
own policy. To compensate for the surplus of
CO2-emission, CO2 credits were bought from the
FairClimateFund B.V. in 2012, as in former years.

To compensate
for the surplus
of CO2 emission,
CO2 credits were
bought from the
FairClimateFund

The most striking sustainability measures in the
Global Office are in summary the following:
•	Policy on sustainability is based on Diminish,
Change and Compensate of fossil energy consumption. Since 2010 consumption is reduced.
•	Products with certifications wherever possible
are preferred (bio-, eco-related, fair trade, FSC)
in catering, restaurant and in the coffee & tea
machines.
•	For office heating, city heating is used in the
Global Office. The building is well isolated with
recently new software to obtain more precise
climate control.
•	Garbage is separated as much as possible.

Good practice
REgional councils
In 2012 Regional Councils advised on the
regional strategy plans and on how to become
more ‘entrepreneurial’ and ‘innovative’,
including opportunities for e.g. partnerships,
funding and private sector cooperation. Also,
efforts were realized to improve the way of
working of co-responsibility, based on a study
and many consultations. Most important
results of the study: co-responsibility is not
about co-deciding but about involving the
valued expertise of the Regional Councils.
Photo: Regional Council of Central America
with the regional manager and a member of the
Executive Board.
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•	Regarding paper use, envelopes are of degradable
materials, plastic packaging is replaced by
environment friendly foil made of maize. Only
FSC-certified paper is used.
•	Suppliers are expected to adhere to ethical and
sustainability standards.
•	For commuting by car a limited compensation is
offered. Public transport is stimulated and bicycle use is promoted. When traveling, the standard for The Netherlands is public transport, for
Europe it is the train and for the rest of the world
CO2-compensated flying.
•	Telecommuting: many staff works at home for
one or more days, which is made possible with a
maximum of two of five working days. A full list
of measures is available.
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many stakeholders and is openly available through
the website.

Certifications

ICCO Cooperation promotes the use of standards,
guidelines, hallmarks and certificates to collectively
improve conditions and sustainability, to make
progress clear and verifiable, and to have measures
at hand to improve or develop our work.
The following certifications, hallmarks, guidelines,
are taken into account by ICCO Cooperation:
Fairtrade

standard/hallmark

Ecological (bio)

standard/hallmark

Gold Standard of CO2 credits

Standard

Transparant prijs

Guideline

All corporate policies and guidelines apply to the
Regional Offices, when applicable. Some Regional
Offices (such as Southern Africa and Central
America) developed their own additional regulations, mainly on reducing and compensating travel,
use of public transport, home commuting and use of
air-conditioning and paper.

ISO 26000

Guideline

CBF

Hallmark

C650

Guideline

VFI

Guideline

VBDO

Guideline

Partos/ISO 9001

Certificate

ITIL

Guideline

Reporting

Sphere

Guideline

ICCO Cooperation is transparent in its reporting,
both about the results it is realizing, as the ones it
is not realizing. ICCO Cooperation reports in the
annual report extensively about the finances of the
cooperative and F&S Holding B.V. Financing is the
core business of ICCO Cooperation and we are open
about it. The guidelines ‘Richtlijn 650, Fondswervende
Instellingen’ and the criteria of the ‘CBF Certificaat’
are used. The salaries and other compensations of
the Executive and Supervisory Board members as
well as their external activities are reported. We
make sure there are no conflicting interests. The
annual report of ICCO Cooperation is shared with

Principles of Investors for
Inclusive Finance (PIIF)

Guideline

CGAP/NPM

Data used in microfinance best
practices

ACT Alliance Code of
Conduct, Guidelines for
Prevention of SEA

Guidelines

International Code of
Conduct for Humanitarian
Aid (ICRC)

Guideline

HAP

Member (and possible certificate
in the near future)

IATI (standard)

Exploration of possibilities for
publication to this standard have
started
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Partnership
The partnership policy of ICCO Cooperation is being
revised, but the old partnership policy is still in
function. The policy forms the framework for donor
principles, Codes of Conduct, contractual conditions,
complaint procedures and principles of audi alter am
partem, rights and obligations of the partner as well
as of ICCO Cooperation itself. In the case of evaluations, investigations or audits, partners always have
the right to react. ICCO Cooperation will not make
use of undisclosed information of third parties when
assessing a partner. ICCO Cooperation believes in the
autonomy of its partners and supports them institutionally by default.
Questions about (financial) sustainability are part
of the first assessment and of the monitoring along
the way. Partners receive feedback from ICCO

Cooperation at least once a year on their reporting. Partners are encouraged to give feedback to
ICCO Cooperation by consultations, annual reports,
program development sessions, etc. They are
invited to form part of program coalitions which
govern joint programs.
In relation to the private sector a ‘Code of Conduct:
ICCO Cooperation’s principles, criteria and procedures for cooperation with the private sector’ is
followed, based on responsible, fair and sustainable criteria. In 2012 the so called ‘company scan’
(C-scan) was introduced, enabling us to assess
private sector companies when starting strategic
partnerships with them.

Good practice
Partnerships
The partnership policy is based on
three main values (justice, steward
ship and compassion) and four
operating principles (transparency,
accountability, innovation and reliability). The village meeting in the
picture is organized by the NGO
Forum. NGO Forum is a network
organization of 87 national and
international NGOs in Cambodia.
The Forum offers legal assistance
with land conflicts in Cambodia.
Photo: Marcella Bos
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Processing and selecting the
cloves in Manakara is done

under strict hygienic rules
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11 Fair & Sustainable
Holding B.V.
The Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. (F&S) is in its fifth year of operations. It reflects the growing importance of the private sector
related activities of ICCO Cooperation. The business developed
well in the corner of F&S Advisory Services. But the carbon credit
production and sales markets did not permit the FairClimateFund
to grow according to plan. The total turnover of F&S Holding B.V.
was EUR 1.7 million (2011: EUR 1.9 million) resulting in a net result
EUR 131,523 (comparing 2011: net result of minus EUR 77,003).

11.1 Fair & Sustainable advisory
services
Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services (FSAS) had its
second full year in 2012. The annual turnover was
EUR 1,142,874 with a minimal net profit of EUR
117, which actually means a break even result. This
was lower than the budgeted gross profit of EUR
12,000. Behind these figures there was a substantial
reduction of sales in The Netherlands (minus EUR
183,375 as compared to the 2012 budget) that was
compensated by a firm reduction of organizational
expenses of EUR 155,372. Sales were positively influenced by the good results in West Africa (plus EUR
29,000), where F&S started its decentralized operations with the objective to establish a local branch.
This was postponed to 2013 because of the war in
Mali. The income generated in West Africa therefore
was included in the FSAS result. Low sales in The
Netherlands were a result of sickness, maternity
leave and temporary lack of assignments for some of
the consultants. This demonstrates the vulnerability
FSAS still has when some of the consultants are not
able to generate sufficient income.
FSAS managed to increase its services to other
clients besides ICCO Cooperation from 23% to 39%,
which is more than the anticipated 35%. This is in
line with the strategy to reduce the dependency
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on ICCO Cooperation. The increase was achieved
through successful acquisition, especially with NGO’s
from within the FSAS network. The total number
of clients increased to 33. Important new clients
were EVD/PSI, Liliane Fund, Max Havelaar, CDI, BoP
Innovation Centre, ZZG and KNCV.
FSAS emphasized its focus on ‘Responsible Business’
and redefined its products and services accordingly.
Through training and learning sessions, internally
and with clients, FSAS managed to gain authority as
an expert organization and improved the quality of
its work. The average score of 8.4 from the customer
satisfaction survey shows this appreciation. Still it
takes time to build up a solid track record, get large
assignments from new clients and reduce the level of
dependency from ICCO Cooperation.

The establishment of F&S West Africa was postponed
because of the outbreak of violence in Mali. The
official registration is now scheduled for January
2013. Still a general manager was appointed from
1st February 2012 and he was active as a consultant
under the responsibility of FSAS. The prospects for
F&S services in West Africa look promising. The
assignments that we get from ICCO Cooperation
provide the basis for the establishment of this new
enterprise. F&S Ethiopia also grew substantially
after the arrival of the new manager in June 2012.
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In 2013 FSAS will look for ways to strengthen the
complementarity in the business models with F&S
West Africa and F&S Ethiopia, in order to increase
the benefits from the collaborations.

The total number of regular staff reduced from fourteen to thirteen in 2012, but some temporary staff
were hired on particular assignments.

11.2 FairClimateFund
For the FairClimateFund, it was quite a challenging
year. The total turnover was EUR 281,861. Net result
is EUR 1,297. This result is mainly due to the extraordinary reception of EUR 245,000 by ICCO Cooperation.
Besides staff changes, the main causes for this lower
turnover were the delays in the deliveries of carbon
credits and -to a lesser extent- pressure on the carbon
credit prices. Although the prices on the CER-markets
were quite low during 2012, the prices in the VER
(voluntary) markets, where FairClimateFund sells
their credits, remained more stable. FairClimateFund

still sells at prices of on average more than EUR
12. However, the total sales volume was less than
expected. Both NOVA and ADATS, the partners of
FairClimateFund that implement the carbon projects
and suppliers of carbon credits, had delays in the
delivery in carbon credits. These delays were mainly
caused by long registration, monitoring and audit
procedures at Gold Standard and UNFCCC. Part of
the delays can be explained by the logistics during
construction of biogas units in India. Following the
principles that FairClimateFund only sells issued
credits, these late deliveries directly impacted on the
cash income from sales.

The first ING loan drawdown of EUR 2.15 million
was released in March and invested in a new project
JSMBT that was committed end of 2011. The Janara
Samuha Mutual Benefit Trust (JSMBT) started distribution of 43,000 improved cook stoves in Rajur
district in India, two cook stoves per family. The cook
stoves are locally produced by iSquareD. Distribution
will continue in 2013 and the first credits are
expected in 2014.

Good practice
GOLD STANDARD FROM INDIA
As important milestone for 2012 it can be
noted that FairClimateFund received its first
Gold Standard CERs issued from the biogas
project of ADATS in India. A total of 10,000
households have a biogas digester installed,
for a reduction of over 26,000 ton CO2
emissions. Social impacts are: less smoke in
the house and improved health situation for
women and children, two hours’ time saving
per day and a reduction in deforestation in
the village surroundings. The NOVA project in
South Africa delivered similar positive social
impacts for over 80,000 households.
Photo: Haran Kumar
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With the new project and the ING loan commitment of EUR 4.3 million, the total fund size with
Schokland subsidy amounts EUR 10 million, inclu
ding a co-investment of ICCO Cooperation. Until
2012, the total pre-paid amount according to the
Emission Reduction Purchase Agreements (ERPA)
to the three partners ADATS, NOVA and JSMBT was
EUR 4 million (already EUR 600,000 is delivered
by the suppliers in the form of carbon credits). The
total contract value is EUR 9.9 million. All carbon
credits from these projects are produced by poor
households that reduce their CO2-emission and get
this reduction certified. The families repay the preinvestment in sustainable energy through carbon
credits to FairClimateFund. The social benefits for
the households are less indoor house pollution, less
time for fuel wood collection and, after full repayment, direct income generation from the sales of
carbon credits. FairClimateFund cooperates closely
with ICCO Cooperation, WindunieTrading, TNO
and MilieuCentraal. A new cooperation with Max
Havelaar started to make coffee chains climate
neutral, with fair trade carbon credits.

In 2012, FairClimateFund’s implemented a new
strategy and focussed more on resellers and climate
neutral services for B2B clients. FairClimateFund
has an added value because the credits are from
small households and the certification is of a high
standard (UNFCCC and Gold Standard). This market
for high value ‘charismatic carbon’ remains a growth
market, mainly for companies and organisations
that offset their footprint for their Corporate Social
Responsibility agenda. FairClimateFund signed
several option contracts with resellers. Resellers
offer the FairClimateFund credits to their business
clients, sometimes jointly with other projects. The
interest of private households is growing, but the
total volume is still low. Sales to households via de
website are EUR 2,000 (www.fairclimatefund.nl),
while sales to companies and organisations in The
Netherlands was over EUR 102,000. Main turnover is
through international clients, totalling EUR 177,000.
The lack of ambitious regulations within the
European Union on emission reductions and the
economic recession made potential clients less eager
to buy carbon credits in 2012. FairClimateFund will
develop different scenarios for 2013 to mitigate the
risks and sustain its operations, e.g. as to renego
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tiate contract conditions both at the funding as in the
purchase side of credits. FairClimateFund will in any
new ERPA reduce the delivery and sales risks and
review its own operational cost.

11.3 	 Fair & sustainable Ethiopia
After the arrival of the new manager in June
2012 things started to move fast in Ethiopia. New
staff was hired; a lot of networking and acquisition were done to attract new clients, which
was quite successful. F&S Ethiopia works with
ICCO Cooperation, Agri-ProFocus, SCOPEinsight,
Terrafina Microfinance, SharePeople, LEI, WUR,
Africa Juice and a number of other organizations
and companies. Many of them are Dutch NGOs
or companies. Since the Dutch Business community takes a strong interest in Ethiopia there are
good opportunities for F&S Ethiopia to offer their
services at a reasonable price.

The gross profit of F&S Ethiopia in 2012 was Birr
491,737, which is approximately EUR 19,073.
There were a number of staff changes: a new Dutch
manager and senior consultant was contracted for
two years from June 2012, one new consultant was
appointed, while another one went for studies in
The Netherlands. In addition a number of associate
consultants have been selected and engaged in
specific projects or assignments. F&S Ethiopia
increased its office space in the same building to be
able to offer office facilities to a number of its clients.
In 2012 a new Business Plan was developed, which
will be discussed with the shareholders early 2013.

11.4 FAIR &SUSTAINABLE
PARTICIPATIONS
F&S Participations manages 5% participation in
Africa Juice Tibila Share Company, a passion fruit
farm including fruit processing plant in Ethiopia.
F&S Participations holds these shares on behalf
of Rabobank Foundation and ICCO Cooperation.
These shares are purchased for a value of USD
505,000 in order to be transferred to a local
cooperative of small passion fruit producers who
deliver passion fruit to Africa Juice. The share
transfer will take place as soon as the cooperative
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has sufficient capacity to become the owner. This
process has shown to be much more challenging
than anticipated. The existing cooperative is not
yet sufficiently strong to take over shares. Although
the financial performance of Africa Juice was much
lower for 2012 than planned, the potential of Africa
Juice and the level of investments in the processing
factory, the sales contract with a large German
client justifies the current value in the annual
account 2012.

11.5 FAIR &SuSTAInALBE DO BRASIL
Registered in 2010, the subsidiary F&S do Brasil
participated for 14% in 2011 in FrutaSã, a fruit
processing factory in Carolina, jointly with CTI in
Brasilia, an ICCO partner. CTI supports the fruit collectors, for collecting mainly bacuri and caja berries. All
collection areas are within 100 km distance of FrutaSã
factory. The factory made considerable progress and
developed the producers’ organization. F&S do Brasil
was also involved in the shareholding (26.3%) in VAR
do Brasil of EUR 250,000, a subsidiary of WorldWide
Recycling (WWR) in The Netherlands. F&S do Brasil
holds the shares on behalf of ICCO Cooperation.

gOOd PRACTiCE

solving wasTe, creaTing JoBs
The dutch waste processing company var do Brasil builds
a processing plant in Belem which annually will transform
50,000 tons of açai pits into a high quality biomass for the
domestic and export market. var do Brasil carries out this
project in co-creation with ICCO Cooperation. Açai is a popular fruit but the pits pollute the streets and the canals and
this causes environmental problems. var do Brasil seized
the opportunity to transform an environmental issue into a
chance to combat poverty and respect the environment in
several ways. The Belem garbage collectors, who can barely
make a living with their garbage collection and live in terrible
conditions, will ensure the collection and supply of the pits.
icco cooperation will help them with the organization of
producer organizations and setting up a collection network.
This contributes to employment and improves their income.
It equally contributes to the sustainable social-economic
development of their families and communities.
Photo: Wereldgasten
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AFTER HARVESTING AND TRANSPORTING

THE CLOVES ARE BEING DRIED
IN MANAKARA
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12 Forecast 2013
What will be the landscape of our globe in 2013? What will be the
developments and appearance of the development cooperation
sector in 2013? What will happen in Dutch society? What will
happen in civil societies of many developing countries? How will
the corporate sector behave?

We do not know, but we know we have to be
prepared if we want to act as a global civil society
player, an entrepreneurial innovator, a strategic
investor, seeing chances to make a differences in
specific situations, joining forces with vital parties
and being focused in our work.

Being prepared means ICCO Cooperation will
continue in 2013 along six strategic steps:
A.	Focusing through our three effective selling
points
B. Following the road of entrepreneurial innovation
C. Managing strategic partnership
D. Operating through the ICCO cooperative
E. Mobilizing different (financial) resources
F. Knowing and showing our results
These six steps will help to position ourselves
as ICCO Cooperation, to be embedded in The
Netherlands and southern countries, to work with
partners and other allies, to have resources to act
and react and to know what our contribution can be
and what’s in it for other parties.

In addition, in 2013 the results of the mid-term
review, half way our Business Plan period, and the
Multi-annual Strategic Plan towards 2020 will facilitate even more the choices needed to be future resilient and future-proof.

The core of the work of ICCO Cooperation will also in
2013 be along the two main Effective Selling Points
(ESPs):
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ESP 1: 	Inclusive economic development: the poor
benefitting from value chains
ESP 2: 	Empowering justice for all: people claiming
their rights

Focus
Economic development
for self reliance
Securing self reliant
livelihoods

Connecting poor
to value chains

Connecting and
strengthening the
interface

Justice and dignity for all

People claiming their
rights, enhancing
resilience

The work elaborated through six thematic programs:
1. Fair Economic Development
2. Conflict Transformation and Democratization
3. Food and Nutrition Security
4. Fair Climate
5. Basic Health and HIV/Aids
6. Basic Education.
ICCO Cooperation will play again in 2013 four roles
of strategic financer, broker, lobbyist and capacity
builder. Special attention will be given in 2013 to
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interest new members for the cooperative, the
newly founded ICCO Investments, the collaboration
within and outside the cooperative, the worldwide
ACT Alliance, the highly necessary fundraising and
the work of many programs and programmatic
coalitions.

The budget of ICCO Cooperation in 2013 is based on
the principles of the Business Plan of the ICCO Alliance
2011-2015, as well as on the strategies and policies
actual in 2012. Approximately 67% of the income
consists of MFS grants. The objective is to achieve
greater diversification fund by raising new funds
from institutional donors. Based on grant awards and
grant submissions it is expected that these funds will
increase to more than EUR 20 million in 2013. This is
a growth of 45% compared to 2012.
ICCO Cooperation has an internal target to spend
89% of its income on the program objectives and
a maximum of 11% on operating costs. The operational budget is in line with these targets.

Table 15: Budget 2013 (in €)
Income
Income from own fundraising activities
Income from campaigns
Government grants
Income from investments
Other income
Total income

500,000
7,350,000
77,153,210
170,235
939,797
86,113,242

Expenses
Spent on objectives
Fundraising costs
Management and administration
Total expenses
Result

82,541,534
1,076,416
2,325,058
85,943,007
170,235

Operational costs
Publicity and communication costs
Staff costs
Direct costs
Housing costs
Office and general costs
Depreciation tangible fixed assets
Total

862,081
7,163,545
573,845
723,944
1,294,663
207,530
10,825,607
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THE CLOVES ARE CLEANED,

SELECTED AND GRADED
IN DIFFERENT QUALITIES
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13 Coöperatie ICCO U.A.
financial statements
2012
13.1 Consolidated Balance Sheet as at December 31st 2012
(after appropriation of result)
31-12-2012
ASSETS

€

31-12-2011
€

€

€

Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets

1

586,798

766,623

Financial fixed assets

2

3,161,182

2,905,999
3,747,980

3,672,622

Current assets
Inventories

3

3,640,993

2,717,654

Accounts receivable and accrued income

4

43,928,631

38,852,037

Securities

5

6,071,207

5,496,014

Cash and cash equivalents

6

22,677,536

18,430,476

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

€

76,318,367

65,496,181

80,066,347

69,168,803

€

€

€

Reserves and funds
Reserves

7

Allocated Member Capital

3,000,045

45

Continuity Reserve

4,826,069

4,694,546

Appropriation Reserve

803,789

1,703,831
8,629,903

Funds

8

Appropriation fund projects

4,346,171

3,784,841

Appropriation fund guarantees

9,147,479

7,759,634

Appropriation fund loans and participations

2,308,650

2,343,679

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission
Reduction rights

2,709,199

2,954,199

484,244

195,220

Appropriation fund MFS interest
Appropriation fund MSD

-

142,670
18,995,743

17,180,243

Provisions

9

5,284,708

7,184,315

Long-term liabilities

10

12,309,168

3,753,959

Current liabilities

11

34,846,825

34,651,864

80,066,347

69,168,803

TOTAL LIABILITIES
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6,398,422
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13.2 Consolidated Statement of Income and Expenditure 2012
Actual 2012
Income

12

Government grants

€

Budget 2012
€

€

Actual 2011
€

€

87,232,653

89,758,647

62,572,752

Income from third parties

7,114,269

5,700,000

5,954,305

Other income

1,599,434

1,994,158

1,298,962

Income from investments

616,471

-

270,617

Income from own fundraising activities

493,439

-

Total income

97,056,266

€

240,190
97,452,805

70,336,826

Expenses
Spent on objectives

13

92,116,383

92,335,441

64,525,753

Fundraising costs

14

1,364,778

952,239

1,083,721

2,528,124

2,961,466

Management and Administration
Total expenses
Result

3,426,188

96,009,285

96,249,146

69,035,662

1,046,981

1,203,659

1,301,164

1,627,002-

Appropriation of net result
Transferred to / from:
Continuity Reserve

131,523

-

Appropriation reserve

900,042-

-

26,779

Appropriation fund MSD

142,670-

-

189,960-

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission
Reduction rights

245,000-

-

1,422,073

Appropriation fund projects

561,330

-

1,514,944

1,387,845

-

791,285-

Appropriation fund loans and participations

35,029-

-

750,395

Appropriation fund MFS interest

289,024

-

195,220

1,046,981

-

1,301,164

Appropriation fund guarantees

Result
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13.3 Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 2012
2012
€
Result

1,046,981

2011
€

Unrealized result securities

371,021-

99,358-

1,899,607-

1,522,821-

468,950

526,742

Change of grants receivables

1,553,994-

41,799,535

Change of other receivables

3,522,600-

781,041-

Change of project obligations

5,117,822

28,293,476-

923,339-

1,579,360-

Change of inventory
Change of other liabilities

1,482,349

Cash flow from operational activities

992,752154,459-

10,358,633

Investments in tangible fixed assets

289,125-

152,268-

Investments in financial fixed assets

255,183-

771,090-

Investments in securities on balance

204,172-

Cash flow from investment activities

131,865748,480-

Change of loan

2,150,000

Change of equity

3,000,000

€

1,301,164

Change in other provisions
Depreciation

1,055,223-

Cash flow from financing activities

5,150,000

-

Total

4,247,060

9,303,410

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the financial year

22,677,536

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the financial year

18,430,476

Changes in cash and cash equivalents

13.4 Explanatory notes to the
consolidated financial
statements 2012
General basic principles for preparation
of the financial statements and principal
activities
The financial statements of Coöperatie ICCO U.A.
consist of the consolidated financial statements of
Coöperatie ICCO U.A. and its subsidiaries (named
“ICCO Cooperation” or “the Group”). Coöperatie ICCO
U.A. has its legal statutory seat in Utrecht.

Stichting ICCO has become Coöperatie ICCO U.A. on
November 14th 2012. All rights and obligations were
transferred from the foundation to the cooperative.
The financial statements are prepared in
accordance with Guideline 650 for Fundraising
Institutions in The Netherlands. The financial year
coincides with the calendar year. The applied basic
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€

18,430,476
9,127,066
4,247,060

9,303,410

principles for the valuation of assets and liabilities
and the result determination are based on historical costs, unless indicated otherwise. Income and
expenditure are attributed to the period to which
they pertain.

The group is primarily involved in the reduction
of poverty through development programs in the
themes: Fair Economic Development, Fair Climate,
Conflict Transformation & Democratization, Basic
Education, Food and Nutrition Security, Basic Health,
Water and ICT for Development.

Transactions in foreign currency

Transactions in foreign currency are converted according to the exchange rate applying on the transaction
date. Monetary assets and liabilities that are denominated in foreign currency are converted into the functional currency according to the exchange rate applying on that day. Non-monetary assets and liabilities in
foreign currency that are included at their historical
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cost price are converted to Euros according to the
exchange rate applicable on the transaction date.

Use of estimates

The drawing up of the financial statements requires
the Executive Board to form opinions and make estimates and assumptions that influence the basic principles and the reported value of assets and liabilities,
and of income and expenditure. The actual outcomes
may differ from these estimates. The estimates and
underlying assumptions are continuously assessed.
Revisions of estimates are included in the period in
which the estimate is revised and in future periods
for which the revision has consequences.
Estimates are especially applied regarding the
valuation of the portfolio of loans, participations
and guarantees and regarding the provisions for
reorganization.

Basic principles for consolidation

The consolidated financial statements contain
the financial details of the cooperative, its group
companies and other legal entities over which the
cooperative exercises predominant control, or with
whose central management the cooperative has
been charged. Group companies are subsidiaries in
which the cooperative has a controlling interest, or
on the management of which it can exercise decisive
influence. In determining whether decisive influence can be exercised on the management, financial
instruments that involve potential voting rights and
can be exercised directly are taken into account.
Participating interests held in order to be disposed
of will not be consolidated. Newly acquired participating interests will be included in the consolidation from the moment the decisive influence can be
exercised on the management. Divested holdings are
included in the consolidation until the time this influence comes to an end.
In the consolidated financial statements, the mutual
debts, claims and transactions have been eliminated, including the results achieved within the
group. The group companies are fully consolidated,
while the minority interest of third parties (if any)
has been reflected separately. For an overview of
the consolidated group companies, please refer to
the explanatory notes to the cooperative financial
statements.

Financial instruments
Financial instruments include investments in shares
and securities, trade and other receivables, cash
items, loans and other financing commitments, and
trade and other payables.

Financial instruments are initially recognized at fair
value. After initial recognition, financial instruments
are valued as described below.

Financial instruments that are held for trading
Financial instruments (assets and liabilities) that are
held for trading are valued at fair value and changes
in that fair value are accounted for in the statement of
income and expenditure. In the first period of recognition, attributable transaction costs are included in the
statement of income and expenditure as expenditure.

Securities
ICCO Cooperation has a treasury policy stating the
responsibilities and controls regarding management of
securities and savings. The portfolio has to meet a set
of sustainability criteria that measure the level of effort
invested in achieving results regarding their social and
environmental policies. ICCO Cooperation’s treasury
strategy is to have 25% shares (minimum of 15% and
maximum of 35%) and 75% euro denominated bonds
(minimum of 65% and maximum of 85%).
To the extent that these are listed on a stock exchange,
loans and bonds are valued at fair value. Changes in
that fair value are accounted for in the statement of
income and expenditure. Loans and bonds that are
not listed on a stock exchange will be valued at their
amortized cost price on the basis of the effective interest method, less extraordinary depreciation loss.

Securities are used for the purpose of investments,
amongst others to cover the amount in the continuity
reserve.
Provided loans and other receivables
Provided loans and other receivables are valued at
their amortized cost price on the basis of the effective interest method, less impairment losses.

Other financial commitments
Financial commitments that are not held for trading
are valued at amortized cost on the basis of the effective interest rate method.
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Tangible fixed assets
The tangible fixed assets are valued at their acquisition price less the cumulative depreciations and
impairment losses. The depreciations will be calculated as a percentage of the acquisition price according to the linear method on the basis of the economic
lifespan, taking into account the residual value, if any.
The depreciation percentages applied are:
Inventory and installations - 10% or 20%
Hardware and software – general 33%
Hardware and software – ERP system 20%

All tangible fixed assets are used for organizational
purposes.

Financial fixed assets

Subsidiaries in which significant influence can be
exercised on the business and financial policy are
valued according to the equity method on the basis
of the net asset value. The valuation principles of the
cooperative will be used to determine the net asset
value. Holdings with a negative net asset value will
be valued at nil and ICCO Cooperation will make a
provision for its share in the negative equity capital
of these subsidiaries in case of liabilities for debts of
the subsidiary.
Subsidiaries in which no significant influence can
be exercised are valued at their acquisition price
or their permanently lower goingconcern value.
Dividends are accounted for in the period in which
they are made payable. Interest income is accounted
for in the period in which it is achieved, taking into
account the effective interest rate of the relevant
asset. Profits and losses, if any, are accounted for
under financial income and expenditure.

The financial fixed assets are presented net from the
provisions for losses in the portfolio of loans and
participations.
Loans and participations are related to the objectives and not used for organizational or investment
purposes.

Inventories

Inventories consist of carbon credits held in stock
at FairClimateFund B.V. Inventories are stated at
the lower of cost price and net realizable value.
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Cost includes the purchase price and expenditure
incurred in acquiring the inventories.

Inventories also include prepayments made to the
suppliers of carbon credits to enable them to deliver
the credits in the future. All inventory is held in stock
for purposes related to the objectives.

Reserves

Continuity reserve
The continuity reserve has been created to safeguard
the continuity in case of (temporary) highly disappointing income. The amount reserved is found to be
sufficient to cover for liabilities from third parties,
liabilities from personnel and other short term
risks. This is in accordance to the Vereniging van
Fondsenwervende Instellingen (VFI) guidelines for
Financial Management.

Appropriation reserve
The appropriation reserve has been created with
funding acquired from the National Postcode Lottery.
The limited deployment options of the appropriation
reserve have been determined by the Executive
Board and are not an obligation. The Executive Board
can lift these limitations itself.

Funds

Appropriation funds
Appropriation funds are those funds with a specific
purpose, as indicated by third parties. It concerns the
following funds:
•	Project appropriation fund: concerns funding
received from a specific project appropriation as
indicated by third parties.
•	Guarantee appropriation fund (pertaining
to ICCO Cooperation’s program objectives):
concerns a fund to cover the guarantee obligations which exceed the level of the guarantee
provisions made.
•	Voluntary Emission Reduction rights appropriation fund: concerns a fund to cover inventories
and provided loans to partners investing in
Voluntary Emission Reduction rights.
•	Loans and participating interests appropriation
fund (pertaining to ICCO Cooperation’s program
objectives): concerns a fund to cover provided
loans and participating interests above the level
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of the risk provisions taken for loans and participating interests.
•	MFS interest appropriation fund: concerns interest received on MFS funds that, pursuant to the
grant scheme will be fully spent on the MFS
objectives in the future.
•	Appropriation fund MSD: In 2006, an appropriation fund was set up for the purchase and implementation of the ERP system, which was put to
use in 2007. As of 1 October 2007, there will be a
withdrawal for a period of five years.

Provisions

Provisions are measured at nominal value.

Guarantee obligations provision
ICCO Cooperation provides guarantees to (bank)
institutions, which use this to provide loans to third
parties. A provision has been recognized for the
guarantees provided by ICCO Cooperation, which is
based on a risk assessment of country risk, project
risk and global economy risk. In calculating the
provision, the payment behavior of the relevant partner is also taken into account.
Reorganization provision
In 2009, within the framework of the reorganization
process, ProCoDe, a Redundancy Package for the
employees who were redundant at the Utrecht office
was agreed upon. In addition, within the framework
of the reorganization process under MFS2, another
Redundancy Package for the employees who were
made redundant at the Utrecht office was agreed
upon. The calculated provisions have been based on
the number of redundant FTEs and the expected cost
of termination and dismissal.
Employee benefits/pensions (pledged contribution
scheme)
Liabilities related to contributions to pension
schemes on the basis of pledged contributions are
included in the statement of income and expenditure
in the period in to which the contributions refer.

Income

Government grants
Government grants are credited to the statement
of income and expenditure of the year in which the
subsidized deployment takes place.

For guarantees, loans, participating interests and
inventories and loans concerning the Voluntary
Emission Reduction rights, the amounts that are
added to the risk provisions and the residual part
of the amounts pursuant to provided principals
and guarantees are accounted for as income and be
appropriated to the guarantees appropriation fund,
the loans and participating interests appropriation
fund or the Voluntary Emission Reduction rights
appropriation fund through result appropriation.
Income from our own fundraising activities/
Income from thirdparty campaigns
This income is credited to the statement of income
and expenditure in the year in which the income is
received or pledged.

Income from investments
This income is credited to the statement of income
and expenditure in accordance with the abovementioned valuation principles of financial instruments.
Income out of interest from cash and cash equivalents is included in the statement of income and
expenditure of the year to which it pertains.

Interest received on the bank account that is specifically used for income and payments related to the
MFS2 program are added to the MFS2 appropriation
fund through result appropriation.

Expenditure

In the statement of income and expenditure, the
costs of ICCO Cooperation’s own activities are subdivided as follows: spent on objectives, fundraising
costs and management and administration costs. The
allocation principles used by ICCO Cooperation and
the allocation methods to determine this subdivision
have been detailed in the explanatory notes to the
financial statements.
Spent on objectives
These expenditures consist of grants to third parties,
contributions and execution costs. The expenditure
due to grants to third parties is charged to the statement of income and expenditure in the year in which
ICCO Cooperation agrees to the grants and/or makes
the contribution.

In 2011 a new contract condition was added for
MFS2 funded projects which states that after the first
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year only confirmed funds are considered unconditional commitments. In 2012 the MFS2 commitments
for 2013 were confirmed and therefore the amounts
planned for 2014 and further were not included in
the project commitments. This has consequences for
income, expenditure, receivables and payables with
MFS2 funds. The expenditure and income related
to MFS2 grant in the financial statements therefore
consist of both:
•	The expenditure due to grants to third parties
(ICCO Cooperation’s share of the grant) charged
to the statement of income and expenditure in
the year in which ICCO Cooperation agrees to the
grants and/or makes the contribution and the
funds are confirmed; and
•	The expenditure for the liability resulting from
the budget allocated to the Alliance members
charged to the statement of income and expenditure in the year in which ICCO Cooperation
receives the MFS2 budget from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.
The following applies specifically to the guarantees
provided by ICCO Cooperation: ICCO Cooperation
will designate an amount pertaining to the risk of the
relevant guarantee actually leading to expenditure
as expenditure in the year in which the guarantee
is provided. In ICCO Cooperation’s balance sheet,
the possible liabilities that arise from the provided
guarantees are reflected in the guarantee obligations
provision. The financial consequences of changes in
the risks pertaining to the provided guarantees and/
or the amount in guarantees provided lead to an
adjustment of the provision in the year in which the
change occurs. Additions to and/or deductions from
the guarantee obligations provision are processed
through the “Spent on objectives” item in the statement of income and expenditure.
The following applies specifically to the payments
made by ICCO Cooperation related to loans and
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participating interests: ICCO Cooperation will
designate an amount pertaining to the risk of value
depreciation of the relevant asset as expenditure in
the year in which the value depreciation occurs. In
ICCO Cooperation’s balance sheet, the possible value
depreciations are reflected in the loans and participating interests provision (this provision is balanced
against the level of the loans and participating interests). The financial effect of changes in the risks and/
or the amount of outstanding loans and participating
interests leads to an adjustment of the provision in
the year in which the change occurs. Additions to
and/or deductions from the loans and participating
interests provision are processed through the “Spent
on objectives” item in the statement of income and
expenditure.
The execution costs are charged to the statement of
income and expenditure in the year to which they
pertain.
Fundraising costs
These costs are charged to the statement of income
and expenditure in the year to which they pertain.
Management and administration costs
These costs are charged to the statement of income
and expenditure in the year to which they pertain.

Cash Flow Statement

The cash flow statement was drawn up on the
basis of the indirect method. Cash flows in foreign
currency were converted to Euros, using the
weighted average conversion rates for the relevant
periods.

Cash and cash equivalents consist of current accounts
in the Netherlands and for the regional offices, saving
accounts and cash held at the global or regional
offices. The bank balance of the Investment account is
classified as cash and cash equivalents.
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13.5 Explanatory notes to the items on the
consolidated balance sheet
1

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
inventory and
installations

Book value as per 1-1-2012
Acquisitions

Depreciation
Book value as per 31-12-2012
Cumulative acquisition value
Cumulative depreciation and other impairment
Book value as per 31-12-2012

2

hard- and software general

hard- and software ERP system

company cars

total

€

€

€

€

€

147,934

220,975

311,885

85,829

766,623

42,368

169,577

14,852

62,328

289,125

190,302

390,552

326,737

148,157

1,055,748

34,502

166,358

213,149

54,941

468,950

155,800

224,194

113,588

93,216

586,798

1,018,326

1,189,476

1,401,254

217,915

3,826,971

862,526-

965,282-

1,287,666-

124,698-

3,240,172-

155,800

224,194

113,588

93,216

586,798

FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

Loans and participating interests
The movement of this item, excluding the provision for loans and participating interests, is as follows:
31-12-2012

Balance as per 1 January
Provided

31-12-2011

€

€

5,135,716

4,780,148

912,314

1,577,740

6,048,030

6,357,888

Repayments

-

108,260-

Devaluation

480,198-

1,113,912-

5,567,832

5,135,716

Balance as per 31 December

The devaluation in 2012 relates to dilution of participations and write-offs of loans.
The movement of the provision for the financial fixed assets is as follows:
31-12-2012

Balance as per 1 January
Movements in provision

31-12-2011

€

€

2,229,717

2,645,239

176,933

415,522-

Balance as per 31 December

2,406,650

2,229,717

Balance of loans and participating
interests including provision

3,161,182

2,905,999

The provision for the financial fixed assets is based on a risk assessment of country risk, project risk and
global economy risk.
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3

INVENTORIES

The specification of this item is as follows:
31-12-2012

Inventories
Prepayment Inventories

31-12-2011

€

€

198,516

86,145

3,442,477

2,631,509

3,640,993

2,717,654

Inventories consist of Voluntary Emission Reduction rights (VERs), owned by FairClimateFund B.V. The value
of stocks as per December 31st 2012 is EUR 198,516. An amount of EUR 3,442,477 in VERs is paid in advance
and will be delivered by the partners directly after generation in the coming seven years at agreed purchase
prices.
No impairment was recorded as at December 31st 2012.
4

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCRUED INCOME

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

37,938,987

36,384,993

Receivables from participants - capital contribution

2,750,000

-

Other receivables from participants

1,481,461

-

Income from securities and interest

391,308

282,598

Donors

Receivables of employees
Other receivables, prepayments and accrued income

37,414

45,531

1,329,461

2,138,915

43,928,631

38,852,037

Donors
This item concerns the amounts to be received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning MFS2 grants
and other amounts to be received based on the approval given by EU, DGIS and third parties concerning
special project grants. The amounts to be received from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning MFS2
grants, are amounts which will be used after 2012 to finance payments resulting from project commitments,
provisions and allocation of the appropriation funds guarantees, loans and participations as stated in the
balance sheet at December 31st 2012.

Receivables from participants
This item refers to the capital contribution of the participants in the cooperative – PKN, coPrisma and Edukans
– of EUR 3 million of which EUR 250,000 was received in 2012. EUR 1 million is receivable after one year.
Other receivables from participants
Included under this item are other receivables from the same participants as mentioned above regarding
transferred costs to these parties.
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5

SECURITIES

The composition of this item is as follows:

2012

2012

2011

€

%

€

%

Stocks

1,451,888

23.9%

1,101,730

20.0%

Bonds

4,553,228

75.0%

4,329,465

78.8%

66,091

1.1%

64,819

1.2%

6,071,207

100%

5,496,014

100%

Oikocredit participation
Balance as per 31 December

stocks

Bookvalue as per 1 January
Acquisitions

bonds and
subordinated loans

Bookvalue as per 31 December

total

€

€

€

€

4,329,465

64,819

5,496,014

386,839

500,805

1,488,569

Value changes of the share price as a
result of valuation

participation
Oikocredit

1,101,730

Dividend payment in participating
interests

Sales and repayments

2011

4,830,270

887,644
1,272

1,272

66,091

6,384,930

66,091

5,700,186

191,297-

493,448-

1,297,272

4,336,823

154,616

216,405

1,451,888

4,553,228

66,091

6,071,206

unrealised profit

realised
profit

total

The return consists of the following components:

dividend and
interest

684,744-

371,021

€

€

€

€

Stocks

38,026

154,616

8,461

201,103

Bonds

147,221

216,405

971-

362,655

371,021

7,490

565,041

Participating interest

1,284
186,530

1,284

Interest cash and cash equivalents
Total income from investments

51,430
616,471

The securities are at the disposal of the cooperative.

Stocks, bonds and subordinated loans
The stocks, bonds and subordinated loans have been valued at the current share price at the end of the year
under review. The value changes are accounted for under “Income from investments”. At the end of the year
under review, the nominal value of the bonds amounts to EUR 4 million.
Oikocredit participating interest
The Oikocredit participating interest is included at historical costs.
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6

CASH and CASH EQUIVALENTS

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2012
€

31-12-2011
€

Banks for the purpose of projects

€

17,671,953

Bank

€
17,733,042

4,947,694

600,760

Investment account

34,593

65,156

Cash

23,296

31,518

ICCO Cooperation balances

5,005,583

697,434

22,677,536

18,430,476

The balance of cash and cash equivalents includes the following restricted cash:
31-12-2012

Blocked amount

31-12-2011

€

€

8,250,719

5,589,334

The banks of the cooperative and FairClimateFund B.V. have blocked these amounts for outstanding guarantees arising from loans, participations and guarantees and also from donors such as EU.
7

RESERVES

Continuity Reserve
The changes in the Continuity Reserve in the financial year are as follows:
31-12-2012

Balance as at 1 January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

31-12-2011

€

€

4,694,546

6,321,548

131,523

1,627,002-

4,826,069

4,694,546

The appropriation of results to the Continuity Reserve relate to the positive result of the Fair & Sustainable
Group.
Appropriation Reserve
This Appropriation Reserve concerns funds reserved for a specific purpose by the Executive Board of ICCO
Cooperation.
31-12-2012

Balance as at 1 January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

31-12-2011

€

€

1,703,831

1,677,052

900,042-

26,779

803,789

1,703,831

This appropriation reserve as at 31 December 2012 includes the funds received from the National Postcode
Lottery, for which the Executive Board has determined a specific purpose. Income from the National Postcode
Lottery is recognized in the year it is pledged.
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With the remaining balance a loan of EUR 650,000 was provided to FairClimateFund B.V. in 2010. The loan
serves as starting capital for the trade in carbon credits and the compensation of CO2 emission. The remainder
was reserved by the Executive Board to enable ICCO Cooperation to financially invest in innovative entrepreneurial initiatives With this fund, ICCO Cooperation can provide necessary startup investments which in turn
will attract entrepreneurs and other investors also to participate. In 2012, a number of projects were funded
from this reserve and it is planned that also in 2013 spending will be made for new initiatives.
8

FUNDS

Appropriation funds concern funding received for a specific purpose as indicated by third parties. The movement of the appropriation funds is as follows:
Project appropriation fund

Balance as at 1 January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

3,784,841

2,269,896

561,330

1,514,945

4,346,171

3,784,841

The appropriation fund projects consists of several contributions from third parties (nongovernmental) which
can only be used for specific purposes as specified by these parties.
Guarantee appropriation fund

Balance as at 1 January

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

7,759,634

8,550,919

Less/plus: from appropriation of results

1,387,845

791,285-

Balance as at 31 December

9,147,479

7,759,634

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

Loans and participating interests appropriation fund

Balance as at 1 January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction Rights

Balance as at 1 January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

€

€

2,343,679

1,593,284

35,029-

750,395

2,308,650

2,343,679

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

2,954,199

1,532,126

245,000-

1,422,073

2,709,199

2,954,199
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The Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction Rights has decreased with the amount of EUR 245,000,
which was charged to the fund as organizational costs of FairClimateFund B.V. and are related to the purpose
of the Schokland fund.
Appropriation fund MFS interest

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

Balance as at 1 January

195,220

-

Less/plus: from appropriation of results

289,024

195,220

Balance as at 31 December

484,244

195,220

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

Appropriation fund MSD

€

€

142,670

332,630

142,670-

189,960-

-

142,670

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

balance as at 1st January
Less/plus: from appropriation of results
Balance as at 31 December

9

PROVISIONS

The specification of the provisions is as follows:
Reorganization provision ProCoDe
Social Plan MFS 2 provision
Guarantee obligations

€

€

1,569,467

2,929,775

467,558

890,442

3,247,683

3,364,098

5,284,708

7,184,315

An amount of approximately EUR 399,196 is due after one year.

Reorganization provision ProCoDe
In 2009, a provision was made for the costs of the Redundancy Package agreed upon for the ICCO Cooperation
employees who were redundant at the Utrecht office. EUR 1.4 million is spent in 2012. Based on recalculation
of the expected expenditure it was not necessary to make any additional provisions.
Social Plan MFS2 provision
In 2010, a provision was made for the reorganization which resulted from the severe cut of government grant.
Based on the Redundancy Package agreed upon for the ICCO Cooperation employees, an amount of EUR
380,440 was spent in 2012. Based on recalculation of the expected expenditure it was not necessary to make
any additional provisions.

Guarantee obligations provision
This provision is determined on the basis of an assessment of the risk of a guarantee being called in, on the
basis of earlier experience figures. In these figures, the risk per country is taken into account, where necessary
increased with the risk per partner, based on the partner’s payment behavior. On December 31st 2012, ICCO
Cooperation guarantees payment of an amount of EUR 12,356,364 (2011: EUR 11,013,937). The risk assessment consists of country risk, project risk and global economy risk. The total risk of the portfolio amounts to
26% (2011: 30%). Changes in the provision go through the statement of income and expenditure.
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The movement in the provision for guarantee obligations is as follows:
31-12-2012

Balance as at 1st January
Less: Called guarantees
Plus: Addition to provision
Balance as at 31 December

10

31-12-2011

€

€

3,364,098

2,017,881

424,441-

129,962-

308,026

1,476,179

3,247,683

3,364,098

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

This item consists of long-term project commitments.

31-12-2012

Debt to credit institutions

31-12-2011

€

€

1,631,963

341,963

Project commitments
2013

2,502,768

2014

5,475,225

2015 and further

5,201,980

909,228
-

12,309,168

3,753,959

The long-term project liabilities are significantly higher than in 2011 due to new DGIS and EU project
commitments.

Furthermore, in 2011 a loan facility was signed between FairClimateFund and the ING Bank of which a first
drawdown of EUR 2,150,000 was done in March 2012. A first repayment of EUR 860,000 is scheduled for 28
March 2013. The balance is registered in the long term liabilities.
11

CURRENT LIABILITIES

The specification of this item is as follows:

31-12-2012

31-12-2011

€

€

29,025,924

31,500,460

Project related commitments

1,012,820

685,671

Accruals and deferred income

1,313,218

54,538-

Project commitments

Debt to credit institutions

860,000

-

Accounts payable

730,556

942,165

Security contributions

501,852

406,833

Reservation for holiday allowance

227,016

243,730

Provision for holidays

308,817

280,538

Amounts owed to staff

50,612

71,783

816,010

575,222

34,846,825

34,651,864

Other liabilities
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Accruals and deferred income are higher in 2012 due to contributions received in advance from alliance partners and donors related to organizational costs and PME. The loan facility from ING is presented here for the
share that is payable within one year.

Related Parties

CoPrisma, Dienstenorganisatie van de Protestantse Kerk in Nederland (PKN) and Stichting Edukans are
members of Coöperatie ICCO U.A. The three members are also members of the ICCO Alliance in which ICCO
Cooperation is the lead agent.

ICCO Cooperation rents office space in Utrecht from the PKN and ICCO Cooperation executes the international
program of Kerk in Actie, which is part of PKN. A number of departments related to the international program
of ICCO Cooperation and PKN have been merged.
As of December 31st 2012, ICCO Cooperation has a claim of EUR 2,750,000 on her members, related to the
membership payments and of EUR 1,481,461 related to other receivables regarding operational costs. ICCO
Cooperation also has a liability to her members of EUR 138,001 related to operational costs.

Besides her Members and Participating interests in group companies, ICCO Cooperation has not identified
other related parties.

In a limited number of cases ICCO Cooperation has a seat in the board of organizations in which ICCO
Cooperation has a participation. ICCO Cooperation has no significant influence on these parties. The participations held by ICCO Cooperation are related to the objectives.

Liabilities not included in the balance sheet

Multiannual financial liabilities
Rental agreement PKN/PLD
On June 9th 2011, a new rental agreement was entered into with the PKN, for a period of 5 years. ICCO
Cooperation and Kerk in Actie jointly rent 1,858 m2. This agreement will be adjusted for 2013-2015, based on
reduction to 1,283 m2 and a total rental price of EUR 560,000, which includes rent of the building and conference rooms.
Purchase commitments Voluntary Emission Reductions rights
As per balance date, FairClimateFund B.V. has commitments from purchase contracts for Voluntary Emission
Reductions rights.

FairClimateFund B.V. has entered into three long term purchase agreements to obtain carbon credits for a total
purchase price of EUR 9.9 million. The carbon credits delivered and prepayments are recorded as inventory.
As at December 31st 2012 the total remaining commitments under the purchase agreements amount to EUR
6,006,238 if the contractual conditions are met by the suppliers of the carbon credits. For one of the agreements the purchase price is in Indian Rupees, as a result FairClimateFund B.V. is exposed to currency risk for
an amount of Indian Rupees 44 million (EUR 609,075).
The longterm purchase commitments are a potential financial risk because of a slow demand for VERs in the
coming years and a delay in the delivery of VERs and CERs from suppliers. Because of these reasons the turnover in 2012 was considerably lower than budgeted, although the average prices of CERs and VERs remained
at the level of EUR 12 per ton. This situation is expected to continue in 2013. Depending on the contract form,
these risks will generate losses and negative cash flows on the contracts. FairClimateFund B.V. is working
on a scenario in which the budgeted turnover as well as the purchase commitments will be reduced and the
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delivery of CERs and/or VERs will be delayed, because it is expected that in the longer term, the demand for
VERs as well as the prices for this type of projects will increase. FairClimateFund B.V. is in negotiation with
its suppliers to renegotiate the purchase agreements. Additionally consultations with both the ING Bank and
the Dutch government will take place to renegotiate the terms and conditions of the grants received from the
socalled Schoklandakkoorden and the terms of the Loan.

Loan and Guarantee ING
In 2011 a loan facility was signed between FairClimateFund B.V. and the ING Bank, for a total amount of EUR
4.3 million. A first drawdown of EUR 2,150,000 has been done in March 2012, which is guaranteed by ICCO
Cooperation for 50% and is included in the bank guarantees. The loan facility is provided to make (advance)
payments for the purchase of carbon credits from emission reduction projects approved by the ING Bank and
for general corporate purposes of FairClimateFund B.V. A first repayment of EUR 860,000 is scheduled for
March 28th 2013. Part of this loan facility is a guarantee by ICCO Cooperation that each carbon credit delivered
to FairClimateFund B.V. will be sold for a minimum price of EUR 10 per carbon credit.
Liabilities to subsidize liabilities of third parties:
Issued bank guarantees
As at December 31st 2012, ICCO Cooperation has issued bank guarantees for an amount of EUR 7,285,820.
An amount of EUR 4,646,946 of this pertains to guarantees (including above mentioned ING Loan guarantee)
contained in the amount of provided guarantees of EUR 12,356,364 as included in explanation number 9 to these
financial statements. The remaining EUR 2,638,874 concerns the value of bank guarantees for liabilities that
were not included in the balance sheet.
Liability for ICCO Alliance partners
ICCO is the lead organization for the ICCO Alliance, and therefore responsible and liable for the whole alliance. If
one of the alliance partners will not comply with the conditions for the MFS2 grant ICCO can be held responsible
for repayment of the grant. At present there is no reason to believe that this will be the case.
Conditional project commitments
As a result of a new contract condition added in 2011 for the MFS2 funded projects all MFS2 commitments
after the first calendar year were made conditional to confirmation of ICCO Cooperation. In 2012 the MFS2
commitments for 2013 were confirmed but commitments for 2014 and further are conditional and therefore
not included in the financial statements of 2012. The conditional project commitments as per December 31st
2012 are:
ICCO Alliance
WASH Alliance
Connect4Change Alliance
Total

2014

2015 and further

Total

6,397,684

1,489,593

7,887,276

-

-

-

240,000

240,000

480,000

6,637,684

1,729,593

8,367,276

Assets not included in the balance sheet
Counterguarantees
For some of the guarantees provided by ICCO Cooperation a (partial) counterguarantee is given by a third
party. An amount of EUR 600,000 was not included in the financial statements as a result of an assessment of
the credibility of the parties involved. However in the event of a claim of the guarantee ICCO Cooperation can
call the counter guarantee from this third party.
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13.6 Explanatory notes to the items on the consolidated
statement of income and expenditure
12

INCOME
Actual 2012
€

Actual 2011
€

€

€

Subsidies of governments
BUZA MFS
- ICCO Alliance

69,968,963

51,448,370

- WASH Alliance

1,916,212

1,619,402

- Connect for Change Alliance

1,536,411

2,355,474

DGIS - special projects

8,344,477

2,659,338

PSO
Total Dutch government
EU subsidies

155,716

814,126

81,921,779

58,896,710

5,310,874

Income from third party campaigns

3,676,042
87,232,653

62,572,752

7,114,269

5,954,305

Other income/ interest MFS
Interest cash and cash equivalents MFS
Income Loans, Participations & Guarantees
Other income

289,025

195,220

44,039

216,018

1,266,371

887,724
1,599,434

1,298,962

Investments income
Result investments
Interest cash and cash equivalents

565,041

249,779

51,430

Income from own fundraising activities
Total income

20,838
616,471

270,617

493,439

240,190

97,056,266

70,336,826

General
The recognized income includes any organizational costs.

Subsidies of governments
The income from grants is composed by income from the Dutch government’s cofinancing program (MFS2),
income from PSO, DGIS and the EU.

Within the MFS2 program ICCO Cooperation participates in three Alliances: the ICCO Alliance (as lead agent),
the WASH Alliance and the Connect4Change Alliance. In 2012, an amount of EUR 67,506,542 was pledged for
the ICCO Alliance. To enable the ICCO Alliance to adapt to this significant decrease since 2010 a frontloading
of EUR 4.5 million was received in 2012 which will be deducted from the pledge for the years 2013-2015. An
amount of EUR 69,968,963 was recognized as income for ICCO Cooperation as a result of project commitments
and as coverage for organizational costs.
As of 2011 the MFS funds transferred to our ICCO Alliance partners are recognized as income (and expenditure). In 2012 this represents an addition of income of EUR 12,185,813.
For the WASH and Connect4Change Alliances ICCO Cooperation recognized respectively EUR 1,916,212 and
EUR 1,536,411 as income. For DGIS an amount of EUR 8,344,477 was recognized as income as a result of
new project funds raised mainly by the Regional Offices West Africa, Central America and South America.
An amount of EUR 5,310,874 was recognized as income from the European Union as a result of new project
commitments approved by the EU.
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Income from third party campaigns
Income from third party campaigns includes funds received from Stop Aids Now!, National Postcode Lotery,
Rabobank Foundation, Albert Heijn Foundation, Church of Sweden and others. The amounts pledged by Stop Aids
Now!, National Postcode Lottery and Church of Sweden in 2012 are respectively EUR 500,000, EUR 900,000 and
EUR 107,983.

Other income
Other income consists of the share of the income of Fair & Sustainable that is from third parties (EUR 439,015)
and the contribution of DGIS, EU and third parties for the coverage of execution costs (EUR 805,150). The
latter was higher than in 2011 due to new subsidies received from DGIS and EU.
Income from our own fundraising activities
This amount includes the estates received for the benefit of ICCO Cooperation, as well as other fundraising
income, such as donations, legacies and contributions.
Actual 2012

Main objectives
Fair Economic Development
Program Costs
Execution costs

€

Actual 2011

€

34,001,911
4,432,912

€
19,244,306
4,438,071

38,434,823
Fair Climate
Program Costs
Execution costs

1,648,397
1,859,095

23,682,377
1,215,701
1,750,042

3,507,492
Conflict Transformation & Democratisation
Program Costs
Execution costs

13,657,522
2,858,775

2,965,742
9,723,632
2,825,935

16,516,297
Basic Education
Program Costs
Execution costs

4,099,716
666,003

12,549,567
928,268
348,613

4,765,719
Food and Nutrition Security
Program Costs
Execution costs

8,143,452
1,651,845

1,276,880
1,502,181
696,942

9,795,297
Basic Health & HIV - AIDS
Program Costs
Execution costs

1,800,816
572,112

2,199,123
75,254188,278

2,372,928
Water
Program Costs
Execution costs

1,570,215
215,669

113,024
1,233,303
323,905

1,785,884
ICT for Economic Development
Program Costs
Execution costs

1,227,411
259,980

1,557,208
1,067,800
252,552

1,487,391
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Program Costs
Execution costs

190,333
64,467

1,320,352
2,118,183
580,230

254,800
Other (not main themes as per businessplan 2011-2015)
Program Costs
Execution costs

747,428
262,511

2,698,413
1,749,040
902,746

1,009,939
Alliance Partners
Program Costs
Execution costs

12,185,813

Program Costs
Execution costs

79,273,014
12,843,369

€

2,651,786
13,511,280

12,185,813

13,511,280
52,218,440
12,307,313

Total Program Costs

92,116,383

Payments in the financial year

77,444,436

64,525,753
80,614,542

Changes in the project commitments to partners, reorganization provision,
warranty provision, loans provision and participating interests and execution costs

14,671,948

16,088,789-

Total

92,116,383

64,525,753
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13

EXPENDITURE

The expenditure related to the objectives is divided over the themes as follows:
In 1,000 euro

Expenditure on Disaster Management and Rehabilitation

2010

2011

2012

7,993

4,524

4,946

239

240

493

Income from own fundraising activities

Expenditure on Disaster Risk Management
The expenditure on rapid response and rehabilitation projects is not presented as a separate objective but is
spread over the objectives they relate to. The total expenditure that can be classified as rapid response and
rehabilitation is EUR 4,946,090.
Actual 2012

Budget 2012

€

€

€

Total spent on objectives

92,116,383

92,335,441

64,525,753

Total expenses

96,009,285

97,279,647

69,035,662

96%

95%

93%

Expenditure utilization rate

Actual 2011

Expenditure Utilization Rate
The expenditure utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the
total expenditure.
Actual 2012

Budget 2012

€

€

€

Total spent on objectives

92,116,383

92,335,441

64,525,753

Total income

97,056,266

97,452,805

70,336,826

95%

95%

92%

Income utilization rate

Actual 2011

Income Utilization Rate
The income utilization rate was determined by dividing the total amount spent on the objectives by the total
income.
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In both rates the costs for provisions on loans, participations and guarantees are included in the total amount
spent on the objectives. Any repayments are included in the provision.
2012

Fundraising third party campaigns
Fundraising subsidies

14

2011

€

€

591,011

390,948

773,767

692,773

1,364,778

1,083,721

FUNDRAISING

The costs for fundraising include costs made to obtain subsidies and income from third party campaigns. In
2012 no expenditure was made on fundraising activities in the private sector.
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13.7 Explanation of the expenditure allocation
Specification and allocation of expenditure according to their appropriation: List C.
All amounts * € 1.000
Objectives

Expenditures objectives

Education

Health
HIV/AIDS

CT&D

Climate

FED

Food
8,143

4,100

1,801

13,658

1,648

34,002

Publicity and Communication

C1

41

34

139

61

240

108

Personnel costs

C2

447

390

2,118

1,121

3,354

1,183

Direct costs

C3

27

16

167

298

221

85

Housing costs

C4

38

38

126

129

171

88

Office- and general costs

C5

80

66

231

222

332

130

Depreciations and interest

C6

33

27

79

29

115

58

666

572

2,859

1,859

4,433

1,652

4,766

2,373

16,516

3,507

38,435

9,795

Execution Costs
Total Expenses

Objectives

Expenditures objectives

ICT

WATER

OTHER

PME

Alliance
Partners

Total
objectives
79,273

1,227

1,570

747

190

12,186

Publicity and Communication

C1

21

17

11

33

-

704

Personnel costs

C2

167

141

187

30

-

9,138
810

Direct costs

C3

8

3

16

(31)

-

Housing costs

C4

18

15

18

10

-

651

Office- and general costs

C5

33

28

18

15

-

1,154

Depreciations and interest

C6

Execution Costs
Total Expenses

14

12

12

7

-

387

260

216

263

64

-

12,843

1,487

1,786

1,010

255

12,186

92,116

Total 2012 Budget 2012

Total 2011

Fundraising Costs
Third Party
campaigns

Subsidies

M&A

Expenditures objectives

-

79,273

82,300

Publicity and Communication

C1

87

85

243

1,119

800

52,218
905

Personnel costs

C2

437

544

1,685

11,804

10,658

11,331

Direct costs

C3

35

111

52

1,008

1,084

980

Housing costs

C4

7

8

271

937

816

883

Office- and general costs

C5

19

19

206

1,399

1,166

2,191

Depreciations and interest

C6

6

6

71

469

455

527

Execution Costs

591

774

2,528

16,736

14,979

16,818

Total Expenses

591

774

2,528

96,009

97,280

69,036

The division of expenditure between Management & Administration (M&A), costs for fundraising and what is
spent on the objectives is based on the FTEs and the grant amounts spent on each theme. A separate analysis
was made per cost centre of the applicable percentages that can be allocated to each theme, M&A and fundraising. The allocation method used for division of expenditure among the themes, M&A and fundraising is in
accordance with the VFI guidelines.
The M&A costs as a percentage of total expenditure is 3% (2011: 5%).

The expenditure on Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (PME) are lower than in 2011 (EUR 2,698,413).
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In 2011 a contract for the evaluation of the MFS programs was signed for a period of four years and entirely
recognized as expenditure in 2011, therefore the expenditure recognized in 2012 is lower.
C1

Publicity and Communication Costs

Actual 2012
€
Communication costs

1,098,119

Documentation costs

21,380

Budget 2012
€

€

€

796,750

€

890,162

3,726
1,119,499

C2

Actual 2011
€

14,988
800,476

905,150

Personnel Costs
Actual 2012
€

Salaries

Budget 2012
€

10,594,009

€

Actual 2011
€

11,022,008

€

Holiday allowance and year-end bonus

1,202,847

911,910

1,413,917

Social security charges

1,332,094

1,146,489

1,403,475

Pension contributions

1,130,631

Staff costs

775,932
14,259,581

1,138,223
13,856,339

15,113,563

Hiring of staff

643,563

92,194

703,732

Compensations according with employment conditions

338,382

234,429

215,038

Recruitment and selection

143,697

56,572

110,293

Education and training

179,280

243,325

265,001

Other direct staff costs

331,124

304,068

Direct staff costs
Outplacement and addition to reorganization provision

1,636,046

265,119
930,588

1,559,183

612,741

-

Occupational health and safety service, prevention and safety

29,508

114,807

26,388

Other indirect staff costs

94,477

57,819

109,966

Indirect staff costs

€

11,157,947

706,143

736,726

172,626

842,497

Total staff costs

16,632,353

14,959,553

17,515,243

Less: settlement with projects and partners

1,985,880-

3,354,379-

2,043,051-

Less: withdrawal provision reorganization

1,783,192-

-

2,964,038-

Less: charged on to third parties

1,059,501-

947,648-

1,177,207-

11,803,780

10,657,526

11,330,947

At the end of 2012, 287 FTEs were employed at ICCO Cooperation of which 99 (2011: 121) in the Global Office
in Utrecht, 188 (2011: 145) at the Regional Offices and sixteen at Fair & Sustainable. In 2012, the average total
staffing amounted to 296 FTEs.
In 2012, the average cost per FTE for salaries, social charges and pensions was EUR 44,111 (in 2011: EUR
44,218).

Hiring personnel
The costs for hiring temporary workers are significantly higher than budgeted. The difference is related to the
charges of personnel of PKN to ICCO Cooperation which were budgeted under staff costs. Also the costs related
to replacement due to sickness and pregnancy were higher than budgeted.
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Compensations related to employment conditions
This item contains compensation paid to employees as laid down in the employment conditions. This includes:
commuting allowance, anniversary bonuses, relocation allowances, childcare, the company savings scheme
and the fixed expense allowance.
Outplacement
Costs of outplacement are presented in this table but are charged to the provision as stated in the line “withdrawal provision reorganization”.
Settlements with projects, partners and third parties
This item includes the costs transferred to PKN, NPM, MicroNed, Terrafina, IDH and others. The personnel
expenses are accounted for in the respective budget line and subsequently transferred.
C3

Direct costs

Actual 2012
€
Travel- and accomodation expenses

Budget 2012
€

1,735,815

€

Actual 2011
€

1,058,917

€

External advisors

496,782

133,942

318,715

Other direct costs

530,585

358,097

146,339

Passed on to projetcts and partners

€

1,210,009

2,763,182

1,550,956

1,675,062

1,755,224-

466,770-

694,567-

1,007,958

1,084,186

980,495

Costs passed on to projects and partners
These costs refer to settlements of direct costs with partners such as NPM, Microned and PKN and with
projects. In 2012 a significantly higher amount was charged to projects and partners. This increase relates
mainly to new projects with DGIS and EU and other donors whose costs were primarily administrated in cost
centers and afterwards charged to projects.
C4

Housing costs

Actual 2012
€
Housing costs

Budget 2012
€

€

935,859

Actual 2011
€

€

816,239

€
882,874

The housing expenses pertain to the rented office spaces for the global office, those of the regional offices
worldwide and of Fair & Sustainable Holding B.V. Part of the costs is transferred to subtenants.
C5

Office and general costs

Actual 2012
€
Office costs

613,288

€

Actual 2011
€

337,536

€

Costs of ICT

392,716

445,354

381,154

507,337

217,682

285,861

Legal and organizational advice

917,653

231,917

256,080

Supervisory Board and Regional Councils

72,738

60,500

68,847

Partnerships

59,816

53,751

80,298

Passed on to projects and partners

460,854

€

660,300

Accountants and consultancy costs

Other indirect costs
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Budget 2012
€

219,628

148,652

2,338,666

1,590,531

938,438-

424,316-

2,542,765
351,750-

1,400,228

1,166,215

2,191,015
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Office costs
This item accounts for the costs of general printed matter, telephone, postal charges and other costs charged
by the PKN Services Organization.

Accountants and consultancy costs
Accountants’ costs were higher than budgeted because the costs for the audit of the consolidated statements,
the alliance report and additional project audits performed in 2012 were higher.
Costs passed on to projects and partners
Especially the Regional Offices showed an increase in costs passed on to projects because of the office and
general costs of a few new DGIS and EU projects which were charged to the respective projects at the end of
the year.

Other indirect costs
Other indirect costs were higher mainly due to purchases for one of the EU projects which were subsequently
passed on to the respective project.
C6

Depreciation tangible fixed assets

Actual 2012
€
Inventory and installations

Budget 2012
€

34,502

€

Actual 2011
€

32,112

€

Hardware and software - general

166,358

159,802

160,760

Hardware and software - ERP system

213,149

209,810

269,720

Company cars

54,941

52,953
468,950

€

43,955

52,307
454,677

526,742
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14 Cooperative financial
statements 2012
14.1 COOPERATIVE Balance Sheet as at December 31st 2012
(after appropriation of result)
31-12-2012
ASSETS

€

31-12-2011
€

€

€

Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets
Financial fixed assets

1

578,933

754,493

5,203,506

5,211,841
5,782,439

5,966,334

Current assets
Accounts receivable and accrued income

44,765,249

Securities
Cash and cash equivalents

39,836,075

6,071,207

5,496,014

20,621,569

17,408,465

TOTAL ASSETS

71,458,025

62,740,554

77,240,464

68,706,888

LIABILITIES
Reserves
Allocated Member Capital

3,000,045

45

Continuity Reserve

4,826,069

4,694,546

Appropriation Reserve

803,789

1,703,831
8,629,903

6,398,422

Funds
Appropriation fund projects

4,346,171

3,784,841

Appropriation fund guarantees

9,147,479

7,759,634

Appropriation fund loans and participations

2,308,650

2,343,679

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction rights

2,709,199

2,954,199

Appropriation fund MFS interest
Appropriation fund MSD

484,244

195,220

-

142,670
18,995,743

Provisions
Long-term liabilities
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17,180,243

5,525,089

7,556,219

10,677,205

3,131,496

Current liabilities

33,412,524

34,440,508

TOTAL LIABILITIES

77,240,464

68,706,888
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14.2 COOPERATIVE Statement of Income and Expenditure 2012
Actual 2012
Income
Government grants
Income from third parties

€

Budget 2012
€

€

Actual 2011
€

€

87,232,653

89,758,647

62,572,752
5,954,305

7,114,269

5,700,000

Other income

953,493

-

950,711

Income from investments

616,471

-

270,617

Income from own fundraising activities

493,439

Total income

-

€

240,190

96,410,325

95,458,647

69,988,575

Expenses
Spent on objectives

91,944,541

90,878,641

Fundraising costs

1,364,778

952,239

1,083,721

Management and Administration

2,185,547

2,597,266

3,115,692

Total expenses
Results of subsidiaries
Result

64,410,995

95,494,866

94,428,146

68,610,408

915,458

1,030,501

1,378,167

131,523

173,158

77,003-

1,046,981

1,203,659

1,301,164

1,627,002-

Appropriation of net result
Transferred to / from:
131,523

-

Appropriation reserve

Continuity Reserve

900,042-

-

26,779

Appropriation fund MSD

142,670-

-

189,960-

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission
Reduction rights

245,000-

-

1,422,073

Appropriation fund projects

561,330

-

1,514,944

1,387,845

-

791,285-

Appropriation fund loans and participations

35,029-

-

750,395

Appropriation fund MFS interest

289,024

-

195,220

1,046,981

-

1,301,164

Appropriation fund guarantees

Result

14.3 Explanatory notes to the COOPERATIVE Financial Statements 2012
General
For the applied principles for the valuation of assets and liabilities and the determination of the result, we
refer to the explanatory notes accompanying the consolidated financial statements.
1

FINANCIAL FIXED ASSETS

31-12-2012

Intercompany loans
Loans and non consolidated participating interests

31-12-2011

€

€

3,231,481

3,226,481

1,972,025

1,985,360

5,203,506

5,211,841

Participating interests in group companies
The item “Participating interests in group companies” consists of the following interests:
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Name Interest
Fair & Sustainable Holding BV, having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services BV, having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
Fair Climate Fund BV, having its registered office in Utrecht - 100%.
Fair & Sustainable Participating Interests BV, having its registered office in Utrecht -100%.
Fair & Sustainable Ethiopia Ltd, having its registered office in Addis Ababa - 100%.
Fair & Sustainable Brasil Ltd, having its registered office in São Paulo - 100%.

The aim of the Fair & Sustainable group is to empower vulnerable people in poor areas, through trade in
carbon credits and participations in producer organizations. F&S Advisory Services provides consultancy and
advice services to NGOs and companies. The Fair & Sustainable group has one Director under supervision of
ICCO Cooperation as sole shareholder.

In 2012, the Fair & Sustainable group achieved a positive result of EUR 131,523. This result has been included
in the participating interest provision. As at December 31st 2012, the cooperative has an intercompany receivable amount of EUR 1,269,000. The intercompany position concerns subordinated loans provided to the Fair &
Sustainable group in 2012.
2

PROVISIONS

31-12-2012

Reorganization provision ProCoDe
Social Plan MFS2 provision
Guarantee obligations
Provision on participating interests

31-12-2011

€

€

1,569,467

2,929,775

467,558

890,442

3,247,683

3,364,098

240,381

371,904

5,525,089

7,556,219

The provision on participating interests consists of the negative equity capital of the Fair & Sustainable Group
including the results of 2012, registered according to the equity method.

Liabilities not included in the balance sheet

Kerk in Actie has an commitment to contribute EUR 1,500,000 to FairClimateFund B.V. In case Kerk in
Actie can not fulfill this obligation, ICCO Cooperation has guaranteed an amount of EUR 1,300,000. ICCO
Cooperation has no reason to believe that Kerk in Actie will not fulfill her obligation.
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14.4 Remuneration executive board and supervisory board
In 2012, the organization was managed by an Executive Board consisting of two directors, a chairman and a
member. The Supervisory Board considers the employment conditions of the Executive Board to be in accordance with the ICCO Cooperation policy on remuneration of the Executive Board. Furthermore the remuneration meets the requirements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for assignment of MFS2 grants.
Name
Position

Marinus Verweij
Chair

Wim Hart
Member

Employment Conditions
Nature
Number of hours
Part-time percentage
Period

Definite

Definite

36

32

100

89

1/1-31/12

1/1-31/12

Remuneration
Gross wages

126,975

111,649

Social charges

8,453

8,453

Taxable reimbursements

5,345

9,948

16,265

14,299

Other compensations

-

-

Benefits regarding termination of contract

-

-

Total remuneration 2012

157,039

144,349

Total remuneration 2011

158,257

130,894

Pension charges (employer part)

The gross wages of the chair of the Executive Board and the member of the Executive Board are within the
maximum income according to the VFI Remuneration Requirement of respectively EUR 140,046 and EUR
124,233.

The remunerations of the chair of the Supervisory Board and the chair of the Audit Committee amount to EUR
3,000, and that of the other members of the Supervisory Board is EUR 1,500.
As per December 31st 2012 there are no loans, advances or guarantees provided to the members of the
Executive and Supervisory Boards.
Utrecht, 19 April 2013
Executive Board
M. Verweij, Chairman
W.D. Hart

Supervisory Board,
J.F. de Leeuw, Chairman
G. van Dijk
M.T.H. de Gaaij Fortman
W. Oosterom
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15	Independent auditor’s
report
To: t he Supervisory Board and Executive Board of
Coöperatie ICCO U.A.

Report on the financial statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements 2012 of Coöperatie ICCO U.A., Utrecht, as
set out on pages 94 until 121, which comprise the
consolidated and cooperative balance sheet as at 31
December 2012, the consolidated and cooperative
statement of income and expenditure for the year
then ended and the notes comprising a summary
of the accounting policies and other explanatory
information.

The Executive Board’s responsibility

The Executive Board is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements and for the preparation of the Report of
the Executive Board, both in accordance with the
Guideline for annual reporting 650 ‘Fundraising
Institutions’ of the Dutch Accounting Standards
Board. Furthermore, the Executive Board is responsible for such internal control as it determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of the financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law,
including the Dutch Standards on Auditing. This
requires that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements
are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
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the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the Executive Board,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true
and fair view of the financial position of Coöperatie
ICCO U.A. as at 31 December 2012, and of its result
for the year then ended in accordance with the
Guideline for annual reporting 650 ‘Fundraising
Institutions’ of the Dutch Accounting Standards
Board.

Report on Report of the Executive Board

We have no deficiencies to report as a result of our
examination whether the Report of the Executive
Board, to the extent we can assess, has been prepared
in accordance with the Guideline for annual reporting
650 ‘Fundraising Institutions’ of the Dutch Accounting
Standards Board. Further, we report that the Report
of the Executive Board, to the extent we can assess, is
consistent with the financial statements.
The Hague, 19 April 2013
KPMG Accountants N.V.
J.A.A.M. Vermeeren RA

16 • Appropriation of net result

16 Appropriation of
net result
It is proposed to appropriate the 2012 result as follows:
Appropriation of net result

Transferred to / from:
Continuity Reserve

€
131,523

Appropriation reserve

900,042-

Appropriation fund MSD

142,670-

Appropriation fund Voluntary Emission Reduction rights

245,000-

Appropriation fund projects
Appropriation fund guarantees

561,330
1,387,845

Appropriation fund loans and participations

35,029-

Appropriation fund MFS interest

289,024

Result

1,046,981

This proposal has been included in the financial statements.
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I	

Map of regions
and countries

GLOBAL OFFICE

UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS

SOUTH AND CENTRAL ASIA

Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

KATHMANDU, NEPAL

MIDDLE EAST

OFFICE: UTRECHT

Kabul, Afghanistan

Islamabad, Pakistan

CENTRAL AMERICA

New Delhi, India

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Manilla, Philippines

WEST AFRICA

BAMAKO, MALI

Juba, South Sudan
Bukavu, DR Congo

CENTRAL AND EASTERN AFRICA
KAMPALA, UGANDA
Lilongwe, Malawi

SOUTH AMERICA
LA PAZ, BOLIVIA

SOUTH EAST ASIA

DENPASSAR, INDONESIA

Harare, Zimbabwe

Antananarivo, Madagascar
São Paulo, Brasil

SOUTHERN AFRICA

PRETORIA, SOUTHERN AFRICA

REGIONAL OFFICE
COUNTRY OFFICE
COUNTRIES
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ii
CounTry

PROgRAMs
PER COUNTRy
feD

CT&D fnS

fC

bh

be

waSh C4C

CounTry

feD

CT&D

REGION : CENTRAL & EASTERN AFRICA

regIon : SouTh amerICa

Burundi

Bolivia

dr congo

Brazil

ethiopia

Peru

Kenya

suriname

rwanda

ecuador

fnS

fC

bh

be

waSh C4C

south sudan
uganda

REGION : SOUTH & CENTRAL ASIA

regIon : SouThern afrICa

Tajikistan

angola

afghanistan

Madagascar

Bangladesh

Malawi

india

south africa

nepal

Kyrgyzstan

Zimbabwe
Tanzania

regIon : SouTheaST aSIa
cambodia

regIon : weSTern afrICa

indonesia

Benin

Myanmar

Burkina Faso

Papua New Guinea

ghana

Philippines

liberia

vietnam

Mali
senegal
cameroon

explanation of abbreviations:
regIon : global
Palestine (+Israel)
The netherlands
REGION : CENTRAL AMERICA & HAITI
el salvador
guatemala
haiti
honduras
nicaragua
Paraguay

FED = Fair and Economic Development
CT&D = Conflict Transformation & Democratization
FNS = Food and Nutrition Security
FC = Fair Climate
BH = Basic Health & HIV/Aids
BE = Basic Education
WASH = Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
C4C = Connect4Change
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III	 Organization chart
GEnERAL ASSEMBLY

inTernaTional advisory
council

ExECuTIVE BOARD
ExECUTIVE BOARd
SUPPORT OFFICE

regional councils
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SuPERVISORY BOARD

REGIOnAL OFFICES

GLOBAL OFFICE

cenTral aMerica

POLICy & DEVELOPMENT

souTh aMerica

COMMuNICIATIONS &
Fundraising

wesT aFrica

invesTMenTs

souThern aFrica

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

CENTRAL & EASTERN AFRICA

FacTs

SOuTH EAST ASIA & PACIFIC

icT

SOuTH & CENTRAL ASIA

huMan resources

AUdIT UnIT

FAIR & SuSTAInABLE
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IV	 Legal structure
Primary institution

Legal form

Stichting ICCO (till 14 November 2012)

Foundation

Coöperatie ICCO U.A. (since 14 November 2012)

Cooperative

Explanation
Members full owner

Secondary institutions
Stichting ICCO (since 15 November 2012)

Foundation

Fair & Sustainable Holding

B.V.

ICCO full owner

Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services

B.V.

ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Fair & Sustainable Participations

B.V.

ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

Fair & Sustainable Participações en
Emprendimentos Sustentaveis do Brasil

Ltd.

ICCO full owner through F&S Holding
ICCO full owner through F&S Holding

FairClimateFund

B.V.

Fair and Sustainable Consultancy and Equity Investment Ethiopia

Ltd.

Regional Office

Status

ICCO full owner through F&S Holding
Country office

Status

Explanations

South east Asia
Denpasar, Bali

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

South Asia
Katmandu, Nepal

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO
India

Local Trust

ICCO full owner

Central Asia
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

West Africa
Bamako, Mali
Central and Eastern Africa
Kampala, Uganda

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO
Congo

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

South Sudan

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

Madagascar

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

Malawi

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

Southern Africa
Pretoria, South Africa

Registered nonprofit company

Under articles of association of ICCO
Central America
Managua, Nicaragua

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

NGO

Under articles of association of ICCO

South America
La Paz, Bolivia
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V	Accountability
statement CBF
This declaration elaborates principles of good
governance for charitable organizations with regard
to the separation of managing, executing and monitoring (as formulated in the Code Wijffels) in three
parts

1. SEPARATION OF MONITORING,
MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION OF THE
ICCO ORGANIZATION
On the 14th of November 2012 the ICCO foundation
was converted into a cooperative.
That’s why we will explain the governance structure
of the ICCO foundation as well as of the cooperative
ICCO.

ICCO foundation
In the statutes of the ICCO foundation, the following
model was chosen for the management: an Executive
Board is responsible for the functioning of the
organization (the foundation) and the realising of the
(strategic) objectives, while the Supervisory Board
monitors the functioning of the Executive Board (the
executed policy and the substantive and financial
results). The principle of good governance from the
Code Wijffels is the guiding principle.

The statute defines an audit committee in support of
the Supervisory Board. Furthermore, the Supervisory
Board has set up a remuneration committee from
its midst. Regulations have been established for
both committees. The Audit Committee oversees
the financial affairs of the Foundation in general and
also assesses the functioning of the internal administrative organization control. The Remuneration
Committee submits proposals to the Supervisory
Board with respect to the policy for remuneration
of the members of the Executive Board, as well
as proposals for application in individual cases.
Regulations have been established for the Executive
Board and the Supervisory Board.
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Coöperatie ICCO U.A.
From 14 November 2012, the ICCO foundation has
converted itself into ‘Coöperatie ICCO U.A.’. With this
conversion, a new governance model is introduced
with the so called ‘structure cooperative’.

The statutes provide a model with the functioning of
an Executive Board, which is responsible for the realising of the (strategic) objectives (the same as under
the foundation), a Supervisory Board monitoring
the functioning of the Executive Board (the executed
policy and the substantive and financial results) and
(new) the General Assembly. See for more information on the cooperative Chapter 1 in this annual
report. The General Assembly of members will meet
twice a year. The General Assembly is entitled to take
decisions on:
-	appointment of the members of the Supervisory
Board
- approving the annual accounts
-	deciding on remuneration of the members of the
Supervisory Board
- approving the multi-annual strategic plan
- approving of new members of the Cooperative
- advising on annual plan
- advising on vacancies in the Executive Board.
For both the ICCO foundation and the cooperative
ICCO applies that the Executive Board is advised by
an International Advisory Board (which members
are appointed by the Executive Board) and seven
Regional Councils in three continents with respect
to the strategic choices of the organization and
the preparation and evaluation of the (regional)
annual plans. These Regional Councils are composed
of people from the region who are independent
and have expertise in one or more areas of the
organization.
The Executive Board consists of two directors,
a chairman and a member. The Executive Board

Appendices

oversees the Global Office (Utrecht) and the seven
Regional Offices.

The Supervisory Board of the ICCO foundation
consisted of six people; the new Supervisory Board
of the cooperative ICCO consists of four people,
with an additional three vacant positions (two
intended for international members). The members
of the Supervisory Board are originating from the
grassroots, constituency and the network of ICCO
Cooperation. The composition of the Supervisory
Board shall be such that there is a balance in gender,
age, expertise and origin. The Supervisory Board
meets at least four times per year. Statutory rules
to prevent conflicts of interest apply to both the
Executive Board and the Supervisory Board.

Annually, the general lines of the executed policy of
the Executive Board are discussed in a joint meeting
with the Supervisory Board. See for further information our Report of the Executive Board and Report of
the Supervisory Board.

-

-

2. OPTIMAL SPENDING OF FUNDS

ICCO Cooperation is not only the working organization of the cooperative ICCO, but also the leading partner of the ICCO Alliance. In that context a
strategic policy and Business Plan was developed
for the years 2011-2015. Accordingly, annual plans
are derived from this Business Plan that guides the
various levels within the organization, in the Global
Office in Utrecht and in the various Regional Offices.

-

ICCO Cooperation has several instruments to determine the effectiveness of the organization:
-

Management Information System
ICCO Cooperation has identified its programmatic, financial and operational results and
indicators, including budget control and they
are monitored regularly (monthly, quarterly,
semesterly and/or annually). Current figures (on
monthly, quarterly, semesterly and/or annual
basis) are compared with budget/planned
figures. These are further analysed and provided
with recommendations.

Reports are discussed in the Executive Board and
the Management Team (amongst others through
management contracts and monthly monitor-

-

-

ing) and taken into account for the strategic and
annual plan, annual and semester reports and
financial reports.

Risk analysis and internal audits
ICCO Cooperation annually organizes an internal audit program based on a strategic and
operational risk analysis. The audit program is
approved by the Audit Committee and covers all
processes (primary processes, support processes
and governance processes with a focus on high
risk areas. The audits are implemented by the
internal audit team and result in reports to the
Executive Board with recommendations for
improvement. Implementation of these improvements is monitored quarterly.

ISO 9001:2008 certification
ICCO Cooperation is certified against the ISO
9001:2008 standard. The certification was
renewed in October 2012 and is valid for three
years. The certificate includes ICCO’s seven
Regional Offices. Each year external ISO audits
take place in two or three Regional Offices and in
the Global Office. Every two years, including in
2012, the ISO audit includes a check on compliance with the CBF requirements.
Annual financial audit
In compliance with Dutch financial law and
with the regulations of the MFS funding by the
Dutch MFA, ICCO is annually audited externally
by KPMG. The interim control by KPMG includes
an audit visit by KPMG to one of our Regional
Offices. In 2012 the Central and Eastern Africa
Office was visited. All regional offices also have
their own external financial audit. The annual
Management Letters are used to improve ICCO
Cooperation’s financial processes.

In connection with the approval of the CBF seal
for beneficiary obtaining moneys from a gaming
license holder per 1 January 2012, external
supervision is also exercised by the CBF (in cooperation with ISO).
Mid-term review of the Business Plan
ICCO Cooperation has commissioned a midterm review to of this Business Plan (20112015), of which we expect the findings in the
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-

first half of 2013. We expect to obtain insight
in the opportunities and challenges for ICCO
Cooperation from this analysis. Besides that it
will provide insight into the realization of goals
in the Business Plan.

The monitoring protocol
The PMEL methodology which is applied by
ICCO Cooperation and its Alliance Members is
based on a monitoring protocol. This document
provides guidance on planning, monitoring and
evaluation of the Alliance Business Plan. Goals
and objectives are monitored by means of indicators at various levels and for the three intervention strategies. Each year the PMEL system delivers outcomes and lessons on which the thematic
annual plans are further completed.

3. OPTIMAL RELATIONS WITH
STAKEHOLDERS

ICCO Cooperation strives for optimal relations
with stakeholders, focusing on disclosure and the
intake and processing of requests, questions and
complaints. The stakeholders of ICCO Cooperation
are the donors, the alliance partners, the partner
organizations, entrepreneurs and companies that
cooperate with ICCO Cooperation, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the Dutch public (taxpayer) and the
ultimate beneficiaries of our programs.

The stakeholders are provided with information
in various ways. Public information is provided via
the website www.icco.nl and via the website www.
icco-international.com. These websites provide all
sorts of information, such as project results and
news items. The Regional Offices all have their own
website which is linked to the ICCO Cooperation
corporate sites. Four times a year ICCO Cooperation
sends e-zines in Dutch and English to her stakeholders. Besides the ICCO Cooperation annual report
there is also the annual report of the ICCO Alliance
and the annual accounts of ICCO Cooperation itself.
This report is sent to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the European Union, alliance partners and its affiliates. The annual account is also sent to the constituency of ICCO Cooperation (e-zine readers, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders). Additionally, donors
receive (including ministries and the EU) reports of
the programs and projects to which they contribute.
Entrepreneurs receive reports of projects in which
they participate.
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On a daily basis ICCO Cooperation communicates with
her stakeholders, in particular the grassroots support.
Through social media like Twitter and Facebook,
ICCO Cooperation discusses all kinds of topics, usually
linked to the work of ICCO Cooperation and current
affairs which are world news.
ICCO Cooperation’s aim is to (re)produce information that is accurate, complete, accessible and transparent for all types of media. This includes the use of
photography and other images like short films ICCO
Cooperation YouTube). ICCO Cooperation uses these
as an illustration to the information presented.

In the past years, ICCO Cooperation has piloted Client
Satisfaction Instruments (CSI) as a means to increase
downward accountability among development partners and empower clients (target groups/beneficiaries) to claim their rights. 2012 has been the year of
harvesting, resulting in two country programs where
CSI has been fully implemented. More information is
available via the specially developed website: www.
clientsatisfactioninstruments.org. In coming years
further dissemination of the concept and the methodology will take place
ICCO Cooperation communicates internally mostly in
English. General information about projects, activities and campaigns is also provided in Dutch (to
Dutch constituency).

ICCO Cooperation is open to ideas, comments,
requests and complaints from stakeholders
concerning communication. They can contact ICCO
Cooperation through various ways. For example through the staff and the Executive Board,
and through the email address info@icco.nl. We
also provide for a response form on the website.
Suggestions and requests are incorporated internally
by our Service Desk and handled by the relevant
employee for that topic.
ICCO Cooperation has a complaints and appeals
system which is accessible via the website. The
Chairman of the Executive Board decides on objections from partner organizations, the Regional
Offices fulfil an important place in the handling of
objections. In 2012 the complaints and appeals
procedure has been adjusted to be more suitable to
the decentralized organization and to take the cooperative structure into account.
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VI	 Profiles of member
organizations
coPrisma
coPrisma is an association of Christian organizations
involved in the field of development cooperation
and diaconate worldwide. In 2012, coPrisma had
12 member organizations, which are deeply rooted
in christian Dutch society (with active networks
of volunteers) and strongly connected to partner
organizations in the global South. coPrisma and
its members bring poverty issues to the attention of members and the public. Working fields of
coPrisma are lobby & policy influencing and financing programs, focusing on cooperation, exchange
and joint learning, to enhance quality and professionalism. Within the ICCO Alliance, coPrisma has
a coordinating role in the basic health and HIV/
aids MFS-program. coPrisma members contribute
to health, education and food and nutrition security
programs.
coPrisma members in 2012:
Light for the World, Committee for Diaconal Affairs
Christian Reformed Churches Netherlands, De Verre
Naasten, Dorcas Aid International, Gereformeerde
Zendingsbond, Department International development and Cooperation of the Salvation Army in
the Netherlands, Leprosy Mission Netherlands,
Operation Mobilisation Netherlands, Red een Kind,
Tear, Woord en Daad, World Servants.

Edukans

Edukans was established in 2002 as a specialist
organization in basic education in developing countries. Edukans helps underprivileged children to go to
school. The core values are: faith, hope and involvement. The organization has a strong network of educational professionals in The Netherlands. The work of

Edukans is supported by 45,000 private donors, partnerships with companies, trust funds and churches.
Edukans has a coordinating role in the Basic
Education program of the ICCO Alliance. Besides
programs in the South in nine countries (Ethiopia,
Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, Zambia, India, Bolivia
and Peru) Edukans’ working fields are networking
and lobbying, trainings, world teachers programs
and school programs in The Netherlands.

Kerk in Actie

The Protestant Church in The Netherlands has
branded since 1995 its missionary and diaconal
work under the name Kerk in Actie. The Church,
which seeks and learns from worldwide ecumenism,
has about two million members and 1,800 congregations. The international work of Kerk in Actie was
merged with the foundation ICCO in 2007 and is now
an integral part of the working organization of the
ICCO Cooperation. The three core values of Kerk in
Actie are compassion, justice and stewardship.

Kerk In Actie has partnerships with six hundred local
organizations and churches that can be supported
with the funds from local congregations, private
donors and funds. 100,000 private donors support
Kerk in Actie. Kerk in Actie puts energy in strengthening cooperation between partners and churches
and makes strategic co-financing possible. The
international work pay attention to world diaconate,
emergency aid, fair climate, children at risk, diaconal
work in The Netherlands and missionary work. The
diaconal work in The Netherlands and missionary
work are not part of ICCO Cooperation. Promoting
reciprocity through special world citizens programs
are Interactief, Togetthere and Impulsis.

Co
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VII	 Tasks, composition of
boards and general
assembly
TASKS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
To manage the cooperative, with due observance of the interests of the members and of other interested parties. In that
respect the board members shall be responsible for determining and realising the objectives and continuity of the cooperative, and for compliance with the legislation and regulations
that apply to the cooperative. In the fulfilment of its task the
board shall make effective use of the advisory function of the
Supervisory Board.
The board shall focus, inter alia, on the following areas:
(i) the realization of the objective of the cooperative;
(ii) the spending of the resources in an efficient and effective
manner;
(iii) fundraising methods that are efficient, effective and
appropriate;
(iv) treating volunteers with due care; and
(v) a professional and adequate functioning of the
organization.

The task division within the Executive Board
Chair of the Executive Board: acts as chairs, is figurehead, is
responsible for all external, corporate communication and
is first responsible for all the acting of ICCO Cooperation.
Besides, the chair has his own portfolio as agreed between the
members of the Executive Board.
Member of the Executive Board: given his competence and
mandate, has to be responsible for the complete internal
management in the Global Office and the Regional Offices.
Shareholder of Fair & Sustainable Holding. In case of absence
of the chair, replacing the chair.
Members of the Executive Board are appointed by the
Supervisory Board.

TASK OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

*T
 o pro-actively and retro-actively supervise the policy of the
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Executive Board and the general run of affairs within the cooperative and the enterprise linked to it.
* To support the Executive Board with advice upon request
or otherwise, inclusive of an annual evaluation of individual
board members and the board as a whole.
* To appoint, suspend and dismiss members of the Executive
Board.
In fulfilling their task, the Supervisory Board members shall be
guided by the interests of ICCO Cooperation. Each Supervisory
Board member must be able to operate independently and
critically towards the other supervisory board members, the
board and any partial interest whatsoever.
An Audit and a Remuneration Committee support the
Supervisory Board. Members of the Supervisory Board are
appointed by the General Assembly.

TASK OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Within the cooperative, the General Assembly shall enjoy all
powers not granted in the law or in the articles of association
to the Executive Board or to the Supervisory Board.
The General Assembly meets at least twice a year.
The General Assembly has the following tasks:
•	appointment of the members of the Supervisory Board
• approving the annual accounts
•	deciding on remuneration of the members of the
Supervisory Board
• approving the multi-annual strategic plan
• approving of new members of the Cooperative
•	advising on annual plan and the budget of the next financial year
• advising on vacancies in the Executive Board
•	discharging the Executive Board members and the
Supervisory Board members
•	discussing proposals from the Executive Board or the
members, announced in the letter of convocation of the
assembly.

Appendices

COMPOSITION OF EXECUTIVE BOARD

Drs. M. Verweij – Chairman
(until 2014, possible renomination)

Ancillary positions
•	Chairman of the International Christian
Medical and Dental association Trust
(ICMDA) in UK
•	Chairman of Centrum Mondiaal, a cooperative association of fifteen importers of Fair
Trade products in Culemborg
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
‘LuciVer’ a catholic organization for elderly
care in Wijchen
•	Chairman of the Foundation Ministerium
Medici Missionare, a small fund for medical
development work
•	Board member of the Forestry Stewardship
Council Netherlands in Utrecht

W.D. Hart RA – Member
(until 2014, possible renomination)

Ancillary positions:
• Member of the Board of Foundation GBYH
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
B&C International BV
•	Member of the Board of the
Foundation Holland Moldova
•	Member of the Advisory Board of
Figlo Group B.V.

COMPOSITION OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD (ICCO foundation)
(till the 14th of November 2012)

D. Terpstra - Chairman
Chair Executive Board Hogeschool Inholland
Ancillary positions
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
Public Broadcasting
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
Grontmij
•	Member of the Foundation Board of
Sustainable Higher Education
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
Unilever
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of the
Chamber of Commerce Netherlands
•	Chairman of the Royal Dutch Skating
Federation (KNSB)
•	Member of World Connectors
(www.worldconnectors.nl)

R. Veenstra - Member and chairman of the
Audit Committee
President and General Director of
Sport Club Heerenveen

Ancillary positions
•	Chairman of the Supervisory Board of
Caparis (WSW and integration company)
•	Chairman of the Society Department
Friesland
•	Member of the Governing Board of Stichting
Behear Provinsjale and Buma Bibliotheek
•	Member of the Advisory Board of
Franklin Covey Benelux
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H. van Boggelen - Member and chairman
Remuneration Committee
Owner of Bert van Boggelen Consultancy

Ancillary positions
•	CSR Netherlands, quartermaster employers
Platform “De Normaalste Zaak”
•	Member of the consultation committee of
daily newspaper Trouw
Mrs. G. Mohebbi - Member and member
Remuneration Committee
Director Relationship ProRail

Ancillary positions
• Vice President at Radio Zamaneh
•	Initiator of the action
www.houdenvandewereld.nl
•	Member of the Supervisory Board of
Amsterdamse Steunpunt Wonen (ASW)
Prof. Dr. B. Meyer - Member and member of
the Remuneration Committee
Professor Religion Science, University Utrecht
Ancillary positions
•	Vice-Chair of the International African
Institute (IAI), London
• Editor of the journal Material Religion
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Prof. Dr. Gert van Dijk - Member and chair
Audit Committee
Professor (Cooperative) Financial services
in developing countries, Nyenrode Business
University
Professor Social Venturing & Cooperative
Entrepreneurship TIAS Nimbas, Tilburg
University
Visiting professor Agribusiness Management,
International Center for Advanced
Mediterranean Agronomic Studies
(Chania, Greece)

Ancillary positions
•	Chair Supervisory Board
ABZ BV (Strawberries from seed)
•	Chair Supervisory Board
Van de Haar Group BV
• Member Advisory Board BergToys BV
•	Member Governing Board
Metgezel Beheer BV
•	Member Governing board
Dutch Trade Board
• Chair Foundation Gelders Erfgoed
•	Member advisory Board
Stichting Het Groene Woudt
•	Member Advisory Board
Schuiteman Accountants
•	Chair committee
Property Society and Wealth
• Chair member council PGGM
•	Member Board
Authority Veterinary Medicine
•	Member Advisory Board
Foundation Energy Transition Netherlands

Appendices

COMPOSITION OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD (cooperative ICCO)
(Starting the 14th of November 2012)

Ir. J F. de Leeuw - Chair and chair
Remuneration Committee
(until 2017, possible renomination)

Chairman College Toelating gewas
beschermingsmiddelen en Biociden
Topconsultant Algemene Bestuursdienst

Ancillary positions
• Board member Abraham Kuyperfonds
•	Member Advisory Council
Stichting Instituut GAK
• member Wageningen Ambassadors
• Chairman Stichting IZZ
Mr. M.T.H. de Gaay Fortman - Member and
member Remuneration Committee
(until 2016, possible renomination)
Partner of Houthoff Buruma lawyers
Ancillary positions
•	Commisscontractorsioner
Royal Haskoning DHV
• Commissioner VGZ
•	Regional Chairman VNO-NCW
Metropool Amsterdam
•	Member Supervisory Board
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam
•	Member Supervisory Board
Nederlands Dans Theater

Drs. Wim Oosterom - Member and member
Audit Committee
(until 2017, possible renomination)
Consultant Oosterom Advies BV

Prof. Dr. Gert van Dijk - Member and chair
Audit Committee
(until 2016, possible renomination)

Professor (Cooperative) Financial services
in developing countries, Nyenrode Business
University
Professor Social Venturing & Cooperative
Entrepreneurship TIAS Nimbas, Tilburg
University
Visiting professor Agribusiness Management,
International Center for Advanced
Mediterranean Agronomic Studies
(Chania, Greece)

Ancillary positions
•	Chair Supervisory Board
ABZ BV (Strawberries from seed)
•	Chair Supervisory Board
Van de Haar Group BV
• Member Advisory Board BergToys BV
• Member Governing Board Metgezel Beheer BV
•	Member Governing board
Dutch Trade Board
• Chair Foundation Gelders Erfgoed
•	Member advisory Board
Stichting Het Groene Woudt
•	Member Advisory Board
Schuiteman Accountants
•	Chair committee
Property Society and Wealth
• Chair member council PGGM
•	Member Board
Authority Veterinary Medicine
•	Member Advisory Board
Foundation Energy Transition Netherlands

Ancillary positions
•	Member Supervisory Board and Audit
Committee Haga Ziekenhuis
•	Member Supervisory Board
Instituut Verantwoord Medicijngebruik
•	Treasurer Protestantse Gemeente
Amersfoort
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VIII	Abbreviations
2SCALE
ACT Alliance
ADATS

Partnership on agricultural development for food markets

Action by Churches Together Alliance
Agricultural Development and
Training Society (India)
ADS
Anglican Development Services
Agri-ProFocus Partnership that promotes farmer
entrepreneurship in developing
countries
AIM
Amsterdam Initiative against
Malnutrition
ANDE
Aspen Network of Development
Entrepreneurs
APEDA
Agricultural and Processed Food
Products Export Development
Authority
Aprodev
Association of Protestant Develop
ment Organizations in the Europe
BCI
BiD
BoP Inc
BLiSS
BRIC
BSI

C4C
CARD
CBF
CBO
CDI

CDM
CER
CGAP
CONCORD
CEDAW

COP
coPrisma
CSD
CSI
CSO
CST
CSR

DANIDA
DFID
DGIS
DSN

EAA
ECHO

Educaids
EED
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Better Cotton Initiative
Business in Development
Base of the Pyramid Innovation
Center
Birth Life Saving Skills
Brazil, Russia, India and China
Business Social Compliance Initiative

Connect for Change
Churches Action in Relief and
Development
Central Bureau on Fundraising
Community Based Organization
Center for Development Innovation of
WUR
Clean Development Mechanism
Certified Emission Rights
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor
European NGO Confederation for
Relief and Development
Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against
Women
Conference of Parties (to the UN)
Members of Prisma that are associated with the cooperative ICCO
Centre for Safety and Development
Client Satisfaction Instrument
Civil Society Organization
Client Satisfaction Tool
Corporate Social Responsibility
Danish International Development
Agency
Department for International
Development (UK)
Directorate General International
Cooperation of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of The Netherlands
Dutch Security Network

Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance
Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection
of the European Commission
Network of Dutch Protestant-Christian
development organizations on
Education and HIV
Evangelische Entwicklungs Dienst
(Germany)

EHAIA

EISF
ERPA
ESPs
EU
FBO
FEST
FIAN
FLO
FSAS
FSC
F&S

GRBA
HAB
HAP

HRH
IAC

IATI

ICVA

ICRC
IDB
IDH
IICD

INERELA
ISS
ITIL
JSMBT
KNCV
LEC
LEI

MASP
MCH
MFI
MFS2
NCDO
(I)NGO
NOVA
NPM

ODA
O-scan

The Ecumenical HIV/Aids Initiative in
Africa
European Interagency Security Forum
Emission Reduction Purchase
Agreement
Effective Selling Points
European Union
Faith-Based Organization
Facilitating Empowerment of Social
Transformation
Food First Information and Action
Network
Fair Trade Label Organization
Fair & Sustainable Advisory Services
Fellowship Stewardship Council
Fair & Sustainable Holding BV
Gender Rights Based Approach
Health Alliance Bangladesh
Humanitarian Accountability
Partnership
Human Resources for Health

International Advisory Committee
(ICCO)
International Aid Tansparency
Initiative
International Council of Voluntary
Agencies
International Committee of the Red
Cross
Inter-American Development Bank
Initiative Sustainable Trade
International Institute for
Communication and Development
International network of religious
leaders living with, or personally
affected by HIV/Aids
Institute of Social Studies
Information Technology
Infrastructure Library

Janara Samuha Mutual Benefit Trust
Dutch Tuberculosis Foundation

Local Expertise Center
Agronomic Institute of Wageningen
University

Multi-annual Strategic Plan
Maternal & Child Health
Micro Finance Institution
Dutch Government Development
Cooperation Financing (2011 – 2015)

Dutch Expertise and Advisory Center
for Citizenship and International
Cooperation
(INTERNATIONAL)
Non-Governmental Organization
Navorsing en Ontwikkeling vir die
Voorkoming van Armoede (South
Africa)
Netherlands Platform for Microfinance
Official Development Assistance
Organization scan

Partos
PKN
PMEL

PPP
ProCoDe
PSI
PSO

PwC

RAPDA
REDD
SAI
SAVE
SCOPEinsight
SIDA
SMEs
SRH(R)
TAA
TBBC
TNO
UCP
UNFCCC
UNPRI

UNSCR
VBDO

VCT
VENIK
VER
VFI

VNO-NCW

Dutch platform for NGOs in
Development Cooperation
Protestant Church in The Netherlands
Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and
Learning
People, planet and profit
Programmatic working,
Co-responsibility and Decentralization
Private Sector Investment program
Association for Capacity Building in
Developing Counties
Price Waterhouse Coopers
African Network on the Right to Food
Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation
in Developing Countries
Social Accountability International
Safer practices, Access to treatment,
Voluntary counseling & testing,
Empowerment
SCoring of Organizational PErformance
Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency
Small and Medium Enterprises
Sexual and Reproductive Health
(Rights)

The Amazon Alternative
Thailand Burma Border Consortium
Netherlands Organization for Applied
Scientific Research
United Civilians for Peace
United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
United Nations Principles for
Responsible Investors
United Nations Security Council
Resolution

De Vereniging van Beleggers voor
Duurzame Ontwikkeling
Voluntary Counseling & Testing
Association of Dutch Insect Breeders
Voluntary Emission Rights
(Dutch) Association of Fundraising
Institutions
Confederation of Netherlands
Industry and Employers

WASH Alliance Dutch Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
Alliance
WCC
World Council of Churches
WUR
Wageningen University and Research
Center
WWR
World-Wide Recycling
ZZg
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